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1xTRODUCTION.
'file International Commission ().11 the Teaching of Mathematics,
created hy:te International Congess of Mathematicians at Rome,

l'IMS,.suisinitted a large body of reports to the congress at

.

Cambriliv,ngland, in lq12. Those for the United States have been
publisheciits bulletins of the Bureau of Education (Bulletin, 1911,
Numbers;
S, 9, 1 '2 13, 16; 1112, Numbers 2, 4, 13, 14). The
congies4Alite.e.ted the commission do continue its activities and to
submit ftirthry reports to the congress to be held., at Stockholm,
Sweden, hi 1916. The following bulletin has been prepared as, a part

_

of the report., 'this country for the second period of the commission's
labors.
k of this period will naturally consist, to a considerable ex
a ieparation by each nation of a digest of the results
. of the earl
ork of tik commission, as seen from the point of view

of that nation.
NO one believes in the bodily transplantation of a.course of study
or oft metlitids of work from one nation to another; yet the very
existence of the commission, and the phenomenal success of its work,

are evidence of the widespread conviction that every nation can
profit from a careful comparative study. of the work of other nations.
The material that folloivs shows that ,thetYpes of school organiza-

tion and the curricula in mathematics of the leading nations of
Europe hare much more in common with each other than with those
of the United States. European nations will therefore sometimes'
find in the practice of their sister nations encouraging confirmation
of their own customs, whereas the United States will be confronted
by the question as to whether she alone has found the path that is

best, at least for herself. Some line of divergence between the
general practice in EuropeSand that of the United States are mentioned
in the concluding remarks of this report (p. 87). Historical and other
reasons for the existence of the divergencies and easily found. Rea-

sons, sometimes of a theoretical; sometimes of a- practical, nature,
`may doubtless also he found sufficient to warrant the present continuance of some or all of these .divergencies. At the same time the
possession of authoritative statements of the practice of the world's
loading nations, as contained in the reports from which the material

that follows is taken, caii put prove helpful and stimulating to the
educators of the United States. The efficient supervisor or the alert
teacher will surelyiprofit by a. serious study of the curricula in Other 6
countries as set forth in this bulletin. H6 may find little or notithig

6
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that is directly usable in his own environment, but ho can not' help
being aided in his effort to improve his ow= work, according to local
needs and conditions, by a witler knowledge of what is done in corresponding ctiseer the world at larger.
All of the statement .of fact in the bullethA are based upon reports
of the iuteniational commission to the congress at Cambridge. A
complete bibliography of .tie reports used is given ern page SS. The
data for the various nations .1kave perforce been given with varying .
degrees of completeness, depending upon the information available
in the reports. As the age at which pupils enter school varies somewhat in different countri'ef3,..;:the_ age of the pupil, rather than the
scho& year, was chosen as' lly basis of comparison)
Unless otherwise stated, i&l; to Tee tinder:good that the European
schools arekr boys only. nelittivelNlittle is as yet done in most of
the EuropeatAountries for the Matheniktical education of girls beyond
the fundamentals of arithmetic. The scitnty information that available is given in appropriate connections."=,
The public schools of the United States comprise, lit mast caeca, an eight-yew elementary course, followed by a fouridar course in the secondary school. In some mil the course in the elementary school is
seven years and in the secondary school five years in length.. In titre instances boar the elementary and
the secondary school courses are six years In length.
The age of compulsory school attendance varies somewhat in the fitfTerent States, but it Is usually from
the age of 6 or 7 to 14. Most pupils enter the elementary school at t he-4g° of 6 or 7. Both the elementary
and the secondary tchools are free to all pupils of the school district.
The courses in the elementary schools of the country are more nearly uniform than Blase °lithe secondary
schools. In the elementary schools the attempt Is made to lay the founiLarl?n for a good gerlral education.
limiting, writing, arithmetic, history, geography, elementary science, and spelling are the Important subjects of thercurriculum. There is but little opportunity for choice of coursei_in these schools. In the secondary Khali a pupil is sometimes permitted to select those subjects that lie especially wishes. Certain
subjects are often required, and the pupil is permitted to select a prescribed Amber of additional subjects.
In many of the larger cities there are secondary schools of s arloas types, such as commercial, manual tralo
ing, and Industrial.
A pupil who has completed the course in a good elementary school may enter a secondary school without
notes of secondary schools upon the presexamination.' Many of the colleges and universities admit
Mei admit only by examination.
entation of a diploma or a certificate, but some colleges and
followedin outlining the subject matter
In this report the Now York State spume of *Ludy is rather cl
of the elementary school. This, course is fairly ti !cal of the best courses °Lille country.
"4"

Arrangement of school year

School ear....

Age of pupil.

6- 7

7- 8 ,,

First

s.

Second
Third . t

8-9

9-10
10-11

11-12
12-13
L3-' 1
16-1
16-14 7

17-18

the United States.

f

Fourth
Fifth
Sixth
Seventh
Eighth
Ninth
Tenth
Eleventh

Tweith

.

'Elementary Secondary
school.
school.
1

2
3
4
6
6
7-

a
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GENERAL ARIIANGEMENT CTI THE COURSES IN
TYPICAL SCHOOLS OF THE VARIOUS COUNTRIES.

1.

-AUSTRIA.
Arranoement of 8:^hoolyrara.

4--

School
year.

Age of pupil.

,

schule.

First.

6-7
7-8
8-0
9-10

Sixth

Eighth..

Tenth

' 15-16
16-17
17-18

.

Eleventh
Twelfth.

,

Realgymnasium.

Real-

whole.

slum,

2
3
4
1

5
I

Seventh.!
N,,intb_.

ttymnn-

schule.

1

Second..
Third
Fourths.
Fifth.

10-11
11-12
12-13
13-14
14-15

Volk-

1

2
3

1

1

2

2
3

4,
4

a

,

61
7

1

2
3

4

4

6;

6
7
8

7

8
I

The minister of education has general supervision of-education in all of the 14
Provinces into which Austria is divided. In each Province there is a superintendefit
of education, who stands midway between the minister and lower-school authorities.
Each Province is divided into districts and each district ha i3 its school council. The

members of this school council are nominated by the teachers of this district and
appended by the higher-school council. Each district is divided into smaller sub-'
divisions and each of these has its local boa
Compulsory education extends from
the sixth to the fourteenth year. Coeducation he rule in the rurardistricts and the
exception in the cities.
The administration o( secondary education is vested in the minister of instruction.
Each Province ans an inspector and a local board. Albschools, whether public or
private,tare subject to the same regulations as the State schools. Most of the secondary
schools are maintained b5 the State.

Thew; are two kinds of elementary schools: (a) The common primary, usually
called tho Voildix-hule, and (b) the superior elementary school, called the Bilrgerschule.
Many (A the Ilfirgerschulen in the rurdl.comm unities are ungraded. In the gitiei the
course in these schools comprises from two to eight grades. The BOrgerechulen usually

consist of three classes, which follow the fifth year of the primawschool. Pupils
may enter directly from the primary .school. Different courses are offered for boys
and girlsijand as far as possible thesexee are instructed in different schools.

Sometics an intermediate course of one year follows the BOrgerschule. The
nature of the course which a pupil follows during this year depends largely upon the
7
p.

.

8
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type of school for which he is preparing.

It is now proposed to make the intermediate
course an additional class of the lIOrgerschule.
There are duel/ general types of secondary schools: (a) The Gymnasium; (b) the
Realechule; and (r) the Re.algymnasium. The first has a course of eight, the second
of seven, and the third of eight years, thus differing from the custom in Germany.
The minimum age fur admission to the Gymnasium is 10 years, so that the first,year
in the Austrian Gymnasium corresponds to the seconiVear in the German Gymnasium,
and four years of preliminary work are required for entrance. The average age at
entrance io 10i to 11 years.
The Gymnasium offers the traliiioite classical course and prepares the 14rrpil for
entering any university. In the Gymnasium more than 50 per cent of the school time
is devoted to the study of Latin, Greek, history, and the mother tongue. About 25
per cent of the time is devoted to mathematics, the history of Austria, geography,
/ physics, and chemistry. Latin and Greek are emphasized.
'The Realschule attempts to furnish a thorough knowledge of the 'modern subjects,
with special attention to the sciences. In these schools the pupil is prepared for the
study of more advanced natural Belem.* and mathematics; no attempt is made to
prepare him for any particular tocation.
The course iu the Realrymnasium is intended for those who wish syme secondary
education but do pot expect to enter a university or a higher technical school. A
graduate of the Realgyrenasium may enter certain classes of the Gymnasium or of
the Realsebule.
A type of secondary school called the Reform Gymnasium, standing intermediate in
courses offered between the classical Gymnasium and the Realschule, was organized
in 1908. It has an eight-year course, The four lower classes are identical with the
corresponding classes of the Realschille. In the four upper classes Latih, it modern
upper grades of the Gymnasium.

Greek is not taught in the Reform Gymnasium.

BELGIUM.
Arrangement of school years.
,

Age of

year.

74
54

Second.

Third
Fourth.
Fifth
Sixth

.040

14-15
15-16
16-17
.17-13
13-19

Primary
school.

Middle
'school.

A them%

royal.

'First

6-7

10-11
11-12
12-13
13-14

School

.

2
3
4
5

Seventh
4..

,

1

Eighth.
Ninth.
Tenth..
Eleventh.

2

3

3

3
4

5

Twelfth
Thirteenth

7

The primary school in Belgium comprises the first six school years. To be admitted,
a pupil must have passed the sixth year of,his age by October of the year he enters

school and must be less than 14 years of ago.

T,he law provides that at least one pr'mary school must be maintainodn each
commune. Children of indigent parents tnustprtaughtgnituitously.

more than 7,000 primary schools under State supervision.
number are coeducational.

There are now

About omethird of the
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The King appoints an inspector for the primary schools of each of the Provinces, of

the country. The primary schools are usually divided into three subdivisions. (a)
The elementary, (b) intermediate, (r) sdperior, each of which comprises two years.
Tin; primary schools are under the control of the commune, but the State reserves the
right of inspection. After completing the prescribed werk of the primary school

that u, at about t he awe of 12, a impi I may enter either the middle school or the A111,1643
Royal. The lowest clam in each
ese schools corresponds, therefore, to our seventh

grade.

The course in the middle schools is three years in length, corresponding to our
seventh, eighth, and ninth grades. These schools were created to meet the needs of
the higher artisan and the commercial classes, and emphasis is placed upon iirediate

utility. The diploma is valuable in many b usineett pursuits. Attendance at the
middle school is compulsory for all who expect to take it Government position. Pupils
leaving these schools are qualified for 41., lower public positions and for positions In

conunerciul, industrial, and mechanical arts. The usual age of admission to the
middle school is 12 years. The pupil most pass an examination before he is admitted.
The middle schools, like the primary schools, are under the control of the commune,
but the State exercises the right of inspection. A pupil who has completed the course
, in the middle schools, finij who desires to prepare for the university, may enter the
fourth from the upper class in the Ath6nese. There are now about 80 middle schools
for bees and 40 for girls.
The AthemFes Royaux are the official schools of higher grade, and they have a course
seen years in length. They are usually for boys only. To be admitted to the lowest
class of these schools a pupil must be at least It years of age and must pass an entrance
examination. In general, however, the lowest class corresponds to our seventh1grade,
the age of the pupil being about 12 years. The boy leaves at about. the age of 19,
after 13 years in school,. These institutions are supported byk-the State and are independent of the commune.: They correspond rather closely, in some respects, to the
secondary schools of the United States.
There are three kinds of Athenees Royaux: ,ft) The huntanistic, with seven years
of Latin and five Years of Greek; (b) the Latin humanities, with seven years Notiin
and no Greek, but with an extensive course in mathematics; (ts) the modern hun
ities with seven years devoted to a modern language. The course in the modern
humanities, is frequently divided into two sections in the three upper classes. These
sections are (a) scientific and (b) commercial.
Pupils who complete any of the three courses in the Athfinfie Royal and pass a final
examination receive a diploma which admits them to the university. Graduates of
the classical course are admitted to any faculty in any of the universities. Graduates
of the Latin-ecientiffc course are admitted to the higher schools of mining, engineering,
and manufacturing. Graduates of the modern liumanities are admitted to thi commercial and consular sections in the Ugiversities of Ghent aq Liege.
The organization of parallel courses equivalent to the established classical courts)
follows French rather than German precedent. InGermany.the various types of
courses are found in different schools: The Gyin!psium, Realgymnasia, and Retdschule.
The secorfdary schools ofTelgium are a very important factoi of who national life.
The opportunity to secure 'a, good ed;chtion is offered to all, and no social or class
d1 Cinctione dettrmine the kind of education that a boy or girl shall receive. The great
intellectual leaders of tote country are usually products of the Athfink. In Belgium
the classical course is still regarded as a dignified and scholarly course, but the utilitarian subjects are regarded as of equal importance and 'dignity with the classics.
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DENMARK.
Arrangement of school years

Age of pupiL

'School year.

Forskole.

1

Mellems kale or
Inter-

Real-

I

mediate.

'

6-7
7-8
8-9
9-10.

First

Second.

.

10-11
11-12.
12-13.

,
,

Seventh .
Eighth.
N ior4h.

14-15.
15-16.
16-17.
17-18

.

Third
Fourth.
Fifth
Sixth

Gymnasium.

case.

j

1

2
4
5
6

.

1

7

2

(8)

3
4

Tel th .
Eleventh

1

1

2
3

Twelfth

Subdivisions of the GymnaeiumPeriods per week devoted to mathentatics in each.
.01111.11b

Classical course t
Modern language course
Mathematical- scientific course.

First.
year.

j

Second
year.

2

2
2

Oi

6

2

Third
year.
2
2
6

The schools of Denmark have always been closely associated with the church, but
in recent years the church control has been 'largely nominal. The clergy still continue

to instruct the rural inhabitants in the sparsely settled sections of the country. The
bishop and the clergy aid in the selection of teachers and in the general administration
of the schools.
The schools are under the control of civil authorities. The minister of ecclesiastical
affairs and public instruction has supervision of the entire educational system, including the university. Certain rights are vested in the local school authorities. It is the
duty of the minister of public instruction' to inspect and regulate' the schoolsto gathez
statistics and to apportion the sckiool fund. Each of the 18 counties has its own school
council, and each of the 60 districts has its school board, which appoints teachers, aids
in selecting books, and arranges the course of study. Each bommune and village has
its school commission, which looks after the individual school.
The elementary schools aro called Forskoler. Compulsory school attendance
begins at Olt age of 7 'and ends at 14. Most of these schools are free, and books are
usually furnished withoutot. In most of the rural districts the schools,are eoeduca-

tional, but this is not,trfiegthe schools in the larger cities.
minimum length of the school year is 240 days of six periods each.
There are-three divisigus of the primary school. The first division is of three years;
the second, two years; and the third, two years. The municipal school of Copenflagon is regarded as the beet in the colitry, and the methods and courses of study
used there are freely eopied elsewhere. Coeducation has been introduced into. some
of the elementary schools of Copenhagen with marked success. The course at Colienbigen'is seven years in length; in some part; of the country it is eight.
- TM middle an&t)iecondary schools are in &aces; of development, and it is difficult

twittaw sharp distinctions between the vvious kinds of. schools. In some of the
-"mui4apol elementary schools the highest classes overlap some of the classes of the
interatediatil schools.

there are continuation schools where 'pupils
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who have finished thefirst seven school years may secure further instructions
in certain
subjects. *2k short course in mathematics and its practical applications
is given.
These schools are grOwing rapidly.
The lowest four classes of the higher schools comprise the intermediate schools.
A
pupil enters the intermediate school at tbe.age of 11 or 12 and completes the
course at "
the age of 15 or 16. The intermediate schools are called "Meklemakole."'
They we/0
established irk 1903 in the attempt to eliminate the abrupt. break between the elementary and the secondary schools. Most of the schools of this type outside of Copenha-

gen are coeducational.
After completing the four years of the M'elkmskole, a pupil may enter the
Realclasse, which continues for one year or he mayseuter the three-year Gymnasium,
which prepares for the university.
The Gymnasium course is composed of three subdivisions: (a) The classical course,
(b) the modern !language course, (c) the mathematicalscientific course. In all
secondary schools the recitation period is 50 minutes. The akmmer vacation begins
early in July.
There are a number of private schools in Denmark, called Folkehoiskole.
They
-Endow the intermediate school and are largely cultural in aim.
The mathematical
instruction in these schools is usually limited to facility in calculation and correlation
with the natural sciences.

FINLAND.
Arrangement of school yeqrs.
Age of 1)141.

I

y Oar.

I

Primary
school.

Lyetie.

.

7-6
8-9

9-10..

First

1

Second..

2

i Third...
I Fourth..
Fifth....

10-11
11-12

12 -13...
13-14
14-15
15-16

School

l
i Seventh.

3
4

5
6

i Sixth .
...

ib
..

16 -17...
14-18
18-19.

Eighth.
Ninth
Tenth

1 Eleventh

i Twelfth.

,

7

1

2
3
4

7

(8)

The elementary primary schools of Finland are coeducational; the higher primary
Education is not
compulsory beyond the elementary School.
The primaty schools in Cities are usually divided into three periods: (a) The
mentary primary school of two years; (b) the ordinary primary school of four' years;
(c) the complementary school of one year. A pupil must be at. least 9 years of age at
before he. cari enter the ordinary primary. The ate for entering the complementary
schools are hot. A small fee is' charged at all primary schools.

school varies from 14 to 17 years.

As the population of Finland* largely rural, and exceptionally homogeneous, the
courses in all primary schools. are practically the same.
There are four types of secondary schools:.(a) The classical lyre% (b) the real lyeee,
(c) the preparatory sclvols,. (d) finiShitig schools (fr girls only).
There are 26 State lyethes for boys and 16 for girls. The pupils who enter the I ycities
are from 9 to 12 years of age. In the real lye 6e one wore hour a week is given to
mathematics than in die classicaLlycee, and much more emphasis is platt4:utoOn the
study of physics.

.

.

15

12
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FRANCE.

.4rrangemrnt of school years..

Sc hool

Age of pupil.

yew.

Primary
school.

El igher

pr imary.

,coe.

1

6-7
7-8

First

Second..

0-10

1

2
3

Fourth.
Fifth
Sixth

10-11
11-12
12-13
18- 14

16-16
16-17
17-18

IP

Third....

8-0 '

f

Eighth..

,

\

Tenth.
Eleventh
Twelfth..

,

1

I

2

2

(3)

3

6
6

.

7

(8)

Primary education in Fran Ce is free, compulsory, andisecular. The law requires
that every commune must have at least one primary school for boys, and every commune of more than 5,000 population must have a primary school for girls. EducatioA
is compulsory from the sixth to the thirteenth year.
Primary instruction is given up to about the age of 10 or 11; then more or lees differentiation in training occurs. There is an elementary course of two years; the pupils
in -this course range in age from 6 to 9 years. This is followed by an intermediate
course of two years; the pupils are from 9 to 11 years of age. Finally, there is a higher
primary school of two or three years. Most of the pupils take only the first two of these
%-kotburses and then enter a secondary school. The higher primary course is not offered
iu all schools.
Higher primary instruction is of two kinds: (a) The higher primary course, and
(b) the coMplementar*couise. The first ctifferafrom the second in that it is entirely
separate from the elementary school and is under a different director. The complementary course is connected with the elementary school and is under the same direction. The higher primary school usually has a course of two, sometimes of three, years.
The complementary course is one year. Pupils who complete the course in the
higher primaryi school are prepared for agriculture, industry, and commerce. However, the aim in these schools is not primarily to prepare the pupil for a particular
vocation, but to furnish a general practical knowledge of several vocations. Those
who wish to prepare for examinationafer entrance to more advanced schools are put
into a special section. To be admitted to either of tile above divisions, a pupil must
have a certificate from the elementary school and must have taken at least on, year
of additional work.
The school day lasts from 8.30 to 11.30 a. tn. and from k to 4 p. rn. -Sessions are
held daily except Sunday and Thursday. The latter day is set apart for religious
instruction outside of the school. Vacation begins about August 16 and lasts until
December 1. Coeducation is the exception thropghout the French system.
The minister of education nominates an inspector of primary schools for each district.
Superior in authority to these are the inspectors of academies; these men are really
heads of departments of primary schools. There are 10 general inspectors of primary
education, who stand next to the minister in authority in these schools.
Secondary educatiqn is not compulsory; nor is it free. The State charges a email
fee, but numerous scholarships are offered. The present organization of the secondary
schools dates back to 1902. The curricula of these schools were somewhat modified
in 1905 and 1909.
There is a course of.severi years. The pupilmsually enters at tile age of 10 or 11 and
graduates at the age of 17 or 18. The secondary school is divided into two cycles, the
first of four and the second of three yews. Pupllswho enter the find wee 69 are required
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t? study Latin and they may elect Greek; in the second section particular emphasis
is put upon the study of French and the sciences; Latin and Greek are not.offered.
Electives are offered in the second and third years of the second cycle. In one
course Greek and Latin are continued. In a second course Latin and either English
or German are studied. In a third course the sciences and modern languages predominate, and but little Latin is offered. In the fourth no Latin is offered; emphasis
is put upon the sciences and upon modern languages.
At the end of the second cycle the pupil presents himself for the first part of the
baccalaureate degree. He must be at least 16 years of age. An additional year is
then given to preparation for the second part of the degree. This degree is a sufficient
passport for entering the higher schools.
The secondary schools of France are called 'reef). In some communes institutions
called colleges are maintained. These are usually of a lower grade than the, lychee
and are financed by the communes. All private secondary- schools are subject to
State inspection.
The lycdes for girls usually have courses of five or six years.

GERMANY.
Arrangement of school years.
School
year.

Age or pupil.
6-7
7-6
8-9
9-10

Volka.

schule.

2
3

Fourth..

Sixth...

Seventh.
Eighth..
Ninth
Tenth
Eleventh
Twelfth.

,e

16-17
11-113

Clem

.17/

4

1

1

5

2

1

1

2

a

2

3
4

a

2
3

4

4

5

5'

6
7

6

7
8

4

6
9

6
7

.8

8
9

9

9

a nine-year armndary school.
Usual age
of pupils.

Clasen.

a
rower stage

Oymna Realgym- Oberrealt
slum.
nastum. 'chute.
ef

First.
Second..
Third

10-11
11-12
12-13
13-14
14-15

IltIrgerschule.

nem

8extaVI
QuIntaV
Onertwt,.. 1-11.I Ill

12
13

Intermediate stage.. Obertertis-0 111

UntersekundaUll

Upper stage

9

10

et

Obersekunda-011
Lintel-primaVI
OberprIma-01

lb
15
16
17

he following table indicates the average number of periods per week allotted to
study of math4matics in each type of eecoSdary school:
Periods per week in mathematics.
elms.

VI

0 ymnash= ...,....

4
4

Oberrestoctmle

a

Reabchule

InII

V

4

4
5

4
6

3
4

a

Total.
0111

5

.01

UT

IIII

4

4

a

ft

5

.45
a

(
4

34
41

47
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In Getrniny centralization oteducational authority is not carried to Bo higt a degree
as in France. Each of the German States is independent in all local affairs, and the
educational system is characterizecrby flexibility rather than rigidity.

)In the United States a pupil may enter the elementary school and continue his
course through the university. The "educational ladder" is unbroken. In Germany
there are two dititinct systems, the lower or elementary school and the higher school

system. After a pupil has. passed his fourth school year it is almost impossible to
transfer from one to the other. Elementary educatioh is usually based on State
laws; secondary education is usually regulated by ordinances of a local character.
In the United States the direction of the internal organization of the schoolrests
with the local communities. In Germany it is in the hands of the various States. .The
official to whom is delegated the highest authority in educatiorial affairs always has
some other State duties. In Prussia the highest official in education is the minister of
public worship and edtleation; in Bavaria he is the minister of the interior, of public
worship and education; in Wurttemberg he Cs the minister of ecclesiastical and school
affairs.
The various subdivisions of the schools are under the immediate direction of subordinate ministers and of directors and school councils. All of these authorities are
State officials. The community looks after the external administration of the school,
such as the erection, equipment, and sanitation of buildings. In some of the large

city systems a school superjntendent iv, appointed as professional advisor. The
appointment of all teachers must be confirmed by the State.

4es-

Education is compuledry from the sixth to the fourteenth year (siXth to the thirteenth
year in Wurttemberg). and there are preetically no illiterates in Germany.
The elementary schools are called Volkatchulen, and are all free. The majority of
the teachers are men, but the percentage of women is steadily: increasNgi. Most of the
Volluechulen have an eight-year course. The school day consists f four or five
periods. It begins at 7 or 8 in summer and at 8 or 9 in winter. The number of Classes
depends upon the size of the school. All Volksi3chulenmust conform to certain minimum requirements prescribed by the State.
Most of the German States make a special provision in the elementary schools for
the education of backward and of exceptionally gifted children. The schools are
divided not only vertically, but horizontally. The brighter children have a richer
curriculum, usually including a foreign language. Normal pupils require eight years
to complete the course in the.Volksschule. Very able pupils, aftei two years' attendance, are put into special classes which prepare them for the Gymnasium in one and
one-half instead of two years. For backward pupils, courses of from 7 to 10 years are
Offered.

The middle schools of Germany are called Mittelschtlen, higher elementary schools,
or Btirgerschulen. They are. intermediate between the lower elementary and the secondary school from the point of view of courses offered. Attendance at these schools
is not a prerequisite for admission to the secondary schools. Mittelschulen are especially common in the States of southern Germany. Some of these are for boys, some
/or girls, and some are attended by both boys and girls. The course is usually nine
years in length, and the lower grade) overlap the primary school. The curricula in
tire schools are adapted as far as possible to local and inRividual needs. The schools
are largely utilitarian in aim. Usually not more than one foreign language is studied,
but exceptional pupils may studY a second foreign language after the seventh year.
SECONDARY 'SCHOOLS.

The public secondary schools are almost all undenotninational or interdenominational. The elementary schools are usually denominational, except in Baden and

flea*, and the Volksschuleu iu some of thcities.
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Separate schools are usually maintained for boysand girl/4, except in Worttemburg,
Baden, and Besse, where mixed classes are common In all of the States, mixed
classes are found in the small schools in rural communities. Most of the secondary
schools for boys are public, and many of those for girls are privata, The maintenance
of the elementary school usually falls upon the community. Cities aud towns maintain their own secondary schools. There is a tendency to provide more liberally for
public secondary education for girls.
A few secondary schools have preparatory schools (Vorechulen), but entrance is
usually made from the third or fourth grade of the elementary schools. Most of 'the
secondary schools have a nine-year course, but some have a course of six years.
Xromotion is by classes, not by subjects. .A pupil who fails in two major subjects

is nut promoted. The maximum size of classes is 50 in the lower stage, 40 in the intermediate, and 30 in, the upper.
The school day begins at the same time 88 in the elementary school and consists of
five or six periods of 40 or 50 minute- each.
There are three kinds of higher schools with nine-year courses: (a) Gymnasium, (b)
Realgymnasium, (c) Oberrealschule.
The Gymnasium is the classical secondary school. Both Latin and Greek are
taught.
In the Ittolgyinuasium no Greek is taught. Latin, the modern languages, and
mathematics are emphasized.
In the Oberrealschule Latin and Greek are not taught, but emphasis is placed upon
the modern languages and science.
In all three types of schools German, history, religion, and mathematics are taught.
The fundamental idea in organi zing the Realschule was to prepare for the commercial
professions, as the Gymnasium prepares for the learned professions. The curricula in
most of the Realschulen have been enlarged to meet the demands for broader culture.
After the first three years in a secondary school it is almost impossible for a pupil
to transfer to another type of school. This means that parents must decide by the
time their children are 9 or 10 years of age which type of school they wish them to
enter. In order that this decision, which is almost irrevocable, may be postponed
until the child is a few years older, institutions Called Reformgyinnasia and Real gymnasia have been established. In these schools a commit+ foundation for all three
.types of secondary schools is laid in the first three Years. At the end of this period
one section begins the study of English, and emphasis is later put upon the natural
sciences (Realschule and Oberrealschule). Another section begins the study of

Latin, and two years later this section is subdivided, one divisiou (Gymnasium)

beginning the study of Greek and the other section ( Realgymnasium) begaming the
study-of English. This general plan is sometimes called the Frankfort system.
Most of the States now maintain separate high schools for girls. The curricula o'f
these schools are not unlike those of the Realschule, except that less emphasis is
placed upon science and mathematics. fn the boys' schools all of the teachers are
men. In the girls' schools some of the teachers are men.
Fof a description of the conducting of classes in the various types of schools the
reader may consult "Mathematics in the schools of Prussia," by J. W. A. Young,
published by Longmans, Green tfc Co., New York. See also "The present Teaching
of Mathematics in Germany" (Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, New York
City), for details in regard to courses in mathematics in the secondary schools of the
more important German States.
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HOLLAND.
Arrangement of school years.
Age of pupil.

School year.

Primary
school..

Burgerschule.

Middle
I

school.

Gym118.S111171.

''"..............

6-7

First

7,4

Second

Third

9-10

Fourth

10-11
11-12
19-13

13-14
14-15
16-18
16-17
17-18

Fifth
Sixth

Seventh

Eighth

..e
....

Ninth

Tenth
Eleventh
Twelfth

2
3
4
5

6
1

21

1

1

2
3

2
3
4
5

4

5
,

There are many large cities in Ilelland, and to a considerable extent they determine
the general character of the primary and secondary educatimP. Although complete
religious liberty prevails throughout. the Kingdom, the various religious denominations
exercise great influence in educational matters.
The minister of the interior is in charge of all State administrationsschools. There
are 3 general inspectors and 25 district inspectors, and these have several subordinates.
These officials are appointed by the sovereign and are paid by the State.
_ The local civil authorities, the communal burgomaster, and the council have

charge of the local administration of the schools. All needs and conditions are

reported to the communal council by the school boards.
The primary school comprises the first six school years.
at the age of 6. Boys and girls attend the same school and are instructed together.
Primary instruction is given in the day schools, the evening schools, and in the.continuation schools. Attendance at the day school is obligatory for all children from
7 to 13 years of age.
There are between five and six thousand public day schools in Holland, and almost
two thousand private primary schools that have been subsidized by the State.
The primary schools are open all the year except on holidays. Promotion from
grade to-grade is upon the basis of examinations. A pupil who completes the course
in the primary school in a satisfactory manner is given a certificate of honor.
The secondary schools may be public or private. There are four general subdivisions:
1. Burgher schools.
2. Higher Burgher schools.
3. Industrial, trade, and technical schools.
4. Agricultural schools.
These schools are sometimes called the middle NChoola, to distinguish them from
the Gymnasia.
The immediate supervision of all public secondary schools is exercised by local
committees approved by the minister of the interior, who is supreme in all matters
relating to the secondary schools.
Pupils may enter these schools either by examination or upon presentation of a
certificate from the primary school.
The Burgher schools are especially for the children of the tradainan, mechanic,

'and the agriculturist. The law requires that such a school must be rnaintairiseevery community having a population of more than 10,000.
The Higher Burgher schools train those who expect to become engineers, architects,
and technologists. Those who expect to enter the service °lithe State also attend
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these schools. The diploma admits the pupil without examination to certain of the

special higher schools.
The Higher Burgher schools have two courses, one of five years and the other of
three. The tendency isle extend the course to six years. These schools offer espec-

ially thproup,kinstruction in the sciences and modern languages. Entrance is ty
examiWtion. A candidate for admission must be at least 12 years of age. A pupil
who successfully completes a cdurse is given a certificate which is of value to him if
he seeks a civil or commercial appointment. There are about AO Higher Burgher
schools in Holland. Both boys and girls may be enrollsd in these schools. Only

male teachers are employed.
The Higher Burgher schools offer the majority of thespupils the beet opportunity
for a good, general secondary education. A graduate of these schools cannot enter a
university until he has studied one year of Latin and of Greek.
Belgium the
sciences and the modern languages are considered as equivalent to the ancient* languages in dignity and in importance, but the classical idea still prevails quite largely
in Holland.
Theie are numerous types of industrial and technic schools. The course in these
schools varies from one to five years. The Burgher schools make provision for oommercial education. There are several schools of industrial and household arta for
girls. Women frequently predominate on the boards in these schools. In all of the
technical schools a good deal of attention is devoted to the subject of drawing.
Agricultural education receives a great deal of attention. A special inspector is
in charge of the agriculttjral schools. Most of the schools of this type offer thorough

courses in colonial agriculture. A special State inspector has supervision of the
agricultural schools.

In addition to the schools mentioned above, every community of 20,000 inhabitants must have a Gymnasium. These prepare especially for the universities. The
age of admission is 12 to 13 years, and the candidate for admission must pass an exam-

ination in the mother tmtgue, French, reading, writing, history, and arithmetic.
The course is six years in length. There are about 70 Gymnasia in Holland, public
and private.
The inspection and examination of the schools is very rigid and effective throughout
the country.

'HUNGARY.
Arrangement of School years.
4hool

Age of pupil.

year.

8-7

Vona!

Firat

7-8
8-9
9-10

44.

15-18
18-17

.

Tenth

Eleventh

17-IB

52452°-1---2

4

Seventh

Eighth....
Ninth

ule.

8

Sixth

,

1213-14
14-15

Oymnadtun.

2

Third
Fourth..
Fifth

.

11-12

tubule.
1

.. Second....

10-11

Barger-

ethnic.

it

6

1

8

1

2
3

9
3

4

4

5
4

A

5

6
7)

7

(5)

8

1

3

a
7

I
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The nuwber of hours devoted each week to the ;Study Of mathematics and of geometric drawing in the Gymnasium and. Realechule is indicated in the following:
Periods per week in mathematics and geometric drawing.
Gymnasium.

Iteabichule.

Classes.

Mathe-

Geometric
drawing.

manes.
'1rst
Second

Third
Fourth
Fifth
Sixth
Sevwth
RiW.h
Total

1
4

a

Total.

3
3

7

2
2

5
5
3

I

Geometric
drawing.

maths.
mati
4

2

8
8
5

4
5
4

2

6

4

3
2

3
2

1

36

31

10 1

4

3

4

1

lb

Total.

4

5
4

3

3

1-2t.

In Hungary, pa in .Austria, the minister of education is the highest school otliMal.
He is assisted by a staff of subordinate ministers and numerous school inspectors.
The elementary schools include the national, private, and city schools, but them

is a certain unity in the courses, because all pupils are required to pass the same
examinations. Boys and girls are usually taught in separate institutiOnts, but coeducational elementary schools are not uncommon in the leas dentsely populated districts.
The course in. the elementary school is six years iu length. The taw yrovides for a
minimum school year of eight months in the country and nine in the city. Educationis compulsory from the sixth to the twelfth year.
The Btkgerschulen are much the same as the corresponding w heels in Austria.
The course is usually four years in length, but smut) schools offer six or eight year
courses. Some of the -Btlrgerschulen are supportedyby the State, some by religious

organizations, and others by the communities. The girl and boy may enter these
schools after completing the fourth class of the Volkschule. The entering ago is
usually 10. Bath male and female teachers are employed.
Ih the Bergerschule for boys the same subjects are usually taught in the first four
years as in the first four years of the Gymnasium and Realschule, with the exception
of
and French. The pr.e.tica.1 aim of the Burgarsehule is indicated by the
introduction of some subjects not taught in the Gymnasium and Realschule. The
BUrgerschulb does not attempt to prepare the pupil for higher education, but seeks
to emphasize the practical subjects and to lead to the higher vocations. Attendance
at these schools does not excuse one from servile in the army. Pupils may be transferred from certain classes of the Bilrgerschule to the Gymnasium and Realschula
and vice vase by passing examinations. The change that is gradually taking place
in the BOrgemchule is evidenced by the fact that Latin is now taught in some of the
boys' schools, and some of these schools are not unlike the Gymnasium and Realschule.
The secondary schools of Hungary am of two kinds: (a) The Gymnasium, (6) the
Realschule. Both types of school have an eight-year course. A pupil may enter
by pxamination after completing the first four classes of the elementary Khoo].
In the Gymnasium Latin is studied in each of the eight classes and Greek in the
last four. The study of Latin is obligatory. In many Gymnasia a pupil is permitted
to elect come subject instead of Greek. German is taught after the second class.
Latin is not a required subject in the Realschule, but it is sometimes offered in
the last four classes. In the Realschule German is taught in all classes and French
1.
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in the last six. Mathematics is treated more extensively and more intensively in
the Realschule than in the Gymnasium.
4
Separate secondary schools of a distinctive type have recently been established
for girls. These schools offer a six-year course and may be entered by examination
after the completion of the sixth year of tills elementary school. There are now two
kinds of high schools for girls. In one of these especial emphasis is placed upon the
modern languages and domestic science; in the other the course closely resembles
that of the Gymnasium for boys. Both men and women are employed as teachers
in,the high school for girls.

ITALY.
e

Arrangement of school years.
Secondary school.

School
year.

Age or pupil.

F.lemen

tart'

Classical school.

school.

innasio.
6-7

7-8.

8-9
9-10
10-11

11-12
12-13
13-14
14-15
15-16
16-17
17-18.

.

`

First..

Second
Third .

Fourth
Filth.

Sixth..

Seventh.
Eighth

Lice).

Modern
school.

1

.2
3
4
5

1

6

2

1.
2
3

3
4

Ninth
Tenth.

4
1

F.leventb
Twelfth.

3
i

P,

The minister of public instruction is at the head of the national educations system
and is a member of the cabinet. There is a higher council of 36 members, 12 of whom
are nominated by the minister, 12 are designated by the ordinary and extraordinary
professors of the Universities, and the remainder ate elected by the senate and the
chamber. Of tkese 36 members, 15 are appointed by the minister as a special committee in charA of all matters pertaining to higher education. Another group of
members has 'charge of the secondary schools, and a third group has charge of the
elementary schools. There are also several permanent Committees to act as advisers
on particular subjects.
Their is an official (Prooveditore) in each Province who has charge of the matters
relating to public instruction within the Province, Each Province has also an educational council for the elomentatry schools and one for the secondary schools.
The elementary school usually consists of six grades. The first three grades comprise
the inferior and the next three the superior course. A pupil may enter school at the
age of 6, and education is compulsory from, the sixth to the twelfth year. After completing the fourth year of the elementary school, the pupil who is going to a higher
school may take an examination, and'if he passes this he may enter the secondary
school. Nq pupil is allowed to remain in the elementary school after he is 15 years
of age or in the inferior coarse after he is 12 years of age.
Separation of Pupils on the basis of sex occurs wherever the number of pupils in a
school is sufficient to necessitate a duplication of classes and courses. Womep teachers
predominate in mixed schools and in elementary schools for girls. Men usually teach
in the schools for boys. .
The State assumes a share of the expenses for the elementary schools, and the remainder of the elpense is borne by the communes.
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Secondary schools are usuall7 erected and equipped by the local authorities, and the
There are two types of secondary schools
besides theypormal schoolic
I. The classical school and the modern sch with Latin
(a) Ginnasio-5-year course.
(b) Liceo-3-year course.

other expenses are shared by the

.

H. Modern school without LatinTechnical school
(a) Scuola tecnica and scuola complementaro-3-year course.

(b) Institute tecnico-4-year course..
Institute nautico-3-year course.
Secondary schools are divided into first and sevond grade. Tho first-wade schools are
the Ginnasio, Scuola Tecnica, and Scuola Complementare. The second-grade schools
are the Liceo, Institute Tecnico, Institute Nautico, and Scuola Normale.
No pupil is admitted to the secondary schools until he has passed an examination
(maturita).
The complete classical course covers eight yearn, and the modern course covers seven
years.

Girls are admitted to secondary schools upon the same conditions as boys. The
Scuola Complementare is for girls only.
The secondary schools are subiect to -rather rigid inspection by officials from the
office of the mkaister of education.

JAPAN.
Arrangement of school years.
Ago of pupil.
6-7
7-8
8-9
9-10
0-11

Ordinary

First

4

Filtth.

.,.
Seventh
Math.

8

Eighth
Ninth
Tenth
Eleventh
Twelfth

17 -18

Middle
school.

2
3

,

Third
Fourth

12-18
13-14
14-13
16-16
16-17

Higher
primary.

1

Second

111-12

.

hool year.

1

1

2

2
3

3

4

6
(6)

Periods per week in mathematics.
First

.
Ordinary primary
Higher primary
Middle school

year.

-----1.'r

Berond Third 1 Fourth
year.
year.
year.

Fifth

Sixth

year.

year.

1

6

6

6

4

4
4

4
4

4
4

4

2

4

Tho State has entire control of education, and school attendance is compulsory from
the sixth to the fourteenth year. The minister of education is a member of the imperial
cabinet.
The school yearextends from the first of April to the first of March of the following
year. The actual school year, after all vacations have been deducted, is about 40
Weeks.

The elementary school consists of two subdivisions. The first extends over the
first six grades and is called the ordinary primary. The second, called the higher
elementary, extends over the next two or three years. Education is compulsory
_

_
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in the ordinary primary, but not in the higher elementary school. In some localities
supplementary education is now provided for those who can not pursue their regular
education beyond the compulsory stages.
Boys and girls are usually taught in the same school and in the same class during
the elementary scilpol period, but the middle and higher schools are not coeducational.
Frequently, if t number of girls in one school year of the ordinary elementary
schools or the number of girls in all the clasies of a higher elementary school is enough
to organize one class, the boys and girls are separated.
After completing the course in the ordinary primary school, the pupil who expects
to enters higher school goes at once to the`tuidd le school instead of the higher primary.
Applicants for admission to the middle school must be male graduates of the ordinary elementary schools, not less than 12 years ofage, or must have attainments equal
or superior to those of the graduate. of ordinary elementary schools. Graduates of
the ordinary elementary school are given preference over others.
The course in the middle school is usually five years in length; sometimes a sup-

plementary year is added. The graduates of middle sehools are qualified to enter
higher special schools of various -kinds and. special industrial schools. They may
enter military, naval. or navigation schools, or the higher normal school.

The middle schools were established to give boys a higher common education,
but many of these schools have become virtually preparatory schools. The authori-

tigoing to close the high schools preparing for the imperial universities and to
new higher middle schools, for the purpose of imparting to those who,have
finished the Middle sehool course a higher common education more thorough than
before.

After graduating from a middle school, a boy whotipecte to "enter the university
may enter a higher school, having a course of thre ears, which prepares for the
'university. A Loy who enters tlut university after preparing in this manner is 20 or
21 years of age. Admission to the higher middle schools is usually on the basis of
competitive examinations. seuring the first year five hours per week are devoted
to mathematics; during the second and third years. four hours per week. The course
in mathematics in these schools includes trigonometry, algebra, analytic geometry,
and the calculus.
After a girtfirtters the ordinary primary school, she may enter a girls'. high school
or she may (Inter The higher primary school. The course in a girls' high school is
,four.or five years. This is sometimes supplemented by two additional years. This
supplementary course is the only provision for the higher education of women except
the normal school and certain technical schools. Iio girlie allowed to enter the
imperial university.

OUMANIA.
Arrangement of school years.
Secondary school.
Age of pupil.

School
year.

l'rinutry
school.
Lqc46.

6-7
7-8

6.98-10

16-11

11-12
12-13
13 14
14-15
15-16
16-17
17-18

First..

Second.
Third .

Fourth..
Fifth

Sixth .
Seventh.

Eighth..
Ninth.
Tenth...

Eleventh
Twelfth.

1

2
S
4

(6)
2
3

4

(6)

1

2
3
4
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The schools of Rouraania are divided into three groupir: (a) Primary, (6) commercial,
technical, and private; (c) secondary and higher.
The minister of public instruction has general supervision of all education and is
officially advised by a general educational:eouncil. This council is divided kntothree
groups. Each group has general supervision over one of the types of Schools entailerated above. There are also general and district inspectors for both the primary and
the secondary schools.
The primary and the secondary school!) are free, and education is compulsory between the ages of 7 and 14 years.
In the cities the primary school course is 4 years in length, and the school year is
10 months. In rural communities the course is 5 years in length, and the school year
is 9 months.
The secondary schools are of two kinds: The gymnasium and the lyeee. In some
cities both types are found in the same school. Pupils may be admitted to the gymnasium by examination or upon presentation of a certificate from the primary school.
Admission to the lyc6e is by certificate fromiihe gymnasium.
There are three parallel courses in the lycee, somewhat as in the French schools.
A pupil may elect the mathematica-bcience course, the Latin-science course, or the
classical course. Only a few of the public secondary schools are for girls.
Asoupil who doesnot expect to go to a university sirends live years in thegymnasitna
instead of entering the lycee.

RUSSIA.
Arrangement of schoo7 y;ats.
Age of pupil.
7-8

84

9-10
10-11

11-12
12-13
13-14
14-15
15-18

16-17
17-18

School
year.

Pitney
school.

First.
Second..

Third..

Fourth.,

Fifth....
Sixth...
Seventh.

Eighth..

Ninth
Tenth
Eleventh'

neat

schule.

Gymnasium.

1

2
3
4
'15)

......

(ii)

1

1

2
3

2
3
4

4
5

7

(8)

5.
0
7
8

Prixeary instruction in 'Russia is under either the minister of public instruction or
the Holy Synod:
The schools under the direction of the Holy Synod bear about the same relation to
the other schools that the church schools of England bear to the public schools. The
synod manages the schools through the bishop and the clergy.
The primary schools usually have courses of three or four years, but in some cities
tixe course is five or six years in length. Five periods a week are devoted to arithmetic.
The secondary schools are of tw3.14;pes, the classical gymnasium and the modern
gymnasium.
Gymnasia for girls are quite numerous. and the course of study indicator) flint quite
a high standard is sought. Most gymnasia for women have courses seven years in
length. There are some gymnasia with three and four year eimrses.
The following table indicates the number of periods per week devoted to niathematics in each of the types of secondary schools:.
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Periods per week in mathematics.
First,

year.

Classical gymnasium
Mode rn gymnasium

1

4
1

Second Third . Fourth

4
4

year.

year.

year.

Fifth
year.

i

Sixth (Seventh Eighth
pear.
year.
year.

I

I

I

4
4

4
1

4

.

I

I

5i'

4,

4

4

I

1

3
3

4

3

I

SWEDEN.

.

Arrangement of schoo years.
Age of pupil.
!

Primary I

. School
year.

school.

pans-

Real-

salute.

slum.

a._

First

6-7
7-8
8-9
9-10

Third
Fourth..
Fifth
Sixth
Seventh.
Eighth.
Ninth
Tenth
Eleventh

10-11

11-12
12-13.

43-14
14-15
15-16
19-17
17 -IS

1

118cond..

.5.

2

3

,

4

5

2

6

3
4

5
8
2

Twelfth

4

Periods per 'mirk in mathematics.
Clara%

Gymnasia..
. Second. I Third.

First.
liealgymnasium
Latin gymnasium

6.i
5

4

6
4

Fourth.
6

Pupils usually enter school at the age of 6 or 7, and attendance is cempulmory up to
the age of 14. The school year is 34i weeks in lertgtli:i',,Iloth the church and the
school are under the supervisiqu of the same department of Me Government.
'he parish is usually the school disThe primary school has a six years' course.
trict, and instruction is carried on under the stiervision of local inspection and of
inspectors appointed by the Government. Coeducation is common in the primary
schools of the rural districts. From five to seven periods per week are devoted to
tnathematics in the primary school.
The higher school is divided into. the Realechule and the Gymnasium. The1 aim
of the ReaLuchttle is to provide a general' practical education beyond the primary
'school. The course of six years is concluded without an examination, In all Realschulen four pr five periods perweek are devoted to mathematics.
After completing the fifst, five years of the Realschttle, a pupil mdy enter the first
year of the Realgymnasium or of the Latin Gymnasium, instead of taking the.mixth
year of the Realschule. In the Gymnasium puj it are urged to take subjects for
which they have special talent, and considerable f eedom to discontinue a subject is
permitted.
The school day for secondary schools, begins at 745 its the horning and must not
be longer than siz periods of 45 minutes each.
With the exception of a few of the public kealsch lei, all &f the secondary schools
are for boys only, and a small fee is charged. Must f the :her schools for girls
private; and they are taught almost exclusively by women.
the close of the last
Any pupil who is successful in passing the examinations
year in the Gymnasium isjormitfed to enter the uttiVersitY..
1r
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SWITZERLAND.
Arrangement of school years.
Higher middle
. sch°14-

Lower
School

Age of pupil.
,

year.

Primary
school:

First
Second....

13 -14...
s

.

.

Realachule

1

2

Third
Fourth.
Fifth
SLith
Seventh..
Eighth :
Ninth
Tenth
Eleventh..
Twelfth
Thirteenth

10-11.
11-12
52-18

18-19.."

Oymnaalum.

darschule).

6-7
7-8
6-9
9-10

,

school
Hie kiln-

.

V

14-15
15-16
16-17
17-18.

middle

3
4

5
6

..,,

,

1

2
3

1

4

2

3

(5)

1

.4

2

5

6

3
4

7

5

The- Cantons differ greatly in the number of periods per week devoted to niathemalice. In the primary school one period daily is the general rule.
TV following table shows the number of periods per week devoted to mathematics,

including bookkeeping, in the literary Gymnasium, Realgymnaaitun, and Realschule
of Zurich.
Periods per week in mathcnaties.
Years,

First. I Second. Third. Fourth. Fifth.
Literary Gymnasium
Reggymnssium
Reshonuis

3

3

551

6

Si

8

9

9

S

91

Sixth. Seventh.
4
41

16

Although each of the 25 Cantons of Switzerland is autonomous in all matters pertaining to education, there are some similar features in the various school systems.
In most of theCantons the legislature appoints a general director of education, but
ire some Cantons this authority is vested in an educational council. Most of the
Cantons have special inspectors for each type of school.
The chief characteristic of education, might be said to be its variability. This is
meted by the great geographical, economic, and religious differences prevailing in
the various Cantons. There is considerable dissatisfaction in Switzerland because of
the greet 'variety in educational systems, and there is a tendency toward centralization of authority in education. The school year varies from 38 to 48 weeks.

The primary Schools are said to be unusually efficient in the training they give.
The entering age varies from 8 to 7 years in the different Cantons, and the coarse is
six years in length. All primary schools are free and coeducation predominates
except in the large cities.
In many Cantons a pupil who has completed the fourth year of tho primary school
may enter an advanced school called the lower middle school or the Spkonciarechole.
Inthia school one or more foreign languages and algebra are taught. In some Cantons
pupil enters this typo? Of school after completing the sixth year of the primaiy school.
The course is then from three to five years in length. These schools correspond to the
BQrgerschulen in Germany and Austria and to the Upper primary schools in France.
A pupil who has completed the siu-yeir course of the primary school may enter the

middle. whoa. There are many names used in the various Cantons for the
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\different types of schools of secondary grade, but most of these schools may be called
either Gymnasia or Realsehulen. The Realschulen of Switzerland correspond to the
Oberrealschulen of Germany. In French Switzerland there is even more differentiation of courses than in German Switzerland, and many of the secondary schools resem-

ble the French !rem.

Zurich is the largest of the Cantons, and the system there may be taken as roughly
typical. Vera are three types of secondary schools in Zurich: (a) Literary Gymnasium, (b) Realgymnaeium, (e) Realechule. A pupil who has corapleted a six-year
course in the primary school may enter either type of Gymnasium. To enter the
Realschule a pupil must have completed not only a six-year course in the primary
school, but he must have had two additional years in some secondary school.
[For arrangement of school courses in the United States, see note on page 6.]

TABLE 1.
Table 1 is a graphic representation of the arrangement of the school years in different
countries. A heavily dotted line indicates that in some cases the type of school under
consideration extends over the period represented.
The table portrays general conditions and not exceptional cases.

Tanis. 1. Arrangement of school years.
Age

Schaal yew!

6-7

7-5

;

1

2

;

9-10 1 10-11 11-12.12-13113-14 14-15 1.1-16 16-17 17-18 18,19

3

4

5

7

8

9

10

II

12

Austria:
Vol ksschule,
Fifirgerschule, 3-year
Gymnasium, 5 -pear
Realschule, 7-year

Realiymnashun,

ytar
Belgium:
Primary, 6-yvar.
idd le, 3-year
Athande, 7.7 }-year

r--.

Denmark:
Foikaskole, &year
Intermediate, 4-year.
Reelklame 1-yeur
Gymnasium, 3-yent
Ffniarsd:
Primary, 7-year
1,yree,8-year
France,
Primary, 4-year

.1

Higher Primary. 3year

Lyede, slaw
Germany:
V01111116U16, &year

.11argerechule",9-year .

0 mnsaium,9-yeer
.11ealnumsslum, 9-

AI*
Obanialsobulo,9-year

WA,

=1
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TABLE 1 .Arrangentera of shool. yearsContinued.
Age

6-7

Salta! year

1

7-8 1 8-9 9-10 i10-11 1i-12112-13 13-14 14-15 15-16 1617117-18 18-19
2

4

3

5

6

7

r^i{

9

10

11

12

13

Ho

Primary, 6-year
BOrgenchule, 2-year
Middle, 5-year

I

Gymnasium,6year
Hu Walt:
Vollraschule,6-year
BOrgersehttle,4-6.year
Gymnasium, 8- year...
Realschule, S.year,

Elementary, 6-year...
Ginnaslo.:1-ynar
Lice°. 3-year
Modern, 7 -year

Japan:
Ordinary Primary, 6year

Higher I:rimary,

3-

year
Middle, 6-year
Roumania:

Gymnasium 5-year
Lye& , 4-year

Russia:
Primary. 3-3 year
Bealschule, 7-8 year '.........
Gymnasium, 8 year
Sweden:
Primary, 6-year
Itesisattule, 6-year
Gymnasium, 4-year
Switzerland:
Primary, 6-year
Lower Middle, ti-year
Gymnasium, 7-ruar.
rtealschule,',1-year
L'nittdStalesofd maira:
Elementary , 8-year
Secondary, 4-year
I

-4

.

II. TILE WORK IN MATHEMATICS IN THE FIRST SCHOOL
YEAR.
Luerque.The pupils are taught to read and write numbers from 1 to 10, and
the four-fundamental operations are usually taught within those limits.

In some

schools the pupils learn to read and write mimberarom 1 to 100 during the first ecltuol
year. Simple problems involving denominate numbers familiar to the children are
given. Moot of the work is oral.
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BELGIUM Pupils are taught to count and to read and write numbers from 1 to
20. Simple exercises involving numbers within these limits are given. The read-

ing and writing of numbers is often extended to 100. Objects are freely used to
develop the number concepts. From four five periods a week are usually devoted
to arithmetic.
DENMARK The first year's work inclu es the reading and writing of numbers
from 1 to 10. and the four fundamental -ope tions involving numbers within these
limits. In a few schools the limit is extend,. La 20. The concepts
and I are
taught. Almost all the work is oral and objet are freely used. Arithmetic is taught
five periods t-4-sweek to boys and four to girls.

ENGLAND.The -third grade of the infan department corresponds to the first.
school year in the United States. Pupils are ught to.count from 1 to 10 and from
10 to 1. The various numbers from 1 to 10 a factored. No formal addition or subtraction is taught. Only the simplest exerc s are given. The pupils play store,
dominos, and various other gamq.. Measu ment, using the foot, inch, and halfinch is taught. and pupilsilearn estimat small distances. The terms half and
quarter are taught by mean of paper foldin and by the use of numerous objects.
FINLAND.In the city schools the p ils are taught to count and tp read and
write numbers from 1 to 100. The most, c mmon measures are taught.
In the country schools the reading and riting of numbers from 1 to 100 are taught

and addition and substruction involvi g numbers less than 20 are studied. The
meaning and use of the terms meter, 1 er, kilogram, and mark are also taught.
FRANCE. The course includes t reading and writing of numbers from 1 to 100,

and the four operations invoking re numbers to 10. The terms meter, liter, and
franc are taught and extensively ed. The fractions;, and I are taught. Almost
all of the work is oral.
GERAANY.---The number cafe from 1 to 20 is taught, and addition and subtraction Of numbers wit bin
limit.
In some of the German fates the multiplication table of twos is taught during the
first school year. The rms meter, decimeter, pound, and mark are usually taught.
In a few of the
ca the number scale is taught only from 1 to 10, but all four
operations are taught within these limits.
From three to four periods a week are devbted to arithmetic.

HOLLAND.The course is practically the same as in Belgium. The numbers
from 1 to 20 are studied synthetically. From 20 to 100 the tens are studied before
the intermediate numbers. Four to five periods a week are given to the subject.
HUNGARY. The course is practically the tame as in Atstria. The simple number relations involved in the activities of the home and the school are emphasized.
ITALY.--The pupils are taught to read and wrjte numbers from 1 to 100 and to
perform the four operations on numbers from 1 to 20. Most of the work is oral.
JAPAN.The course includes the reading and writing of numbers from t to 100
and the four operations on numbers less than 20. Most of the exercises are in addition and subtraction. A few simple exercises with numbers between 20 and 100 are
given.
Five periods a week for 40 weeks are usually devoted to arithmetic.
NORWAY.(No report is availible.)
R017MANIA.(The report does not include the work of this school year.)
RIISHIA.(Details of the work of the first school year are not available; see the
third school year.)
SPAIN.(There is no report on the work of the elementary school.)
SWZDIN.The pupils are taught to read and vrri numbers from 1 to 100, and
to solve simple oral problems involving numbers of one
-t.
swrrzmAND.The pupils are taught' to read and
to numbers tit 100, and
to perform the four aerations on small number":
.

.
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UNIT= STATES. In many of the schools of the United States only incidental
number work is given during.the first school year. In some schools regular number
work is begun the latter half of the first year. In a few schools incidental number
work is given during the first two school years.
A great variety of courses exists in those schools which provide special periods for
number worst during all or a part of the first school year. The ftillowing outline is
from the New York State course of study. It represents one of the most advanced
courses.

Pupils are taught to count, read, and write numbers to 100 and to memorize the 4:i
addition combinations: The drill in these combinations is given in such a way as to
prepare for subtraction as well as addition. Pupils learn to count 100 by twos, fives,
and tens. The children are taught to carry in addition. No attempt is made to teach
the science of numbers; the art of computation is emphasized. Qral work grw
predominates, but a good deal of Peat and blackboard work is given.

GENERAL SUMMARY OF THE FIRST YEAR'S WORK.

There is not much divergence between the courses in arithmetic in the most progressive schools of the various countries. In general it may ho said that"the aim is
to teach the children to count and to read and write the numbers to 100; to per form
easy additions and subtrictings within these limits; to know the fmctins 4, 4, and i;
and to make a few easy multiplications and divisions involving numbers leers than 20.
Practically all the work is oral, and objects are freely used.

III. THE WORK

SCHOOL

YEAR.
AUSTR.I.A.Drill upon addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division is
continulvd, and the exercises involve numbers from 1 to 100. The reading and writing
of numbers is extended to 1,000. The pupils are taught. the use of the common mewUrea.

BEL011731.Knowledm of the number scale is extended to 100, and pupils frequently learn to write numbers to 1,000. The four Operations involving numbers not
greater than 100 are taught, and place value .is emphasized. The multiplication
tables through 10 times 10 are built up and learned. Considerable attention is devoted to the small fractions in common use. Both oral and written exercises an
given, but the oral work largely predominates.
In boys' schools four hours a week and in girls' schools three hours are devoted to
the study of arithmetic.

DENKARX The four fundamental operations are taught simultaneously for
numbers up to 100. The pupils usually learn to road numbers to 1,000. The work
in division includes divisors of only one figure.
Danish money is studied, and the following terms are learned and used: Meter.
decimeter, centimeter, kilogram, liter, down, year, month, week, and day. Simple
reductions in the metric system a' re taught. The fractional, 4, 4, and pare taught
objectively and are used in simple computations.
ENGLAND. The year that most nearly corresponds to our second school year is'

called "Rtantlard I." TWA is usually preceded by at least two years in the infant
department. During this period a good deal of incidental number work is given.
The general practice is to teach the reading and writing of numbers from I to 100.
The course includes addition and,subtraction of two slumbers of one digit each, but
no formal Multiplication or division la given, Rapid addition and subtraction are
.

.

,
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emphasized. These procesees are taught on the "comfoletion of the ten" system.
The fractions 4, 4, and are taught.
A good deal of attention is given to the drawing of the simplest geometrical figures
and to estimates of length. Such objbcts as cubes, bricks, and coins are extensively
used.
FINLAND. The courts, includes the foul fundamental operations involving numbers not greater than 100, and the reading and writing of numbers to 1,000.
The common measures of length, weight, volume,and camicity are also taught.

FRANCE.The pupils are taught to count and write numbers to 1,000. The four
fundamental operations involving easy combinations with numbers loss than 100
are taught. Division is limited to divisors of one figure.
The terms meter, liter, gram, franc, and their easy multiples and submultiples are
learned. Pupils learn to construct squares, rectangles, and triangles. A good deal
of emphasis is put upon simple estimates and measurement.
Forty minutes a day are usually devoted to the study of arithmetic.

OXEMANY.The reading and writing of numbers is extended to 1,000, and
numerous oral exercises involving the four operations with small numbers are given:
The operations are proved by reversing.; .Special emphasis is put upon the multiplication and division tables up to five. lifiractions 4, I, and are taught and used
in easy problems. The terms mark, pound, meter. and centimeter are taught. The
pupils are required to do a good deal of measuring and estimating. Rhymes and
games are used to fix the sequence of numbers and their combinations.

In all the /states oral arithmetic greatly predominates. In a few States special.
emphasis is put upon the fractional parts of small numbers, and upon counting to
100 by fives and tens.

HOLLAND.The pupils are taught to count, read, and write numbers to 1,000.
The four fundamental operations are quite thoroughly taught for numbers lest than
100. A good deal of emphasis is placed upon the common denominate numbers.
In Amsterdam four and one-half hours a week are devoted to arithmetic.
VIINGARX.(See the comae in Austria.)
ITALY.The course includes the reading and writing of numbers to 1,000, and
oral exercises involving the four operations on numbers less than 100. In multiplication and division the multiplier and diviibor are limited to one -digit numbers.
The fractions 4, 4, and are taught objectively. The elementary notions of units of
weight, length, and capacity are taught. Numerous easy practical problems are
given.

JAPAN.,--Notation and numeration are taught to 1,000. Pupils are taught to
count by tens to 1,000. Oral addition and subtraction involving numbers like than
100 and multiplication and division by easy two-figure numbers are taught. The
use of the abacus makes.tho learning of the tables beyond the nines useless. The
tables and the inverse operations aro begun in this grade.
The school year isi0 months, and 6 periods a week are devoted to arithmetic.
NORWAY,(No data are available for this year.)
RDIIIMIANIA.(No data are available for this year.)
RIISSIA.(See the report for rho third school year.)

SWIM/IN.Pupils learn to count, read, and write numbers to 1,000; to perform
the four operations orally on, numbers lees than 50, and to perform them in writing
on numbers leas than 100. The multipliers and divisors are always single digits or
multiples of 10. The simplest common measures are studied and the easiest fractions
are taught.
8WITZEZIAND,Details of the course for the second year are not given in the
reports. Oral arithmetic is the basis of the work throughout the primary grades, and
great emphasis is put upon easy practical problems within the expefience of the
child.
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UNITED STATES.In the New York State course there is continued drill on the
use of the 45 combinations in addition and subtraction. There ir also drill on series
in addition and counting by twos, threes, fours, and fives. The addition method is
used in subtraction. There is continued drill in rapid additions. The pupils memorize the 45 combinations in multiplication. These are so taught as to prepare for
division at the same time. The process of carrying in multiplication is taught. Good
model forms are extensively used. No explanation of the processes is attempted.
GENERAL SUMMARY OF THE SECOND YEARS WORK.

The course of the second school year varies more than that of the first year. In
general, the aim of the work may be said to be to teach the children to count, read,
and write numbers to 1.000; to perform tha fundamental operations on numbers less
than 10(f; and to learn the simple uuits.of measure. In several countries, multipliers
and divisors irre limited to one figure. The pupils are taught to count to 100 by twos,
fives, and tons. The 45 addition combinations are learned in this year and the
multiplicatliut tables involving products up to 10 times 10 are usually studied.
Subtraction is usually taught by the addition method and is studied at the same
time as addition. The fractions 3, 3, and 3 are taught, and objects are very extensively used. The simple denominate numbers are studied and much attention is
devoted to measures and estimates. Oral work predominates. Numerous concrete
problems involving the experiences of the pupils are given.
The course in the most progressive schools of the United States compares favorably
with the most advanced courses in Europe. In the .great majority of the schools of
the United States, however, not so much is attempted in arithmetic as in the best
schools of Europe during the second school year. The longer school' year and the
longer school day enable the European teachers to devote more time to drill in fixing
the number facts, and the pupils leaving the second grade. there are probably more
thoroughly grounded in the fundamentals than is the case in this country.

IV. THE WORK IN MATHEMATICS IN THE 11I-IIRD SCHOOL
YEAR.
AIISTRIA.A great deal of emphasis is put upon speed and accuracy in the four
fundamental operations. A largo amount of oral drill is given, and numerous exercises are solved at the blackboard er on paper.
The fractions include all those with denominators less than 10. Simple ercises
Involving these fractions are given. Exercises involving simple estima and measurements aro frequently given.

BELGIUM.The pupils are given an intuitive and practical knowledge of the
terms meter, liter, gram, and franc, and of their multiples and submultiples. The
units of measure are put into the hands of the pupils whenever practicable. The
four operations are explained, and computation is extended to in
numbers. The
decimal notation isintroduced, and the various operations are involved in problems.
Emphasis is put upon easy, practical problems. The textbook is first used in thifi
grade. . In the boys' schools four hours a week and in the girls' schools three hours
are devoted to the study of arithmetic.

DINMAILI.Notation and numeration are extended to 10,000: Place value, in
the reading and writing of numbers, is emphasised. The four operations are taught,
using both abstract and concrete numbers. Multipliers and divisors not exceeding
tero figures are used, except in the case of powers of 10. The terms day, week,
hour, .minute, second, meter, kilometer, millimeter, hectometer, decileter, gram,
. hilcgram, and ton are taught, and are used in numerous problems. Simple eiercisee
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Involving easy fractions are given. There is daily oral and written drill on the multiplication tables.
.
Five hours a week are devoted to arithmetic.

ENGLAND.In Standard II the course includes the reading and writing of numbers from 1 to 1,0(X). The four operations are extended to include . ldition of hun-

dreds, multiplication of tens by units and of hundreds by easy tens; : .htmction of
tens and easy huhdreds; division of tens and ea-y hundreds by units.
and are used in easy'additions, subtractions, multi] -,litions,
The'fractions
and divisions. The tape measure and ruler are exten-ively used. and th pupils
are taught the following terms: Yard, foot, inch, one-half inch, pound, and one-half
pound. They are also taught the values of the various English coins.
A good deal of attention is devoted to the drawini of the simplest geometrical figures. The pupils are required to draw rectangles and squares of given dimensions.
Squared paper is rather extensively used in these drawings. The pupils are taught
the right angle and how to divide angles by means of paper folding.
FINLAND. Flare value is caridully explained. The four operations are extended
to 1,000, for both abstract and concrete numbers. The common units of length,
weight, and capacity are taught, and numerous exercises involving these measures
are given.
Four hours a week are given to arithmetic.

FRANCE.A thorough review of the work of the previous grade is given, apd the
operations are extended to large numbers. The general ideas of fractions are introduced. Simple reasoning problems are given, the data being selected from matters
within the experience of the child. The pupils make numerous estimates and comparisons, of distances, the metric units being used. Exercises involving the most
elementary plane figures are given, and the various kitids of angles are studied. The
simplest solids are studied from models.
Forty minutes a day are devoted to the study of arithmetic.
GERMANY. The number scale is extended to 1,000 and the pupils are taught to
count by 10, 50, and 100. Oral addition and subtraction are v. ended to numbers of
two digits, and written addition and subtraction to numbers of six digits. Multiplication up to four -place numbers by two-place numbers is taught. Division of numbers
containing from two to six figures by numbers of one figure and by easy tens is taught.
The terms !mirk, pound, meter, centimeter, liter, hectolite'r, gram, kilogram, and
kilometer are taught, and are used in numerous exercises. The four operations
involving units of length and weight are given a good deal of attention.
There are in Germany numerous collections of problems designed to give facility
in oral computation.
In most of the German States, five hours a week are devoted to the study of arithmetic.
HOLLAND.Tho course is practically the same as in Belgium. Exercises involving the four opemtious with all nuniltera are given. Much emphasis is placed upon
the various weights and measures.
Five hours a week are given to arithmetic.

HUNGARY.(For details, see the course in Austria.) The problems are chosen
almost entirely from practical life. There is a good deal of freeflom and variation
in courses.

ITALY.Notation and atmeration are oittended to 10,000. Numerous oral exer'nine on numbers leas than 100 are given. The written exercises involve numbers
up to 1,000. Multipliers and divisors are usually small or else a multiple of 10. The
decimal notation is introduced' and easy common fractions are reduced to decimals.
A good deal of attention is given to practical exercises involving the 'metric system.
Some of the elementary notions of geometry are derived by intuition. Freedraiving ia emphasised.
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JAPAN.Notation and numeration are extended to 10,000. Oral and written
exercises involve all four operations. The chief ainiof the year is to teach written
addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division with numbers less than 10,000.
From five to ten minutes' oral drill is given daily to help fix thrfutuaber facts
firmly in mind.
NORWAY,(No data are available on the work of this year.)
BOTYMANiA.(No data are available on the work of this yet.r.)
course for the first three school years includes the four operations
for abstract inid concrkste numbers and the easiest fractions. The tables of weights
and measures and of Russian money are taught. There are numerous collections of
good problems for use in the primary schools. The fundamental ideas of geometry
are taught by means of paper folding and cutting, using squares, rectangles, and
simple solids. The pupils do not use a textbook.
Five hours a week are given to arithmetic.
SWEDEN.(The course is not given in detail. See the sixth school year.)
SWITZERLAND. Notation and numeration are taught to 1,000. Mental arithmetic is the basis for all work. Calculation, and not reasoning, is emphasized. All
the operations are taught.
UNITED STATES. (New York State course.) Drill in counting is continued.
The pupils are taught to count by lives to 100, beginning with 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4, and
by sixes, beginning with each of the numbers from 0 to 5, inclusive. In short division, rl, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 are used as divisors. Multiplication, with two or more
figures in this multiplier, is taught. Definitions of the terms addend, sum, minuend,
subtrahend, remainder, multiplicand, multiplier, product, dividend, divisor, and
quotient are learned. Pupils are taught to measure, using the inch and the foot.
Square inch &no, square foot are also taught. The fractions and are applied to

the use of the linear unit in meastif "ng.
During the second half of the year the following topics are taught; Long division,
multiplication tables of the tens, elevens, amMwelves, and their use as divisors in
short division; tests for divisibility by 2, 3, 5, 9, and 10; the definition If factor and
prime factor. The pupils memorize the prime factors up to 25; linear and square
measurement of objects in the school room, and liquid measure are taught.
A great deal of attention is given to oral drill and written work for accuracy and
rapidity in the four operations. At the chase of the year the pupil is expected to be
able to add, subtract, multiply, and divide integers with accuracy and

IOENERAL SUMMARY OF THE THIRD YEAR'S WORK.

There is greater variety in the third-year courses than in these of the firat and
In a few of the countriesfor example, Belgium and Italy
the notation of decimal fractions is introduced. This is usually not done in the
United States until the latter part of the fourth or the early part of the fifth year.
It is a common phictice abroad to introduce fractions with denominate numbers.
In all of the European countries and in Japan oral arithmetic greatly predominates.
second'school ,years.

In Japan a special part of the recitation is set apart for this oral drill. The textbooks
in several of the countries, notably Germany, Austria; and Italy, are collections of
problems rather than expositions of number.
In most of the schools subtraction is taught by the addition method.
At the end of his third school year tho German boy may either (1) continuo in the
Volkaechule, (2) pass to the BOrgeracliule, or (3) enter a secondary school (Gymnasium,

Ilealgymnasium, or Oberrealachule). The Russian pupil may enter either the
IGalechule or the Gymnasium. If ho *fere he may continue in the primary school
a year or two more, In Sweden the primary school lasts six years, but a pupil may
enter the Realechule after he has completed the third school Year.
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WORK IN MATHEMATICS IN THE FOURTH SCHOOL
YEAR.

AIISTRIA.Much attention is still given to speed and accuracy in the four fundamental operations. A large amount of oral drill is prAided. The idea of fractiods
is extended, and decimal fractions are introduced. N umerou#exercisee involving
easy operations with common and decimal fractions are given. The common units
of weight, length, surface, capacity, and money receive a good deal of attention.
BELGIIIM.Comwon fractious are formally introduced, and the reduction of common fractions to decimal fractions is explained and practiced. Numerous practiCal
problems involving the systems of weights and measures are given. Th'e subject of

decimal fraction is correlated with that of the metric system. The fundamental
ideas of simple proportion are taught. Simple inter* is begun.

DENMi.B.K.The four operations are extended to exercises involving large aumAddition,
subtraction, multiplication, and division of denominate numbers are taught.
The concept of fraction is extended to iiiclude all fractious with denominators not
greater than 10. The pupils are required to find frac,tional parts of a number.
The fundamental ideas of simple proportion are taught. The metric units aroused
in many of the problems.

bps. Multipliers with three and divisors with two figures are used.

ENGLAND.The tens, hundreds, and thousands groups are studied. Much
emphasis is laid upon the factors of numbers less than 100. Addition is extended to

numbers of four figures, and subtraction is extended to 'hundreds and thousands.
Multiplication by easy huudrede is' taught, and division by easy factors is studied.
The four operations are employed in problems involving money, yards, feet, inches,

gallons, quarts, pints, pounds, and ounces. Ascending and liescening reductions
are presented. The pupils are taught to use the fractions
f, I, it to 1, and
to
Numerous probleins involving these fractions are given, and they are relate,ented on lines and by means"( paper folding. The use of the measuring tape lea
taught.
The pupils are made familiar with the idea of bisection by paper f
A stud y^
is made of squares and rectangles. The pupils are required to measQ4e and compare

the opposite sides and the diagonals. The equilateral and isosceles triangles are
briefly studied. Figures are drawn to easy scales and simple geometric patterns are
constructed.
FINLAND. Both common and decimal fractions are taught during the year.
Most of the common fractions have small denominators, and most of the exercises do

not involve decimals of more than the third order. The pupils are taught how to
reduce a common to a decimal fraction. The tundamental ideas of ratio and proportion are taught. Some very elementary problems are ieen in simple interest.
FRANCE. The ideas of common fractions are extenat'd, and decimal fractions are
introduced. The four operations are applied to decimal fractions. The fundamental
ideas of proportion are studied, and a few problems are given involving simple interest.
There is a good deal of attention given to problems involving the legal systems of
weights and measures, and the four operations are involved in many mental problems.

Pupils are required to represent at the board and on paper the simple geometric
figures and to study from models the fundamental properties of the cube, prism,
cylinder, and sphere. The texts include numerous problems relating to leave caused
by alcoholic drinks.
GERMANY.In Germant pupil generally spends hie fourth ache°. I year in the
Volloachule, the Gymnasium, the Realgymnasium, or de Oberrealschule, although,
as in other countries, there are other types of schools which he may attend.
Cottreein the Volkssehule.Oral multiplication by 12,15, and 25 is presented. The four
Simple problems involving. bac.-

operations with denominate numbers are studied.
524520-r-15r-3.

.
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lions are given. Notation akd numeration are extended up to seven places. Continual practice is given in the four operations. Multiplication involves multipliers
of four digits, and division involves three place divisors.
Decimal fractions are taught to three decimal places, and the subject is closely correlated with the metric system. Denominate numbers are frequently written In decimal
form. Ascending and descefiding reduction are applied to the metric system. Addition'and subtraction of common fractions are taught, and aliquot parts sre freely used.
In some of the German Volksschulen formal written arithmetic begins with this
grade. AppliCatione are postponed until the processes are fixed.
Course in the Gymnasium. The four fundamental operations with abstract and denominate numbers are extensively drilled upon. The simple measures of weight,
length, capacity, surface, and volfinte are taught. Problems involving parenthesis
are given. The ideas of common fractions are extended and decimals are given
some attention.
Course in the Realgymnasium. The course in this typo of school is the same as for
the Gymnasium.
Course in the Oberrealschule. Four hours{ a week are given to arithmetic. The course
includes drill in the four operations with abstract and denominate numbers; practice
in decimal notation; the rules for divisibility by one place numbers; prime factory;
multiples and divisors. The ideas of common fractions are extended. Oral arithmetic receives a good deal of emphasis.
HOLLAND The four operations with integers are thoroughly reviewed. Emphasis
is placed upon denominate numbers' and the various common units of measure.
The concept of fractions is ex/ended; 'decimal fractions are taught and pupils reduce
common to decimal fractions. The rectangle, cube, and parallelopiped are studied.
Four and a half hours a week are given to arithmetic.
attempt is made to secure a high degree of accurac)!Pand
degree of speed with the four operations. A thorough study is made of denominate
numbers and the simple. units of measure. The decimal notation is taught and the
concept of common fraction is extended. The puyils learn how to reduce a common
to sidecimal fraction.
ligeLy.The written work includes tho four operations with integers and decimal
fractions; the reduction of a common to a decimal fraction; a study of the Roman
numerals; and numerous practical exercises on the metric system.
The pupils are taught the fundamental properties of the simple geometric figures.
Free-hand drawing forms an impel rant part of the work. The rules for the mensuration
of the common plane figures and the names of the solids are taught.
JAPAN.The chief aim of the work of the' fourth school year is to tocure a high
degree of accuracy and speed in computations involving numbers less than 100,000,000
and to teach computation with compound and decimal numbers.
Multipliers are usually of two or three digits, and divisors and quotients are usually
of not more than three digits. The pupils are taught to find a fractional part of a
number.
In compound numbers the unite of length, distance, weight, capacity, area, time,
and money arid taught. ,
Decimal notation is taught only to thousandths in this school year.
NORWAY.(No report.)
ROURIANLLThe four operations are extended to larger numbers; the decimal
notation is introduced, and the relation between common and decimal fractions is
emphasized. The various metric units are studied.
1117881A.The oymnatriumind the Realechule begin with the fourth school year.
A pupil may continue his couTae in the primary school. All courses for the fourth
Year are much.alike. The four operations are emphaaized. Common and decimal
hactkais are intzoduced. In the Gymnasium four hours a week are devoted to
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arithmetic. Measurements and easy drawing to scale form an important part of the
comm.

SWEDEN. The Realechule begins the fourth school year and lasts for six or
Four hours a week are devoted to mathematics.
There is continued attention given to the four operations. Common and decimal
fractions are introduced, and easy Examples involving them are solved. Only integers are used as multipliers and divisors, and no remainders occur in the divisions,
The study of the metric system is continued.
SWITZERLAND.- -The attempt is made to develop speed and accuracy in the
four operations with integers and denominate numbers.
seven years.

The decimal notation is introduced, and the ideas of Common fractions are extended.

The four operations are taught for both integers and ciimmon fractions; only easy
problems are considered. A good deal of attention is put upon estimates and drawing
to scale.

.UNITED STATES.(New York State course). Roman numerals are taught from
I to 100 and by hundreds to 1,000. The pupils learn to read and write United States

money, to use cancellation, when possible, in the solution of problems; and to use
the terms pint, quart. peck, and bushel. Common fractions are developed objec
tively. The pupils are taught'.to change fractions to equivalent fractions of higher
and lower denominations; to add and subtract fractions the denominators of which
do not contain more than two digits; to multiply a fraction by an integer and by
fraction, and to multiply an.integer by a fraction; to divide a fraction by an integer
and by a fraction, and to divide an integt r by a fraction. The principles for multiplying or dividing a fraction by the proper operation upon its numerator or denominator are taught; also the effect of multiplying both terms of a fraction by the same
number or dividing both by the same number.
There is continued drill throughout the year on the four operations with integers.
Addition and subtraction of mixed numbers are taught. The pupils learn how to
factor and to find the least common multiple of numbers. to 100. Problems are carefully stated before being solved. Cubic measure is taught. Volumes studied include
cubic inches, cubic feet, and cubic yards Simple problems are given in bills and
accounts.

GENERA!. SUMMARY OF THE FOURTH YEARS WORK.
At the close of the fourth,achool year (in Germany, the third school year) the pupil
may enter a "higher" school of some sort; in Austria the Gymnasium, the Realgym
naaitun, or the Realschtile; in France, the higher leimary orlycee; in Germany, the
Gymnasium, the Realgymnasium, or the Oberrealschule; in Hungary, the'Ber
echule, the Gymnasium, er the Realachule; in Italy, the Ginnasio, or the moderns,
school; in Reuminiti, the Gymnasium; and in Switzerland, the middle school. Conditicgis are such that pupils can not well enter a "higher" echool,except at the beginning; so that the fourth (or the third) school year is the last year of the primary for
many European pupils.
The attempt is made to fix the four operations for abstract and denominate number"
firmly in mind by the time the pupil has completed his fourth school year. In all of
the countries a large amount of both oral and written drill is provided. Speed and
accuracy in the fundamentals are watchwords everywhere. In addition, the eon
eept of common frictions Is much extended,and the decimal notation is introduced,
In several of the cOUiltries, only addition and subtraction of common and decimal
fractions are taught, but in others multiplication and division are also included in
the course. When this is done, only the easy caeca are usually considered.
The general use of the metric system ii the countries of Continental Europe =thee.
the introduction of decimals practicable at an earlier date than in the United States,
Usually the subject of decimal fractions is closely correlated with the metric system,
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Most courses in the United States are not so advanced as the New York State course.

In general, it may be said that the courses in European countries include all that is
offered in the Milted States during the fourth school yopr and a good deal of the work of
the fifth school year. The formal study of common! or decimal fractions is seldom

begun in the United States before the fifth school year. '
In most of the Bkuropean countries emphasis is put upon computation rather than
upon reasoning during the first four school years.

VI. THE WORK IN MATHEMATICS IN TIIE FIFTH L:CHOOI,
YEAR.
AOSTRIA.The fifth school
is the last year of the Volk,schule and ttuOrst
of the Gymnasium, Realgymnasi in, and Realschule.
Course in the Gymnasium. The four operatione with abstract and denominate numbers are continued. Roman notation is introduced. Austrian money, weights, and
measures are studied. Common fractions are studied in connection with denominate
numbers, most of the fractions being of small denomination; and the study of decimal
fractions is continued.
The work in geometry is of a propredeutic nature. The cube and sphere are studied.

Exercises with ruler, compalees, triangle, and protractor are given. A good deal of
emphasis is pl5ived upon the.measuring and drawing of easy geometrical figures. The
pupils are made ftimiliar with the common solids. The constructions include angles
of 30, 00, and 90 degrees; iaosceles, equilateral, and right triangles; parallels; and
perpendiculars. The pupils find the areas of squares and rectangles, and the volumes
of cubes and right prisms.
Course in Realschule and Volksschule. The course is practically the same as in the
Gymnasium. Even more attention is put upon the securing of speed and accuracy
in the four lig eratione with integers and fractions.
Arithmetic is taught in very close connection with geometry in all types of schools.
The two subjects complement each other and form one instruction unit.
The pupils make numerous simple models of pasteboard and sticks. Planes and
solids are taken up in close connection, since the study is made from models.

Three hours a week are usually devoted to the study of arithmetic and one to -

lbometry.
Course in Realgymnasium.the course is the same as in the ROalechule, except that
there is no special period for the study of geometry.
BELGIUM.The four processes with integers, common and decimal fractions are
explained. Quotients are obtained correct to one-thousandth. Cancellation is extensively used. Pupils are taught the tests of diatisibility for 2,3,4, 5, 8, 9, 25, and 125.
Prise numbers are studied and applied to tests of divisibility by 0,12, lb, 18, 21, and
35. Unitary analysis is taught. The problem!' are based largely on local industries,
trades, and agriculture. The study of-the metric system is continued. The mensuiittim of the rectangle, parallelogram, triavle, tiapezoid, circle, and polygon is studied.

Oral cotputation is emphasized, and short proceeses are encouraged.
Wet of the teaching of geometric forms is done in connection with the metric eye t:
manual training, and drawing.
DENMARKThe pupils are taught to resolve numbers into prime factors. Addition and subtraction of common fractions are studied, and the study of decimal fractions
is extended. Propotion is taken up, the fractional form of writing the proportion
being used. The metric system is studied as a practical application of (learnt' fractions, and addition and subtraction of decimal fractions and multiplication and division of a decimal by an integer are taught.
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Special periods are not devoted to the subject of geometric forms, but much is done
'in the drawing classes. Mensuration is taught in connection with arithmetic. The
compasses are but little used.
ENGLAND.Notation and numeration are extended to tens of thousands. Actors
and easy long division are taught. Common fractions are studied, the denominators
being restricted in Most cases to fiumbers less than 12. Addition and subtraction of
fractions are taught. Decimal fractions up to three decimal places are introduced,
and theour operations involving decimals are taught by means of divided squares,
rectangles, and rulers. it Numerous problems involving distances and heights expressed
in yards, feet. and inchts are solved. The terms ton, hundredweight, chain, pound,
ounce, gallcin, quart, pint, mouth, day. hour, minute, and second are used in exercises.
The method of unitary analysis receives a good deal of attention. The area of the
square and the rectangle.is taught, and the term perimeter is used. An attempt is
made to give the pupil the idei of 'a standard pound and yard. Metric rulers are used,
and pupils learn some of the equivalents. Calipers and wedges are used to determine internal and external diameters.
The work in geometry includes the bisection of lines, angles, and triangles by folding; the superposition of triangles; the use of compasses; folding circles to get angles
of 180, 90, 45, and 22i degrees; the drawing of parallels by means of the sot square
and by the eye; the drawing of parallelograms, and draWing torcale.

.

FINLAND.The course in arithmetic includes decimal aid common fractions,
tests of divisibility, simple proportion, introductory work in percentage, and simple
interest.
Qne hour a week is given to the study of geometry. The !ourse includes the study
of lines, angles, rectilinear figures and their areas, curvilinear figures and their areas.

FRANCE.The 5fth school year is the first year of the higher primary and the
first of the lycee. The higher primary is not found in all schools.

The course in the higher primary includes the following subjects: The study of
Pointe numbers and tests for divisibility by 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, and 25; the resolution of
numbers into factors; greatest common 'divisor and least common multiple; unitary
analysis; the metric system; the four operations with common and decimal fractions.
Letters are used in the solution of some simple problems.
The worir in geometry is given in connection with drawing, and is frequently taught
by the same teacher. The following figures are studied: Square, rectangle, triangle,
circle, perpendiculars, 'obliques, parallels, and parallelograms. The pupils learn the
relation of circumference and radius, the terpis chord, arc, tangent, and secant. Angles
are measured and there is a good deal of graphic construction. Very elem.ntary projections are introduced.
In the first year of the lycee of France the pupils may enter either the classical or
the scientific section.
1
In tie classical lycee two hours a week areevoted to mathematics, and the course
includes the study of integers, common, and decimal fractions.
In the scientific lye& three hours a weele are given to arithmetic and oqe to geometsic drawing. The work in arithmetic includes the study of common and decimal
fractions, the rule bf three, problems in interest, and alligation.
In the work in geometrical drawing the pupils are taught to use the ruler and compasses, and to make simple designs.

GERMANY. Volkagehule.The subjects of denominate numbers and common
fractions are closely related, and pupils are given a good deal of practice in Computation in boAh toitcs. All four processes are studied with both -common and decimal
fractions, and the pupils learn how k reduce a common to a decimal fraction. In
some schools deciinal jractions are studied lids)
o' common fractions, and in others thito
order is reversed. The pmblems.involve a good deal qt computation with time. I
a few of the States abridged multiplication and division are being experimented with.
.

armrallri.....................1
.
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Cuterse in the Gymnasium.The course includes the study of common and decimal
fractions, simple proportion, tests of divisibility for numbers of one digit, prime numbers, factors, greatest common divisor and least common multiple, and the applications of fractions to simple proportion.
The instruction in geometry is of a propreaeutic nature, and includes the study of
straight lines, angles, and triangles. The pupils are taught to use compasses and ruler
and to make easy constructions.
Course in Realyymnasium.The course is practically t he same as in the Gymnasium.
More emphasis is put upon the subject of decimal fract ions. Three hours a week are

given to the work in mathematics.
Course in the Oberrealschule. The course is the same as in the Gymnasium except
that four hours a week are given to the work and more attention is devoted to oral
arithmetic.
AOLLARD.The course in arithmetic includes exercises and problems involving
computations with integers, common and decimal fractions; simple problems in
percentage; profit and loss; the elements of proportion; and the metric system.
HIINGAZY.The pupil in Hungary who has completed his fourth school year
may continue for two years more in the Volksschule, or he may enter the B Orgersch
Gymnasium. or Realachule.
The course in the Volksschule and in the Biirgerschule is the same. Four hours a
week are devoted to the study of mathematics.
The four operations with decimal and common fractions are taught. The study of
decimal usually precedes that of common fractions. Numerous problems are based
on school and city statistics. The various units of measure are studied, and problems

involving time, rate, and distance are based upon time tables. Originality is encouraged, and speed and accuracy are greatly emphasized. The hemristic method is
extensively used.
The work in geometric drawing includes the use of the ruler and compasses; drawing
from objects; a study of the simple plane and solid figures, such as the various quadrilaterals, polygons, triangles, circles. and right prisms. Pupils are taught to make
easy designs and ornaments.
Three hours a week are usually devoted to the subject of geometric drawing.
Course in the Gymnasium and the Realachule.The course is practically the same
i s the one above. Mathematical instruction in' general is more extensive and more
intensive in the Realschule than in the Gymnasium.

ITALY. The pupil in Italy who has completed his fourth year may continue in
the elementary school for two years, or he may enter the first year of. the Ginnmio or
of the modern school.
The course in mathematics is practically the Same in all types of schools. In the
Oinnasio one hour a week is specifically set aside for "practical arithmetic."
The course in the tic)tools includes the following: The four operations with integers,
common and decimal fractions; thO metric system; business applications; simple
.proportion; simple interest; discount; profit and loss; rules for surfaces anti volumes.
The course in geometry includes free-hand drawing and the making of easy con-

structions and models. #
JAPAN.The chief aim of the cork of the fifth year is to teach computation with.
Integers, decimal and compound numbers; to make the pupils proficient in the solution

of applied problems, easy mensuration, and to acquaint the pupils with the metric
system, English and American money, and the systems of measure of certain foreign
countries.
The work in mensuration includes quadrilaterals, triangles, polygons, circles, and a
few of the eksier solids.

*Gt111A2111. 7-The Gymnasium begins with the fifth school year. The four
operations with integers, deciMal and common fractions are emphasised. The metric
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system is taught, and the common tests for divisibility of small numbers are introduced.
The rule of three is taught and some eery problems in simple interest are given. Pupils
learn the rules for the mensuration of quadrilaterals, triangles, circles, parallelopipeds,

pyramids, cylinders, and cones. The course inclvdes but little theory.
RIISSIA.Course for Gymnasium.Four hours a week are devoted to the study
of mathematics. A good deal of emphasis is put upon the theoretical.
The course includes the four operations with compon and decimal fractions; the
metric system; tests for divisibility by 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. 8, 9, 10, 12, and 15; highest' common factor, and least common multiple.
The course in the Realschtile is the same as above, and the same number of hours
isirdevoted to mathematics.

SWEDEN.The course includes the four operations with common and decimal
fractions, reduction of fractions, the metric system, and simple problems in percentage.

The course is practically the same in the second year of 'the Realschule and the
fifth year of the primary school.
SWITZERLAND.A pupil who has completed the fourth Khoo] year may continue
in the primary school for two years more or he may enter the middle sdhool.
The course is practically the same in both. Foeur hours a week are given to the
subject.
The four operations with integers, common and decimal inn:lions, and reduction
of fractions are taught. The fundamental ideas of ratio and proportion are studied.
Simple problems in percentage are given. Interest and simple accounts are studied.
The work in geometry include@ the study of lines, angles, quadrilaterals, triangles,
polygons, circles, linear and surface measure.

UNITED STATES. (New York course of study).The pupils are taught how to
read and write decimal fractions and to reduce common to decimal and decimal to
common fractions. The four fundamental operations with decimal 'fractions are
presented, and the common aliquot parts are studied. The tables for linear, square,
and cubic measure are reviewed. Ascending and descending reduCtions involving
the various tables of denominate numbers are taught. Square measure is applied
to finding the area of squares, triangles, rectangles, and to problems of painting, papering, and plastering. Cubic measure is applied to finding the volume of rectangular
solids, the capacity of bins and cisterns, and the cost of masonry. Many problems.

are given involving avoirdupob, dry and liquid measure, English money, time and
circular measure. Numerous problems involving reductions are given. 'she value
of the franc, pound, and mark in United States money is learned. Problems involving
simple bills and accounts are given.
.
OENIERAL SUMMARY OF THE 'FORK OF THE FIFTH SCHOOL. YEAR.

The work of the fifth school year in most European countries is decidedly more.
extemave thin in most of the schools of the United States. It is unusual in thiS
country for the general ideas of percentage to be introduced before-the sixth schook
year. In several of theoEuropean countries this work is introduced during the fifth
school year. Proportion is rarely introduced in this country in the fifth school year,'
but it is not uncommonly introduced in that year abroad. Tests of divisibility and
prime factors are given much more attention in4the European countries than here.

The general use of the metric system giyel the European teacher an excellent
field of application.for decimal fractions, and the two topics are closiely related.
Common fractions and denominate numbers are more closely related than is usually

the case in the Unitl States.
Probably the and t =irked difference between fifth-grade work here and abroad
ii the large amount of time and attention put upon the propredeutic study of geometry

in the European countries. Very frequently this work is given under the subject
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of drawing, and when this is the case the arithmetirand drawing are usually taught
by the same teacher.
It may be said, in general, that the work of the fifth year in the European yehoole is
considerably in advance of the work in the schools of the United States. The courses
abroad include all that -is included in the fifth-year courses in this country and a
good deal that is not included here.
"st

VII. THE WORK IN MATHEMATICS IN THE SIXTH SCHOOL
YEAR.
AIISTRLi.Course in Gymnasium. The topics or highest common factor and
lowest common multiple are studied. Prime factors" of large numbers are found
and the
rules for fractional computation are explained and used in numerous
problems.

upils learn how to reduce a common fraction to a decimal and the reverse.
Direct and inverse proportion are studied as an introduction to functional thinking.
Unitary analysis is extensively used. There is almost daily drill in computing
with denominate numbers and decimal fractions. Simple computations in interest
are made.
Geometry.The symmetry-of plane and solid bodies is studied and the congruency
of plane figures `is established intuitively. Extensive use is made of indoor and
outdoor measurements. Pupils learn to construct trianglee, quadrilaterals, regular
polygons, and circles. The fundamental properties of the right prism, cylinder,
cone, and sphere are studied. The study of the sphere is closely related to the work
in geo try. The study of geometric drawing is not obligatory in the Gymnasium.
lacAule.The most important rules for divisibility find factoring are studied.
The upila learn how to find the highest common factor and the lowest common
mult le of two or more numbers. All operations with common and decimal fractions
taught and used in numerous exercises. Ratio and proportion are studied
as exercises in functional thinking. Problems in interest are solved by formulas
and by proportion. The work in geometry ,includes the study of the sylitinetry of
plane and solid figures, and the fundamental constructions of plane geometry, such
as the bisecting of angles and the erecting of perpendiculars. The pupils learn how
to construct the various 'Janda of triangles, quadrilaterali, and polygons. The terms

cord, tangent, and secant are taught and used in constructions.. A brief study is
made of the fundamental properties or pyrn.inids, prisms, cones, and spheres. The

symmetry of the equilateral triangle is also considered. Some attention is devoted
to familiarizing the pupils with the drawing instruments, and simple exercises are
given involving constructions and designs. Three hours a week are devoted to
inptructiou in arithmetic and two hours to geometric drawing. The instruction in
both subjects is given by the same teacher.
Realgystriasiusn.=-The course in the Realgymnasium is the same as in the Real echule, except that no particular hours are prescribed for the study of geometric
drawing.

22.141171LA thorough review of the four processes with integers, common and
decimal fractions ia given, and the study of the tests for divisibility is continued. The
pupils learn how to find theAlfghest common factor and the lcfrvest common multiple
of two or more ntimbers by the process of successive division. The study of unitary
analysis)pcontinued, and many practical problems are solved. A good deal of attention is given to problems proposed by the pupils. The study of quadrilaterals, polygons, and chtlee is continued. The pupils learn how to find: the volume of prisms,
cylinders, cones, pyramids, and spheres. Attention is directed to the relation between
and mamma of capacity and of volume. Oral arithmetic is given a good deal of atten,
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Lion, and abbreviated proceeses are encouraged. The utilitarian aim of arithmetic
is kept constantly in mind, but the formal study of the subject is not neglected. Most
of the teaching of geometry is done in connection with the work on the metric system,
drawing, and manual instruction. Three hours a week are given to arithmetic.
DENMARK.The pupil who lips completed the first five school years may continue
two years longer in the Folkeskoll, or he may enter the intermediate school.
Course in the Folkcskole. The four operations with common and decimal.fractions
are studied. Multiplication and division of fractions include only easy mtitipliem
and divisors. The pupils loam how to reduce conlmon fractions to decimal fractionb
and vice versa. Ratio and proportion are taught, and many of the eau:vises involve
decimals. The-fundamental ideas of percentage are presented, and pupils learn how
to compute simple interimt. The subject of profit and low is toe only other application of percentage presented in this grade. The mensuration of all plane figures is

studied intuitiyely.
The course in the intermediate school is practically the 811711P as in the Folkeskole.
Four hours a week are devoted to the subject of mathematics.

ENGLAND.The four pperations with common and decimal fractions atilt their
application to denominate numbers are given considerable attention. Unitary analysis
is taught and ciincellation emphaelied. The pupils are taught to find the highest
common factor and least ccnamon multiple by inspection. The work in mensuration
includes the area of the rectangle and parallelogram and the volume of the simplest
rectangular solids. The callipers are used for determining internal and the wedge
for external diameters. The use of tile metric ruler is taught, and the eq
nts
for the common metric units are learned. The areas of parks and public
are
found, and squared paper is used. Pupils are taught how to make simple invoices
and bills, and to receipt bills.
The work in geometry includes the following: The intersection of planes, study
of the surface and volume of the cone, cylinder, hemisphere, prism. The plumb line
and spirit level are extensively used. Lines and angles are bisected by means of the
compasses and by paper folding. The pupils cut circles to show angles of 180, 90, 45,
2a 673, 1573, 270, 315, and 330 degrees. The protractor is also used.
few simple problems in loci are given. These usually include the following:
(a) The locus of points equidistant from the extremities of a given line.
(b) The locus of points equidistant froin. three given points.
From these, pupils learn how to inscribe and circumscribe a circle. Equilateral
and isosceles trianglee are constructed, and the pup diecover the important facts
relative to these by means of cutting and folding. Set
ares are ed for cdnstructing
parallels and parallelograms. The constructions for e
perpendicular at a
given point and dropping a perpendicular from a given poin e taught.
HDILAVD.The study of common and deei.1 fractions is continued. Simple

and compound proportion are taught. file subjkt of percentage is introduced.
The algebraic equation is introduced in connection with the work in arithmetic.
TBANCE.Higher primary school. In many schools the sixth school year is the
last year of the highor primary. In some schools an additional year is given. Ratio
and proportion are taught. Both direct and inverse proportion are studied. Abundant provision is made for drill in oral and written computation.
The elementary ideas of algebraic calculation are applied to positive and negative

numbers, and simple algebraic problems in multiplication and division of polyi-

, nomials are included in the course. Simple equations of the first degree are 'mixed,
and the applications of algebra to arithmetical problems are emphasized. Very easy
equations of the second degree in one unknown are given some attention. The principles of arithmetical and geometrical progression are taught, and the pupils learn to
use tables of logarithms to four and five places. These tables are used in compute. done in interest progressione and annuities.
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Geometry.The course includes the study of proportional lines and similar figures.
A good dual of attention is devoted to graphic constructions. The pupils learn how
to divide lines into proportional parts, to find the mean proportional and the fourth
proportional. The method of constructing a trianglar d a polygon similar to a given
triangle and polygon is taught. Regular polygons, chiding equilateral triangles,

squares, pentagons, and hexagons, are studied. The mensuration of the circle is
taught, and the pupils learn how to find the approximate value of Ir (pi). The trigonometric functions sins, coerce, and tangent are taught, and a few simple formulas
are used. The pupils learn the terms dihedral, trihedral, and polyhedral angles. The
Euclidian geometry has been abandoned in some elementary schools, and the method
Of Merry is used. Three hours a week are devoted to geometric drawing and designs.
In the various types of special schools, such as the agricultural, industrlal, and
commercial schools, the mathematics is closely correlated with the practical subject
emphasized in the school.
(Noted -The subject matter in this school year senors somewhat advanced and excessive.

However,

tOe above outline may be found on pages 24-26, Vol. 1, Rapports Enseignement Primaire,-Parts ]

Lycie.ln the classical lycee two hours a week are devoted to arithmetic, and in thq
modern language lycee four hours are given to this subject. One of these four hours
is usually devoted to geometric drawing. The course in arithmetic includes the
metric system, measures of time and velocity, the rule of three, some generalized
arithmetic, and simple formulas. The course in algebra includes only simple problems involving equations of the first degree. In both types of lycee a great deal of

attention is given to the subject of geometric drawing. The cote in this subject
includes the geometric representation and perspective drawing of the common geometric solids and numerous useful simple objects. Some attention is given to the
rePresentation of ornaments. By means of the ruler and compasses, architectural
designs are made.

GERMANY. Volksachule. Drill iti oral and written computations involving
integers, common and decimal fractions is continued: Numerous problems involving
prices, comparison of money valises, and simple profit and lofts are given. The subject
of exchange is taught, and simple alligation is given sodie attention. Discount and

simple interest are studied. 'Ratio is taught. Numerous probls are given which

involve finding the approximate cost.
geometry. The serious study of geometry begins with the sixth school year. The
pupils are taught'to estimate the length of straight lines, to compute the cost of fences,
rails, borders, etc. The terms angles, vertex, right, acute, obtuse, vertical, and

adjacent are taught. By means of protractors pupils measure the sires of angles.
The theorems for the congruency of triangles and the theorem for the sum of the angles
of any triangle are discovered intuitively. The pupilsire taught how to compute the
areas of triangles and the various kinds of quadrilaterals. Some attention is given to
the study of the circle. The methods of .drawing parallels and perpendiculars are
taught, and the pupils learn how to construct the various kinds of triangles and quadrilaterals: These constructions are made with care, and are kept in good notebooks.

Gymnasium.The course in arithmetic in the Gymnasium includes the multiplication and division of decimal fractions and the reduction o common to decimal
fractions, and vide versa. A good deal of attention is devoted to
*dged computation.
Proportion is taught, and numerous problems involving the various spite= af weights
and measures are given. Percentage and simple interest are preeented.:Daily drill
in oral arithmetic is usually provided.

The course in geometry is the same as the course in the Obetrealscbule, which is
given below.

.

In the Realgyinnasium from three to six hours a week are devoted to the study of
mathematics. The content of the course is the same as in the humanistic Gymnasium.

#
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In the Realachule four home a week are usually devoted to arithmetic and two to
geometry. The course is practically th,e same as in the Oberrealschule.

Oberrealschuls 1The time devoted to mathematics varies, but it is usually five or

sixpirs a week. The course in arithmetic is practically the same as in the Gymnasium. Special attention is devoted to discount and business practice. Some
practiCe is given in using letters in the solution of arithmetical problems. .

Geometry.The pupils are made familiar with the fundamental concepts of plane
and solid forms. The course providbs abundant praitice with the ruler, compasses,
and protractor. Simple problems involving surfaces_ and volumes are given. The
pupils learn how to construct triangles from given parts. The congruency theotems

are.discovered intuitively. Special attention is devoted to the study of the right,
isosceles, and equilateral triangles and to the volumes of the parallelogram and trapezoid. The properties of the circle are also considered, and elementary ideas of loci are
presented. There is no sharp distinction between plane and solid geometry because
of the propiedeutic instruction in the subject. Two hosers a week are usually devoted
to geometry.
"

HOLLAND.The sixth year is the last year of the primary school. K comprehensive review of the .rithmetic of pfevious school years is given, and numerous
practical applications ere made. The pupils learn how to compute the surfaces and
volumes of the simple solids. Unitary analysis is emphasized. The content of the .
course is very similar to that of the corresponding school year in Belgium.
HUNGABY.The sixth school year is the last school year of the Volkeechule. The
course in the Volkaechule and the BO rgerschule includes the study of the fundamental
operations, with common and decimal fractions. Short cuts and uuknerous problems

involving statistics of the home, the city, agriculture, and the industries are taught.
Two hours a week ate usually devoted to the subject.

Gymnasium. Abridged multiplication and division are taught, and short cuts
are given considerable attention. The subject'of ratio and proportion is presented,
and numerous 'problems involving percentage are based on economic conditions.
Four hours a week are usually devoted to the study of arithmetic'
The eourso in geometry includes the study of cubes, prisms. pyramidS, cylinders,
cones, and spheres. The areas and surfaces of cubes, pyramids, cones, and spheres
are determined, and pupils make models of all of these solids.
Realschuk,--Four hours a week are usually devoted to arithmetic. and four hours to
geometric drawing. The courses in both subjects are practically the same as in the
Gymnasium.
ITALY.The sixth school year is the last year of the elementarschool. Unitary
analysir;, and simple and compound proportion are taught. Commercial arithmetic
.is especially emphasized. Numerous problems Involving the various money systems

given. A comprehensive review of rules and principles learned in previous
years is given. The pupils learn how to use the ruler and compasses, and many
theorems of geometry are discovered intuitively.
JAPAN.Ike sixth year is the last of the ordinary primary. The chief aim of the
course is toVve simple computations in common and decimal fractions, ratio and
percentage, and to afford a comprehensive review of the arithmetic of the first five
school years. The review is-given the latter part of the year.
ROZWAY.14.No report is available.)
ROIIMANIA.The course in arithmetic includes the four-operations with integers,
common and decimal fractions. The metric system, powers and factors, and the
reasons underlying the processes are explained to the pupils. Applications of the
metric system are especially emphasised during the sixth school year.
The coulee in geometry includes the intuitive study of angles, trjangles, quadri-

laterals, hire*, parallels, and perpendiculars. The hettristie method is used, and
mosrof the important theorems preceding the subject of similar figured in the Euclidian

geometare discovered. Simple consttuctions are given a good deal of attention.

.
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RIISSLLRatio, simple and compound proportion, interest and partial payments
are taught. Four hours a week are usually devoted to the subject of arithmetic.
The course in algebra includes the solution of simple arithmetical- problems by
means of letters, the rules for signs, the 'four operations with monomials and easy
exercises with polynomials.
Realachule.Direct and inverse proportion;compound proportion, percentage and
itspractical applications, and alligation are taught. A comprehensive review of arithmetic is given.
The course in algebra includes all that is offered in the Gymnasium, and in addition

to this, the squares and cubes of binomials of the types (alb),' (a±b) 3 and easy .
equations of the first degree.
SWEDEN.The sixth school year is the last year of the primary school. Arithmetic
And geometry are closely correlated. Emphasis in arithmetic is placed chiefly on
rapid And accurate computation with integers, common and decimal fractions, and
their direct applications. Five or six hours a week are usually devoted to the subject.

Reatschule. The course in arithmetic includes the four operations with integers,
common and decimal fractions, ratio and proportion, percentage and its application
to interest, and the metric system. Preportion is usually introduced in connection
with simple geometric problems.
1
The course in algebra includes the removal of parentheses, easy factoring. and simple
reducti2ns.
The course in geometry is of a promedeutic nature and includes mensuration and
simple constructions. Five hours a week are devoted to the study of Mathematics.

swrrzzs

pupil mils

D.The sixth school year is the last of the primary school. A
piece the work of the primary school before he can enter the'

G ymnasium.

The course in arithmetic includes the review of the four operations with integers,
common and decimal fractions, the application of percentage to business. and appliations of proportion to easy geometrical problems.
The course in geometry includes the intuitive study of the triangle, rhombus, rhomboid, and trapezium.
UNITED STATES.(New York State course.) The subject of common fractions
is reviewed, especial emphasis being placed upon the three problems:
(1) To find a fractional part of a number.
(2) To find what fractional part one number is of another.
(3) Given a fractional part of a number and its relation to the whole, to find the
whole.
Denominate numbers are reviewed, and drill is given on industrial problems demanding their use. The idea of percentage is introduced, and percentage is applied to
profit and loss, trade and cash discount, commission, simple interest, and the making
of promissory notes. Some problems are given in simple interest in which three.of

the elements principal, rate, time, and interest are given to find the fourth. The
simple equation is introduced and used in the solution of some of the problems.

In some schools of the country the course includee, in addition to the above, the
keeping of simple acceants, the making out and receipting of bills, and some simple
measurements. These measurements are usually made in connection with the study
of denominate numbers.
In many schools special provision is made for daily drill in oral computation.
o.

GENERAL SUMMARY OF THE SIXTH YEAR'S WORK.

The course in mathematics in practically. all ofoille European countries is decidedly

more advinced than in the United States. .
theeizth school yea; is the last year of primary instruction in many of the, countries.

.
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The courses abroad include all that isOrren during the corresponding school year
in the United States and also many subjects that are not included in the course in this
country.
One marked contrast to the work in this country is found in the emphasis that is
put upon the function concept. This feature of the work is especially emphasized in
the schools of.Germany, Austria, and Hungary, but it is also given some attention in
several other countries. In some countries the function concept is introduced in connection with the work in mensuration or graphs; in others, it is first presented with
direct and inverse proportion. The tendency abroad is to increase still further the
emphasis already placed upon the idea of function.
Another marked contrast to the work in the United States is found in the emphasis

that is put upon the propiedeutic study of geometry. The courses abroad, almost
without exception, prey' de for the study of intuitive or observati,enal geometry. The
amount of time given to this work varies, but the general prevalence of 'such work is
indicative of the importance attached to it. In several of the countries provision is
made for the study of geometric drawing. The pupils learn to use the ruler, protractor, compasses, and triangle, and to make the simple geometric constructions.
This work is closely correlated Wet h the work in intuitive geometry and the classes
are usually taught by the. same teacher. In Germany the systematic and serious
study of geometry begins with the sixth school year. In Germany and England eery
loci problems are introduced.
Short methods and abbreviated processes receive more emphasis abroad than in
this country. This is especially true iu Austria, Belgium, Germany, and Hungary.
Alligation is taught in several of the countries; for example. in Germany and Russia.
The subject is seldom taught in the United States.
The elementary ideas of algebra and of algebraic computation are introduced during
the sixth school year in a few of the European countries; for example, in France,
Russia, and Sweden.
The time devoted to the study of mathematics abroad is about the same, on the
average, as in this country. In some of the countries the time devoted to mathematics is somewhat. in excess of that in the United States, if we consider the course in
drawing as a part of the course in mathematics.

J
VIII. THE WORK IN MATHEMATICS IN THE SEVENTH
SCHOOL YEAR.
AIISTRIA,The seventh school year is the second year of the Bilrgerechule and
'4

The third year of the Gymnasium, Realgymnasium, and Realschule.
In the course in the Burgerechule fide hours a week are devoted to mathematics,
three hours being given to arithmetic, one to observational geometry, and one to geometric rbnwing and constructions.
The impila are taught how to find the greatest common divisor and the least common
multiple of two or more numbers. The study of common fractions is completed, 40
the method of reducing common to decimal fractions is taught. The four operations

with recurring decimals are taught. Fractions are applied to direct and inverse
proportion, and the functional idea is emphasised. Some simple problems in interest
are given. The fundamental ideas of planimetry are presented. The pupils learn How

to bisect angles and certain regular figures. The ides of the symmetry of certain
plane figures is preeented, and a special study is made of triangles, quadrilaterals,
polygons, and circles. Formulae for the surface and volume of a pyramid, prism,
cone; cylinder, and sphere are learned. The study of the sphere is correlated with the
work in geometry. The work in constructions includes the drawing of angles, trieagle*, quadrilaterals, polygons,, and a few simple solids.
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Gymnasium and Reafgymnasiuni.A comprehensive survey of the arithmetic of
previous years is made. Rules are studied both in words and in letters, and simple
transformations of formulas are made. The pupils are taught the use of parenthesis,
and how to make substitutions in formulae and in equations. The ideas of negative
number are presented.
The course in geometry includes the computation of simple surfaces, and the volume
of the right prism, cylinder, pyramid, and cone. The pupils measure numerous objects
both in and out of doors. The Pythagorean theorem is presented and is applied to
plane and solid figures. Formulas forthessurface and volume of the sphere are taught
without proof. A good deal of attention is given to simular figures, and the idea is

empbaitzed by meant of reductions and enlargements. The pupils draw many

figures to scale. The instruction in arithrhetic and geometry is very closely related.
The pupils are taught the graphic representation of the four fundamental operations
and of (a+b)2, (a-14)2, (a+b), (a b), (a+b)', and (a -b)'. Abbreviated and approxi-

mate computations are given a good deal of attention,gind swore and cube root are
presented. The pupils are taught to estimate their results and to check these estimates by measuring and weighing. Functional thinking - -ceives continual emphasis.
A few of the simplest equations are studied. Geometric drawing may be studied,
but it. is not obligatory. In some of the Realgymnasia it. is required.'
Realschule.Throe hours a week are usually devoted to mathematics and two to
geometric drawing. The drawing is usually taught by the mathematics teacher, and
this is considered a deeided advantage. Arithmetic is always taught in close connection with geometry.
Approximate computation of decimals is presented and applied to the finding of
surfaces and volumes. The pupils make approximate measurements of various
objects, distances, and heights, and use the data in problems. General arithmetic is
taught, and a summary of the work of previous school years is given.

Rules are studied

both in words and in letters, and the pupils are taught to generalize rules whenever
it is possible. Simple transformations and checks are given a good deal of attention.
The terms "coefficient," "powers," ancl"exponent" are taught. The pupils learn
the rules for the square and cube of a binomial, and thsjerepresent graphically (a ± b)2
and (a ±b)3. Graphic representations of roots are alse'ade. The idea of the negative
number is presented, and the four operations with algebraic numbers are taught. The
course in geometry is quite similar to the course in the Gymnasium. The pupils
learn the fundamental laws regarding areas and volumes. The functional idea is
especially emphasized during this school year'. Figures are usually drawn to scale,
and results are frequently checked by drawing. When solids are involved, results
are usually checked by weighing. The course in geometric drawing relates principally to the mensuration and transformation of areas. Some attention is given to
decorative forms using circles or arcs.
.
BELGIUM. The seventh sch6o1 year is the first year of the middle school and of
the Adieu& Royal.
Course for the middle school. The four fundamental owns with integers, common'

and decimal fractions are explained and extensively drilled upon. The pupils are
taught the tags of divisibility for 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, ! I, 25, and 125. The casting out-of
nines is used as a check for multiplication and,division. The greatest common divjgor
of two numbers is found by successive divisions.' The changes effected by adding,
subtracting, multiplying, or dividing both terms of a common fraction by the same
number are studied. The subject of legal weights and measures is given a good deal
of attention. Numerous problems involving the rule of three, simple interest, profit
and lose, and commission a solved by means of unitary analysis.
Geometry.The fundamental concepts of geometry are preeentid and the pupils
are led to discoverlhe conditions under which triangles are congruent. The theorem
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for the sum of the an4la of a triangle is also developed. The principal properties of
triangles and quadrila rals are studied.
Ad On& Royal.Practically the mine course is offered in both the classical and the
modern-langue,ge schools. The fundamental operations with integers, common and
decimal fractions are explained and drilled upon. Tests of divisibility for 2, 3, 4, b,
6, 9, and 11 are taught without proof.

The method of reducing a common to a decimal

fraction and the various principles of common fractions are taught without proof.
Only small denominators are used. The study of the metric system is continued.
DENMARK. The seventh school year is the last year of the Folkeskole and the
second.year of the intermediate or Mellemskole.

In the Folkeskole four hours a week are devoted to mathematics. The study of
proportion is continued, and percentage is applied to profit and loss. A comparative
study of foreign coins is made.
Geometry.The course in geometry includes the study of triangles, quadrilaterals,
and circles. The pupils learn to compute the volume of right prisms mut cylinders
with given altitudes and bases. Drawings and models of plane and solid figures are

made. Instead of making these drawings, girls are taught the method of keeping
simple accou
Inter?
I.Five hours a week are devoted to mathematics. Provision is
made for almost daily drill in oral arithmetic. Simple and comzound proportion,
percentage, simple interest, partnership, simple bookkeeping, and easy mensuration

are studied. Geometry is usually taken up before algebra. One or two hours a week
are devoted to the study of intlitiontil or observational geometry. The fundamental

properties of straight lines and plena, the measurement of angles, the congruency
and similarity of triangles, and the principal properties of quadrilaterals and circles
are taught.
ENGLAND.The four luodamentil operations for common and decimal fractions
are reviewed, and in a few schools some facts relating to recurring decimals are presented. Numerous problems are worked by means of unitary analysis. The pupils
receive a good deal of practice in the drawing up of invoices and the making out of

bills. The subject of simple interest is tyight, most of the problems being worked
by %cans of formulas. The applicatione bi percentage include profit and loss, discount, and taxes. Some easy problems are given in generalized arithmetic: Many
rules are expressed with letters. The algebraic equation is introduced, and easy
equations are solved. Simple substitution is also taught, and the meaning and use
of negative numbers are briefly presented. Pupils are taught to use rulers !harked
in centimeters and millimeters. Volumes are found by the use of cubic blocks, by
graduated vessels, and by emptying or displacement. The rules for the mensuration
of various kinds of triangles, of the rhombus and rhomboid are derived. Simple
volumes are studied. Squared paper is extensively used fur finding the area of irregular figures. The relation between the length of the circumference and the diameter
is determined. Pupils graph simple statist&e, such as the school attendance, temperature, and prices.
The work in geometry includes the finding of the locus of points equidistant from
a given point., the locus of points at a given distance from a given line, and the locus

of points equidistant' from threegiven points. The pupils prove in several ways
that the sum of the angles of a triangle is lfiti degrees. The relation of interior and
exterior angles of triangles is discovered, and the method of dividing a line into equal
parte or into parts having a given ratio is taught. The equality of triailles is shown
by means of superposition. Some ajtention is given teethe study of circles and to
inscribed and circumscribed squares.
FINLAND!The seventh schhol year is the last year of the primary school. From
ono to two hours are devoted to arithmetic. The work of previous years is reviewed,
and proportion and discount are studied. The study of algebra is begun in the lyc6e.

SEANCE. In some schools the higher primary lasts but six years. In others
there is an additional year which corresponds to our seventh school year. The
,seventh school year is also the third year of the first cycle of the lycle.
Higher primary.In view of the examinations, there is a comprehensive review of
the mathematics of previous years.
Geometry. The pupils are taught Ilow to compute the areas of rectangles, parallelograms, triangles, trapezoids, polygons, circles, sectors, and segments_of circles.
Comparigona of the areas of similar polygons are made, and the formulas for the volumes of prisms, pyramids, and the frustrum of pyramids are developed. TE volumes

of similar polyhedra are compared. The formula for the volume of the cylinder,
cone, and frustrum of the cone are developed. The rules for finding the surface and
'volume of a sphere and the surface of a zone are taught. The fundamcflital ideas of
descriptive geometry and the elementary notions of rotation are presented.
Three hours a week are devoted to the subject of geometric drawing. The course
is a review and a alight extension of the course of the previous year.
Ciastical lyeie.Two hours a week are devoted to the subject of arithmetic. The
course includes factoring, tests for divisibility, prime numbers, proportion, and the
square root.
Geometry.The ruler; square, compasses, and protractor are used. Straight lines,
angles, trianglee,.qnadrilaterals, circles, cords, arcs, and tangents are studied. The
congruency of triangles, and the theorems for the sum of the angles of a triangle and
of a polygon are developed-intuitively. Elementary constructions involving straight

lines and circlet, are made and numerous angles are measured. No geometric
drawing is taught.
Modern language lyeee.Four hours a week are devoted to mathematics and oneuto
geometric drawing.
o
The course in arithmetic includes the study of fractions, the extraction of the square
root, progressions, and the commercial applications of pe'rcentage.

Geometry.The pupils are taught how to divide a line into parts having a given
ratio. Similar triangles are studied, and the definitions of sine, cosine, and tangent
are taught. The pantograph is extensively used in connection with the study of
similar polygons. Fourth proportionala and mean proportionals are constructed.
Regular polygons are studied, and the formulae for the area of a rectangle, parallelogram, triangle, trapezoid, atoll polygon are developed. The areas of similar polygons
are compared, and the areas of, circles are computed. Some simple curves, such as
the cissoid
the conchoiti, are constructed. The course in geometricdrawing is
practically tIS same as in the sixth school year, with the addition of pen tracing.
GERMANY The seventh school year iS the fourth year of the BUrgerschule,
Gymnasium and Realgymmisium, and 44errealschule.
The course in the Volksschulg includes simple interest, profit and loss, commercial
discount, averages, and alligation. In geometry, right-angle triangles, quadrilaterals,
circles, cubes, prisms, pyramids, and cones are studied. A good deal of attention is
devoted to faeasurements and to drawing. The drawing board is extensively used.
Gymnasium and Realgymnasium.One-third of the time is given to arithmetic and
almost two-thirds of the time to geometry. Only a small part of the time is given to
algebra.
The course in arithmetic includes interest, bankruptcy, and alligation. Addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and division of algebraic expressions and the fundamental
properties of equations of the first degree are taught. Instruction in geometry is of a
propiedeutic nature dhd includes the construction of plane figures, and the study of

the congruency of triangles, theproperties of the circle, chords, and angles. Some
attention is devoted to geometric drawing.
Reslachule and Oberrealsehuk.4Two hours are meaty devoted to arithmetic and
klgebra and two to geometwy. The coupe in Athlone* includes practical business
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procedures and abridgefl computations. In algebra the equation of the first degree
is studied. Positive and negative numbers are introduced, and the idea pf function
is emphasized.
The course ingeometry includes the study of triangles, quadrilaterals, and polygons,
special attention being given to the study of similarity. The properties of circles are
extensively considered. and the pupils are led to discover the rules for areas of plane
»guise.

HOLLAND.- -The seventh school year is the first year of the middle school and of
the Gymnasium. The middle school of Amsterdam has a course of five years. Six
lessons of 50 minutes each are given weekly in mathematics. The fundamental oper:
at ions with integers, common and decimal fractions are reviewed. Tests for divisibility, greatest common divisor, and least common multiple are atadied, and some
attention is given to the subject of circulating decimals. The instruction in algebra
is closely related to that in arithmetic. Simple equations in one unknown are studied
with short cases of multiplication, and easy types of factoring are presented. Geometry is studied intuitively. The course includes the study of elementary properties of
angles formed by parallel and transverse lines; the properties of triangles, quadrilalerals.

pol ygons.

Gymnasium. Four hours a week are devoted to the subject of mathematics. Ulmally one hour is given to arithmetic, two to algebra. and one to.geometry. All pupils
have the same course in mathematics during the first four years of the Gymnasium.'
Thefundamental operations with integers, common and decimal fractions are reviewed
The four operations with algebraic equations are taught. The course in geometry is
of a proptedeutic nature.

HIINCIARY.The seventh school year is the third *sr 'of the Bitrgernchule,
Gymnasium, and Realschule. In the Iiiirgerechule six hours a week are usually
devoted to mathematics. The course includes the study of simple cases of proportion, easy computationt; in percentage, simple exercises in physics, and alligation.
Some attention is devoted to geometric and free-hand drawing.
Gymnasism and Rentschuk.----Three hours a week are devoted to the study of math-

ematics and two hours to geometric dmwilik. The course in arithmetic includes
the applications of percentage, simple and compound proportion, profit and loos, the
making and receipting of bills, and the solution of numerous problems based on commercial and national transactions. A good deal of attention is devoted to the subject
of savings banks.
The course in geometric drawing includes the construction of plane figures, the
reduction and enlarging of figures, and the making of designs.

ITALY. The seventh school year, is the third year of the Ginnasio and of the
modem school.
One hour a week is usually devoted to the study of practical arithmetic. Geometric dnvving and intuitive geometry are taught. The course in algebra includes the
formal introduction of literal computation and the study of the four fundamental oper-

ations. The course in geometry:includes the study of the principal definitions and
postulates of formal geometry; the relation of position of perpendiculars, parallels,
straight lines, and planes; the construction of trihedml angles, parallelograms, polygons, and the regular polyhedra.
JAPAN.The neiventh school year is the first year of the higher primary and of the
iniddle school.
The subject matter of the instruction in the higher elementary school consists 9f a
more intensive study of the work of the ordinary elementary school, with the addition
of ratio and proportion.
In the first year of the higher elementary school fractions, percentage, and ratio
and proportion are presented.
52452°
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Middle sehoul.Four hours a week are devoted to the sal:Oct of mathematics. The
course includes the study, of numeration, notation, integer' common and decimal
fractions, compound numbers, tests for divisibility, prime numbers, factors, greatebt
common divisor, least common multiple, and ratio and proportion.
EOUMANIA.The seventh school year is the third yeal' of the Gymnasium. The
pupils are taught the tests for divisibility, the greatest common divisor, and least common multiple. Common and deeimal fractions are comprehensively reviewed; and
the subjects of squ *fre root, ratio and proportion, interest, and double entry .bookkeeping are studie4.
'The course in geometry includes the study of the similarity of triangles and poly-

li

.

gone, menhir polygons, and formulas for the areas of the common plane figures. Geom-

etry is studied intuitively.
eeventh school year is the fourth year of the Realschule and of the
Gymnasium. The course in both types of schools is practically- the same. Four
hours are devoted to the study of mathematics. two being given to algebra and two to
geometry. The pupils study the operations with polynomials, §imple fractions,
negative numbers, exponents, simple equations with one or more unknown, involution and evolution, and the theory of proportion.
The course in geometry includes-the study of the straight line, angles, parallels,
triangles, quadrilaterals, polygons, circles, and the fundamental constructions. A
large number of numerical exercises are solved.
SWEDEN.The seventh school year is the fourth year of the Realschule. Five
hours a week are devoted to the study of mathematics. Two hours are given to arithmetic, one to algebra, and two to geometry. The instruction is largely of a practical
nature. Applicatiorte of percentage and simple bookkeeping are taught. The
&pits study only enough argebra to enable them to solve simple equathins and to
factor"the simplest types.
The course in geometry includes the simple constructions of triangles and quadrilaterals and the application of geometry to physics. All instruction in geometry is
closely correlated with the instruction in drawing.
SWTTZZELAND.;The seventh school year is the third year of the middle school,
and the first year of the Gymnasium.
In the Grnasiuni four hours a week are usually devoted to arithmetic and algebra
and on to geirinigtry. The work of previous years is reviewed and extended. 'The
study oP the operations with common and decimal fractions is completed, and the
application of percentage to profit and lose and interest are studied. The course also
includes the study of alligation, square root, abridged computations, and foreign
m6ney.
The course in geometry includes the,use of the ruler and compasses in making simple

constructions. The congruency of triangles is 'established intuitively, and a great
deal of attention is devoted to practical measurements and drawings.
VETTED STATER(New York State course).-x-It is assumed that pupils who have
completed the work of the six previous school years should be able (1) to reticl reasonably large figures at eight and to write numbers rapidly from dictation; (2) to perform
all fundamental processed in arithmetic rapidly and accurately; (3) to reason uickly
and eiRlain simple problems; (4) to compute with common and decimal
liens

without hesitation; (5) to comprehend the fundamental principles of perce tike
and their application.
During the seventh school year a good deal of attention is givellto oral drill in getting

.approximate results. The daily activities of the pupils are drawn upon freely to
make the arithmetic interesting, informational, and practical.
Interest, including the subjects of commercial paper, bank discount, and conk
poundinterest, is studied. Tables are used in the computation of compound interest.
The pupils are taught how to deposit money and draw checks. Many problems are
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discussed without actual computations being mad Ratio and simple

portion
are studied. The equation and the unknown quantity are used in p
rtion. The
pupils are required to memorize the squares of numbers to 25. Squa root is taught
and is applied to numerous problems. The various tables of denominate numbers are
reviewed, and numerous protlems are based upon them. The work in mensuration
includes the study of the susiaces of the parallelogram, rectangle, t ngle, circle, and.
trapezoid; and the volume of the cube, sphere,
re cylinler,
ler, p mid, and cone. No
formal geometric demonstrations are attempted.
In some schools the topics of commercial discount, commission, and taxes are also
studied during the seventh school year. Within recent years a !treat deal of attention is being devoted to the study of banks and banking, the saving and investment of
money, and loans. In.many schools it is thought profitable o organize school banks,
to elect officers, and to carry on a regular banking business, usually with imitation
money.

SUMMARY OF TIL1). SEVENlil YEAR'S AVORK:
#

In aloof --the European countries the course in mathematics is decidedly mere
advanced than in the United States.
.
.
In practically all of the countries abroad the subject of intuitional br observational
geometry is emphasized during due seventh school year. This is the case in a few
schools of the United States, but it is the exception rather than the rule. In some
schools abroad the most elementary ideas of trigonometry are introduced in'connection with the study of similar figures. The pupils abroad receive much training in
constructive work, drawing to scale, reducing and enlarging figures. An some of the
schpols the pantograph and the planimeter are used. Squared paper itf extensively
used in England and to sonic extent in a few other countries. In Austria, France,
Germany, Hungary, Italy, and Sweden especial attention is devoted to instruction
.

r

in the elements of geometric drawing.
Geometry and arithmetic are very closely correlated in the instruction. In England
more emphasis is put upon the geometric locum than in any other com:try during this
school year.
In the United'States more emphasis is probably put upon a fevtof the applications
of percentage, but several topics in arithmetic not given much attention here are in trouced abroad. Alligation is taught in few American schools, but the pupils in some
0
e schools of Germany, -Hungary, and Switzerland study the subject. Recurring
dee als, cube root, and the check for multiplication and division by casting out
the nines, and the functional concept are more extensively taught abroad than in the

United States. The function concept receives marked and growing emphaiis in
Austria, Germany, France, Ilungaryl and Switzerland.
It is the exception iti the United States for any algebra beyond the simple equation
and the evaluation of easy formulas to be introduced into the seventh school year.
In practically all of the European countries, on the other hand, the pupils learn to solve
simple linear equations containing one unknown, to evaluate the formulas of mensuration and percentage, and to perforfn the four fundamental operations with simple
algebraic expressions. In a few countries some easy factoring and graph work are
introduced.
.

.

IX. THE WORK IN MATHEMATICS IN THE EIGHTH

-

SCHOOL YEAR.
AIISTRIA.The eighth school year is the last year of the Bilrgenfchule and the
fourth year of the Gymnasium, Realgymnasium, did Realschule.
Burgeradeuie. The course in arithmetic includes' powers and roots, ratio and proportion, sample and compound interest, partnership, alligation, and simple bookkeeping.
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The kii operations with algebraic expressions and - simple equations of the first
deirde svith one unknown are taught.'
*The course in geometry includes the intuitive stroll' of the more important theorems
of plane and Bad geometry. The fundamental ideas of the ellipse:and parabola are
also presented. No distinction between plane and solid geometry is made, because
much of the study is lased on models. Geometry and an'tlimeti are closely correlated, and the function idea is emphasized.
...
The course in, geometric drawing includes the representation.* atilt.* in outline,
tronsvehie and longitudinal lirros and triangles. Some attentiot is given to free-hand
drawing and to designing. The course for girls is much the same as for boys, but the
geometric drawing includes the construction of various designs for use in handwork.
.itealschute.The course in the Realschule begins with a thorough review of the
.' fundamental operations in arithmetic. The principles underlying these operations
ate explained, and numerous practical problems are presented. Interest, alligatiou,

.....

4=11111

proportion, and graphs are studied. Functional thinking itz emphasized in the

teaching of algebra by showing how the exprsesion varies in value with different values
of the unknown. Transformation of algebraic expressions and the solution of simple

.

linear 'equations are taught. The pupils learn how to factor simple expressions
according to type by both factoring and the Euclidean methods. Pure quadratic
equations are studied as far'ite is necessary for the purposes of plane geometry.
In the course in geometry the theorems dealing with congruency and similarity are
especially. emphasized, and a good deal of attention is devoted to construction problems and to problems involving numerical computations. The time allotted44 geometry in this class is generally considered inadequate.

Gymnasium.The study of intuitional geometry ends with the preceding schbol
year, and a more systematic study of geometry begins during this year. The idea of
function is not considered as a separate, topic, but it permeates the whole course.
Linear functions are considered in the fouith and fifth years of the Gymnasium, and
graphs are used to supplement the idea. The course in geometry includes the study
of straight lines, anglee,, parallels, triainglee, and quadrilaterals. The congruency
theorems and symmetry of plane figures are studied, and the study of regular polygons
and circles is an important part of the year's work. Inscribed an circumscribed figures, tangents, chords, central, and inscribed angles are studied. iilgebra and geometry are closely corTelated, especially in the mensuration of plane figures. The

geometry is a mixture of the Euclidean and post-Euclidean geometry,Preleils of
rays and other tbodern concepts are studied.
Realgymnarium and Realschule.The study of descriptive geometry is introduced

4hrough the theory of projections. The pupils learn to represent bydrawings the
various conic sections and to construct tangents to and from a point outside of a cone.
joetional drawings are made of 'Ample bodies in various positions. Some simple

ow constructions are made. A study is made of the intersection of projecting

'planes. In the fourth-year claas of the Realgymnaaium there are no separate hours)
for geometric drawing.
.

BRIAR:al.The eighth school year is the second year of the middle school and of
4
the Athenee Royal.
.
In the middle school the boys devote four hours and the girls three hours a week to
mathematics. The coursb for girls does not include algebra, and the geometry for

girls is the same as for boys in the previous school year, with the addition of somer"

.

S
elementary constructions.
'-',
Course in arithmetic.The work of the previous year is thoroughly revieNbid and the
subjects of factoring and the highest common factoh and the lowest common,multiple
by means of factoriig are presented. Drill on the reduction of common to decimal
fractions is Continued. Discount, proportion, averages, mixtures, alligation, and alitoot parts are studied. Numerous oral exercises are given daily.

e
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Algebra.The formillas of interest and of mixtures are studied, and the pupils
learn to evaluate formulas for any letter and to translate formulas into words. Simple
linear equatAs and 'ratio arid proportion are studied.
Geometry.The chief aim of the work in geometry is to familiarize the pupil with
the principal properties of triangles, quadrilaterals, and circles. Numerous problems
involving the computation of the various parts of a triangle are given.
.4/liknit Boyar In both the classic and modern schools three hours- a week are
devoted to 'the study of mathematics, and the course is prictically the same in both
types of schools. The course includqe the.rationalization of the rules for the four
processes with integers, common and tlecimal fractions. The tests of divisibility by
2, 3, 4, 5. and 9 are presented. Checks are extensively used. Simple interest, commercial discount, mixtures, and alligation are studied. Problems in proportion are
solved by the use of unitary analysis. An intensive study of the metric system is
made.

*SC

DENHABILuThe eighth school year is the third year of the intermediate school.
Six periods a week are devoted to the subject of mathematics. Provision is made
for daily drill in eral arithmetic. The sijkle' cts of interest, partnership, profit and
loss, simple bookk
ing,- and proportion are taught. The tests for divisibility by
2, 3, 4, 5, 9,-and II Sko preiZritecl: Simple areas and volumes are studied.
The subject of -the geometry is introduced before algebra. The study is of an
intuitive nature. and -two hours a week are devoted to it. Accurate drawing is
emplipized, Ord speciatiftention is devoted to the construction and mensuration
'of circles. The; Pythagorean theorem is -intuitively established! Simple areas and
volumes are computed, 9nd monermis drawings and models are made.

.

-

ENCILAND.Thi subjects of rates and taxes, insurance, bankruptcy, and dividends are studied. Interest formiilas are derived and used. Averages and proportion
'are given some attention. The sutjest of mensuration is treated largely from a usetical -?o4nt. of view and includes numerous problems of carpeting, papering, and
painting. Generalized arithmetic is introduced. Graphs are used to illuminate
the subjects of proportion and interest. and squared paper ie extensively used in the
computation of rubes. The investment of savings and the various methods of trans-

1

Mining money are studied, and pupils become familiar with business practice..
Simple lessons ma the formation of comeahies are given, and the terms capital, stock,
shares, shareholder, dividends, and investments are given a practical setting. Prohterns innnsasuring include areas and easy volymes. The mime id geometry includes
the study of the properties of triangles, the construction of triangles and &Wises,
and the construction of simple geometric figures and designs. Ratio and proportion
are studied. The Pythagorean theorem is discovered intuitively,
FINLAND. The eighth school year is the fourth year of the lycfse. The study of
algebra is continued, and geometry is introduced.
FRANCE.-.- The eighth school year in Prance is the fourth year of the lycfe. It is
. the last'year of the first cycle.
In the claiical lye* three hours a week are devoted to the study of mathematics.
The work in arithmetic involves a study of the metric system and of proportion. In
algebra, the pupils study the four operations with monomials and binomials. Negative'
numbers are introduced. Numerical equations of tho first degree in one and two
unknowns are solved, and inequalities of the first degree in one unk-rsliwnlire intr6
duce d.

.

.

Geometry.The 144k of the previous year is thoroughly reviewed. The 'study of
proportiOn is introduced. The theorems involving the similarity of triangles and of
polygons and of homogenbity are studied and the terms sine, cosine, tangent and
cotangent are introduced. In the study of similarity, the pantegraph ts extensively
used. The relations between the sides of a right triangle are computed. The LsoperLties of thes.cirele, and of Vingents,, chords, and secants are studied. The formulas for

a
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the area of the principal plane figures are developed, and the areas of two similar
polygons are compared. No course in geometric drawing is offered in the classical.

lyck.

Thi modern lyeee.Four hours a week aro devoted to the subject of mathematics.
The course in algebra includes all that is given in the classical lyedo, and in addition
to this equations of the second degree involving one and two unknowns, graphs,
logarithms, and antilogarithms to four decimal places, 'and compound interest are
studied:
The course in geometry includes the study of planes and of straight lines in space.
The terms polyhedral angles, prisms and pyramid are introduced, and the subject
of projections is briefly studied. The formulas for the surfaces and volumes of prisms, .
pyramids, cylinders, and cones are deduced. The formulas for the OUT face and
volume of the sphere are learned without proof. The pupils learn to draw simple
designs and. the elemehtary notions of surveying and of leveling are introduced.
In geometric drawing, shadow drawings are given a great deal of attention and some of
the drawings are colored.
GERMANY.The eiglIth school year is the last year of the Volkaschule and the
fifth year of the Biirgerschule, Gymnasium, flealgymnaiton, and (lberrealsehule.

Volkurhu'le.The course in arithmetic includes the study of insurance and of

negotiable paper, and a review of the work of previous years, with special` emphasis
upon business computations. In some of the States, series and the theory of the
extraction of roots are taught, but these are being eliminated.
The course in geometry includes the mensuration of circles, triangles, quadrilaterals,
and ellipses. The cone and the sphere are studied. A good deal of practice is given
in drawing, especially in drawing to kale. In some of the States the pupils make
geometric designs and ornaments.

Gymnasium.The course in algebra includes the four operations with algebraic
expressions, the evaluation and transformation of formulas, and the solution of simple
linear equations.
The course in geometry includes the study of lines, angles, and parallel lines, the
congruency of triangles, quadrilaterals, circles, inscribed and central angles. loci, and
the solution of simple problems by analysitT.

Rea/gymnasium.Four hours a week are devoted to the subject of mathematk's.
The course in algebra includes the four fundamental operations and the transformation of simple algebraic expressions. The course in geometry includes the study of
straight lines, angles, triangles, and polygons.
The course in t e Realschule is practically the same as in the Oberrealtschule.
Equations of the firsi'dwree with more than one unknown are studied. The pupils
learn to represent graphically the multiplication tables and certain statistical data
and to graph functions of the first and second, degrees. Involution and ( evolution are
taught and simple quadratics with one unknown are presented. Two kerhxis a week
are devoted to algebra.
Geometry. The course in geometry includes the study of the circle and the regular
polygon. Numerous algebraic-geometric problems involving constructions areliven.
The reciprocal dependence of tingles and sides of triangles is emphasized). The
study of triangles prepares for the study of trigortometry The important properties
of prisms, cylinders, coned, polygons, and the frustums of polygons and cones are
These solids are presented in parallA perspective, and by orthogonal pro'tections. The surfaces and volumes of the solids enninerated above are computed.
HOLLLND. The eighth school year is the second year of the. middle school and
of the Onnasium. In the middle school, six periods of 60 minutes each are devoted
to the study of mathematics.
The course in arithmetic includes the study of proportion and its applications,
square root, and approximate computations.
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in algebra, factoring, the highest common factor and 'cowed common multiple,
fractions, simple simultaneous equations, and radicals are studied. The instruction
in arithmetic and algebra is closely_cotrelated.
In geometry, emphasis is put upon the study of proportion and of similar figures.
Simple areas are computed.
Gymnasium.Three hours a week are devoted to th% subject of mematics. One
hour is given to arithmetic, one to geometry, and one to algebra.
same couree.is
given in all types of schools.
The course in arithmetic includes the divisibility of numbers, proportion, and the
metric system.
.
The course in algebra includes the study of factoring, special products, and simple
linear equations.
The course in geometry is practically the same as in the middle school.
HIINGARY.The eighth school' year is the last year of the BUrgerschule and the
fourth year of the Gymnasium and the Realschule.
Biirgersehule.Two hount-a week are devoted to the subject of arithmetic. Proportion, interest, commercial transactions, savings banks, stock companies, taxes and
duties, and approximate computations are studied. Some consideration is given to
the comparative study of money systems, and to domestic and foreign exchange.
In algebra, negative numbers, the four operations, and simple linear equations are
studied. One to two hours a week are devoted to this work.
Tajo hours a week are devoted to the work in geometry. The course includes the
reducing and enlarging of figured, simple designseand architectural drawings.
Gymnasium.Three hours a week are devoted to mathematics, and two to.geometric drawing. In the Realschule, four hours are devoted to mathematics and
two to geometric drawing. The mathematics course in both types of schools is
practically the same, but the course is more intensive in the Realschule.
Algebra is introduced by the study of formulas. Addition and subtraction, multi:
plication and division, involving both positive and negative numbers, are studied.,
The pupils learn how to square and cube the sum or the difference of two numbers,
and to compute the squares and the cubes of decimal expressions. Simple linear
equations are solved and the theory of proportion is studied.
The course in geometric drawing includes simple constructions with circles and
arcs, parabolas, ellipses, and hyperbolas. Some .attention is given to the drawing
and coloring of ornaments. Cones, spirals, and cycloids are also draein.
ITALY.The eighth school year is the fourth year of the Ginnaeio and of the modem
school. Three periods a weektre devoted to the subject of practical arithmetic.
JAPAN.Tbe eighth school year is the second year of the higher primary school
and the second year of the middle school.
In the higher primary school the computations by proportion, previously learned,
are reviewed and compound proportion is taught. Computation in connection with
bookkeeping is also presented. A comprehensive review of the subject matter of
the previous year is givetgat.

In the middle school tiFo hours a week are devoted to the study of arithmetic and
The study of ratio and proportion is continued and alligation is taught.
Percentage is introduced and simple. interest is studied. Squares and square root,
cubes and cube root, are introduced in connection with the work in mensuration.
The course in algebra includes the definition of symbols, the use of simple algebraic
expressions, the introduction of negative number, addition, subtraction, multiplication, and- division of integral expressions, and simple equations with one unknown
quantity.
1101131[ANIA.The eighth school year is the fourth year of the Gymnasium. TM
course in algebra includes the fourIaperations with algebraic expressions, the solution
two to algebra.
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of simple equations with one or two unknowns, applied problems, and negative

numbers.
The course in geometry includes the study of the parallel and perpendicular planes,
the principal properties of the prism, cylinder, cone, and sphere, and the areas and
volumes of these solids. The most difficult problems are omitted. An attempt is
made to give the pupil some idea of elementary surveying. 'rhe final examinations
which occur at the end of this year involve problems the solution of which demands
some knowledge of arithmetic, algebra, and geometry.
RIISSIA.The eighth school year is the fifth year of the heal. pule and 1)1 the
Gymnasium.
In the Gymnasium four periods a week are devoted to mathematics. Two hours are
usually given to algebra and two to geometry.
The course in algebra includes the solution of quadratics with one unknown, a
cliHrussion of the properties of the roots of quadratic equations, the factoring of the
quadratic trinomial, the solution of simultaneous equations, and radical equations.
The course in geometry includes the measurement of straight lines and angles, the
proportionality of segments, the similarity of triangles and polypus, the numerical

relations between the sides of a triangle, elementary ideas of limit, the priucipal

properties of the circle, areas of rectilinear figures and of circles, simple problems in
construction, dihedral, and polyhedral angles.
In the Realschule three Period, a week are devoted to algebra and three to geometry.
The course in algebra is said to include the study of square root, irrational numbers,
simple quadratics, irrational nxits, the relation between roots and coefficients in
quadratics, construction of squares from given roots, simultaneous quadratics, arithmetical and geometrical progressions, infinite series, and circulating decimals.
The course in geometry includes the measurement of angles, the study of proportional intercepts, the similarity of triangles and polygons. Inscribed and eireurhscribed triangles and quadrilaterals are studied and elementary ideas of limits are
preeented. The pupils learn how to compute the area of a circle. Simpleeonstruc:
bons are made, and the principle of homogeneity is presented.
!WM:N.The report does not give details for the work of this year, but the state-

ment is made that algebra and trigonometry are taught, six periods a week being

devoted to the subject of mathematics. The instruction in geometry is of an intuitive
character.
SWEDEN. The eighth school year is the fifth year of the Realschule. Equations
of the first degree in one and two unknowns are studied. Two hours a week are
devoted to arithmetic and two hours to geometry. Simple bookkeeping is usually
'included in the course in arithmetic. Square-root tables are extensively used.
The
opinion prevails that algebra should be introduced through the simple equation.
No

textbook is used in the introductory work in geometry. The regular plane figures
and the circle are studied. The principal properties 0f the'ellipoe.are considered and
some attention is given to projections. ,
SWITZERLAND.The eighth school year is usually the last year of the middle
school.

It is thesseeend year of the Gymnasium.

The Gymnasium.Half an hour a week is usually devoted to tli study of arithmetic, two hours to algebra, two to geometry, and one to geometr drawing.
In
several of the Cantons no special instruction is giVeti in the
ect of geometric
draiving. The courses in the Gymnasia vary in the different Cantons, but in general,
they are somewhat as follows:

In arithmetic, simple and compound proportton, .abridged multiplication and
division, square root, and the computation of simple areas, partnership, alligation,
sad business trantactione are studied.
The course in algebra include, the four operations and the trolutiortof simple lineal:
equations.

..
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The course in geometry includes the fundamental ideas of the subject up to the
equality of surfaces. The applications of the theorems are emphasized, and a good
deal of attention is placed upon drawing and the simple constructions.
UNITED STATES.The business applications of percentage and the mensuration
of common surfaces and of solids include all that is usually offered in mathematics
during the eighth school year in the United States. In some schools, a comprehensive review of the arithmetic of previous years is ven. In the most progressive
schools of the country no arithmetic is Awn du
the eighth school year, or at
least during the last half 21 the eighth school year, and the time is devoted to the
study of algebra combined with arithmetic.
The New York State course of study outlines the following in arithmetic for the
eighth school year:
Daily drill in rapid mental and written computations. This includes certain short
methods in multiplication; tie computation of simple interest by abort methods;
and drill in the use of proper business foArmB, such as invoices, bills, and account sales.
The pupils are taught how to keep the simple accounts of daily life, of the home, and

the farm. Stocks and bonds are considered. The various types of insurance are
studied, and the subject of taxes is closely correlated with the subject of civics and
is taught from the standpoint of local conditions. The simple formulas common in
various mechanical journals and in/rade papers are used to introduce the Study of
algebra. The study of these formfilas is followed hy.the solution of simple linear
equations.
Throughout. the eighth school year. especially, an attempt is made to correlate thv

work in mathematics with the instruction in manual and household arts and agriculture. The problems are largely of a practical nature, and much data is based on
local conditions. in 80 C of the schools, a &sat deal of attention is devoted to the
subjR:t of proportion. This is especially true in those schools where the subject
of mensuration is emphasized, and the simple equiiiionis not introduced early.

stmmAttY oF THE EIGHTH YEAR'S WORK.
In the United States the eighth school year is the last year of the elementary school.
In most of the schools but little work in mathematicsis attempted beyond the study
,of mensuration. proportion, and some of the applications of percentage. In an in
cressing'number of schools some work is algebra is being introduced daring the eighth

school year. The nature and extent of this work varies but in general it may be
laid to consist chiefly of the simple equation and the evaluation of formulas. It is
but rarely that a school is found in which any attention is given ty the subject of
geometry except such as is necessary in thP study of mensuration.
1`n all European countries the course in mathematics is more extensive than in the
United States. In no European country is lea; geometry or algebra offered during
the eighth school year than in the United States, and in practically all the countries
the work in both of these subjects is much more extensive than in this country. In

Austria, Germany, and Switzerland the most emphasis in algebra is put upon the
four operations, the solution of simple equottons, and proportion. In a few of the
countries the subject of factoring is also taught. This is especially true in certain
schools of Austria, Roumania, and Holland. The course in algebra reported for
Russia is more advanced than in any of the other countries, but it is probably safe to
aseumo that only the most elementary ides of seine of the topics mentioned are presented to the pupils.
In practically all of the countries; except the United States, a good deal of emphasis
is put upon the attidy of intuitive geometry during the eighth school year. Especial
attention is devoted to the study of congruent and similar figures and to simple coal
structions. In a few of the countries the pantograph is used in connection with the
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study of similar figures, and the terms sine, cosine, and tangent are introduced. This
is notably true in France.' In a few of the modern lycees of France logarithms are
introduced. The subject of geometric drawing is given a good deal of attention in
several of the countries, especially in Austria, Hungary, and in some of the Cantons
of Switzerland. In a few of the schools of Austria some instruction is given tile
subject of descriptive geometry. In practically all of the schools abroad the sub-

jects of geometry and arithmetic are more closely related than in this country.
Continued emphasis is put upon the function concept ides, especially in Austria.
Germany, and Switzerland.

In most of the foreign countries less time is devoted to the study of arithmetic during
the eighth school year than in the United States. The study of alligation is continued
in some of the schools of Austria, Belgium, Switzerland, and Japan ; and a good deal
of emphasis is put upon the study of tests for divisibility.
It is customary in all of the European countries to teach algebra and geometry
simultaneously. During the eighth school year the time is about evenly divided
between these two subjects, from two to three hours a week being devoted to each..
An attempt is not made to fuse the subjects, but the interrelations between them
are kept constantl in mind, and the pupil is not permitted to forget-his geomet
geometry
while studying hi algebra, of vice versa. Each subject i15 considered an instruction
unit, but it is used enever poesible as a tool in the study of the other. By the time
a European boy has completed his eighth school year, he is at least a full year in advance of the Amerieln boy in his'knowledge of mathematics.

X. THE WORK IN MA.THEIATICS.IN THE NINTII SCHOOL
YEAR.

ATISTRIA.The ninth school year is the fifth year of the Gymnasium nd of the
Realschule.
In the RealschuleNo hours a week are devoted to the study of mathematics:- This
time is about evenly distributed between arithmetic and geometry. These two sub
jects complement each other and form one instruction unit. Accintite observation
and concise description are emphasized. Modeling is extenSively used. There
is a close correlation between plane and solid geometry, because of the extentive
use of models. The theory of powers and roots is studied. Quadratics with one

unknown are solved, and the pupils learn to graph the various types of quadratic
equations. Only the simplest types of simultaneous quadratics are considered.
Irrational, imaginary, and complex numbers are studied as far as is necessary for

the solution of quadratic equations. The subject of logarithms is thoroughly studied.
In geometry the work of the fourth clasiis continued and completed during the first
semester. The course includes the study of proportional lines, similarity, and the
computation of areas. During the second semester the subject of atereametry is
introduced. The instruction begins with the study of solid angles. Tetrahedrons
are studied, and out-leen and volumes are computed. A systematic study of descriptive geometry is made during this year. The course includes the study of straight
lines and planes, vertical and horizontal projections. Oblique projections are used
occasionally. Constructions are applied in the study of the. regular pyramid and
prism and of their shadows.
In the Realgymnasium two hours a week are devoted to descriptiVe geometry.
No special hours are assigned for the subject of geometric dravang. With this
exception, the course is practically the same in mathematics as in the Gymnasium.
In the Gymnasium .neither descriptive geometry nor geometric drawing!. obligVary. The arithmetic of previous years is extended, and supplemented. Special,"
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attention is gin to the subject of powers and roots.. Stereometry is introduced and
emphasis is put upon functional thinking. Models are veny extensively need.
BELGIUM.The ninth school year is the last year of the middle school and the
third year of the Athenee Royal.
Middle school. A comprehensive review of the arithmetic of previous years is given.
Powers and roots are studied, special attention being devoted to approximate roots.
.Compound interest is computed by the use of tables. Bonds, shares. savings banks,
annuities, and insurance are studied. Tables are extensively used in all computations.
Algebra.The course includes the study of the fundamental operations, the square
and cube of a binomial, fractions, equations of the first degree involving two and
more unknowns, negative numbers, and indeterminate equations.
Geometry.The work of previous yeais is reviewed, and proportionality and similarity are introduced. The relations between the sides of a right triangle are computed.
The regular polygon, circle, and the sector are studied. Some elementary exercises
are given in surveying and in leveling. The surfaces and volumes of polyhedra and

of cones, cylinders, and spheres are computed and applied in solving practical
problems.

DUring this year, girls are not required to study algebra. The course in arithmetic
is the same for boys and for girls. The course in geometry is somewhat less extensive
for girls than it is for boys. A study is made of parallels and of elementary theorems.
The areas of rectangles, parallelograms. triangles, trapezoids, and circles are computed,

and the formulas'for the stirface and volume of prisms, cylinders, pyramids, cones,
and spheres are used without. proof.' From three to five hours a week are devoted to
the subject,01-epthaliiificS7
Albin& Royal.In tht) classical schools three hours are devoted to mathematics,
and in other types of schools four }Ars are devoted to.the subject.
The course in the classical school includes a study of the changes which a qoutient
anct.remainder undergo when the dividend and divisor, or one of them, are increased
Tests for divisibility are studied. Checks by the
OF de 'ceased in a certain ratio.

casting out of nines and the elevens are applied in multiplication and division.
Simple interest, bank discount, annuities, stocks and bonds, mixtures, alligation,
negotiable paper, partnership, arithmetic*and geometric progression, simple.and
'compound proportion, and the computation of easy surfaces and volumes are studied
during the year.
The course in the modern school is much the same as in the classical school, except
that no attentionja given.to the study of arithmetical and geometrical progression,
and more enfphasia is put upon the study of congruency and simple constructions in
geometry.

DINMARX.The ninth school year is the last year of the intermediate school.
At the close of the year a comprehensive examination is given, and the student. must
pass this satisfactorily before he is entitled to enter a higher grade. Seven hours a
week are devoted to the subject of mathematics. Two hours are usually, given to
arithmetic, three to algebra, and two to geometry. After the work of the previous
year has been thoroughly reviewed, the subjects of proportion, powers and roots, simple
equations anquadratic equations with numerical coefficients are studied.
The course in geometry includes a review of the work of the previous year and
study of the similarity and congruency of tManglee and polygons. Simple constructions are made. Provision is made for daily drill in mathematics.

ENGLAND.the lack of uniformity in the English school system; especially in
the upper years, makes any exact statement in regard to courses quite difficult.
In some of the schools a course similar to the following is offered for boys who do
not wish to Bpocializo in mathematics: Extivetion of the square spot lly rtt19. the
'Pythagorean theorem, the study of circles, chords, errs, tangents, and angles; the
construction of circles from simple data, the construction of regular polygons, the
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solution of quadratic equations with numerical coefficients. the simplifying of fractions', and the solution of applied problems.
The boys who pursue this course are not expected to continue the study of mathematics after leaving the school. The majority of them do not enter the university.
The boys who.expect to enter the universities and who are preparing atinny of the
great schools, such as Eton, Rugby, Harrow, and Winchester, spend from three to
seven hours a week in the study of mathematics. By the time a boy is 15 or 16 years
old he has usually completed the study of the five books of Euclid and of algebra to
the progressions.

:

FINLAND.Boys.who expect to pursue their education beyond the elementary
school usually enter the lyck or the secondary school.. The lycl,e prepares directly
.for the university. The classical and modern lyeee are somawhat similar to the
German Gymnasium and Reabschule. Both algebra and geometry are taught. Em
phasic is put upon the solution of simple and quadratic equations. Solid geometry
ifbriefly studied. The development of the intuition receives a good dealitf attention.
Further details of the course are not available.
FRANCS.Theninth school year is the fifth year of the yet",e. It is the first year0
of the second cycle. The second cycle lasts two years and has
four divisions:
A. Latin-Greek (classical).
B.

odern languages.

C. Latin-So nee.
'D. Science- odern languages.
- Course in A a B.Two hours a week are devoted to the
subject of mathematics.
The work in algebra includes a review of the work of the preN'ious year.
The four
operations are performed with positive and negative numbers. Problems involving
uniforp movement are oohed. Inequalities of the first degree are studied.
VariaLions of the expression az+ b are considered. Graphs are introduced, and the pupils
represent the variations of x2 and of

Solid geometry.--Dihedral angles and perpendic u flu and petallel planes are studied.
Polyhedral angles are considered; and formulas for the surface and volume of prisms,
pyramids, cylinders,. cones, and spheres are developed. The course does not. include
geometric drawing.
Course in C and D.Fi o hours a week are devoted to the subject of mathematics.
The work is more intensive and more extensive than in courses A and. B.
The four
operations with positive and negative numbers, the solution of equations of the first
degree involving one and more unknowns, and inequalities of the first degree are'studied.
The variation of the expression az +b is considered and represented graphically. Equations of the second degree in one unknown are solved, but no equations involving
imaginaries are considered. The relations between mote and coefficients are studied.

The quadratic trinpmial and inequalities of the second degree are introduced. A
good deal ot emphasis is put upon the subject of graphs. The variations of the expression az+b are tonsidered. ThIs notion of derivatives is applied to simple II =orice! problems and to functions previously studied. Arithmetical and geometric
progressions are introdeced. Four-place logarithms are treed, and the
subject of
compound interestie studied.
The course in geometry includes a systeffiatie study of lined, angles, parallels,
perpendiculars, triangles, quadrilaterals, polygons, and circles. The theorems for the
congruency and similarity of triangles are especially considered, and the terms sine,
cosine, tangent, and cotangent. for angles from zero to 180° are introduced. The
construction of mean knd fourth proportionals and the harmonic division of a line
are considered. The areas of triangle., polygons, and cutlet:are
computed. Elle,
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mentary notions of surveying are introduced. The pupils learn to use the surveyor's
chain and the square.
In the classes in drawing, the ruler, compasses, equare, and protractor are used.
The simple geometric constructions are made.
The course in geometric drawing includes the making of designs particularly for
tiles, parquets, and mosaics. Many of the drawings are colored.
GXRMANY. The ninth school year is the sixth year of the Btirgerschule, Gymnasium, Realgyrnnasium, Relilschule, and Oberrealschule.

In the Gymnasium two hours a week are ustilly devoted to the study of algebra
and three to geometry. The courses vary somewhat in the different States, but the
work in algebra usually includes the solution of simple equations with one or more
Unknowns, graphs, the study of simple functions, and the solution of simple quadratic
equations. In sonic of the States the course includes also the use of five-place logarithms and the slide rule, and the study of arithmetical and geometric progreasions,
compound interest, and annuities. The course in geometry usually includes the
study of similar figures. regular polygons, and cyclometry.
In most of the Realgymnasia and Realechulen, three hours a week are devoted to
algebra and three to geometry. The work is more intensive than in the Gymnasium,
especially in the subject of logarithms and quadratic equations. Elemenftey trigonometry and solid geometry are sometimes introduced, and oblique and parallel),
projections are considered.

The course in the Oberrealschule is more advanced than in the other type of
In general it may be said to be an intensive study of the work that is offered
in the Gymnasium, with the addition or the following: Trigonometric functions, and
goniometry are frequently introduced with the study of similar figures. Solid geometry
is studied. Elder's theorem is considered. The study pf regular polyhedra is introduced, and numerotts.exercises involving numerical computations are solved.
schools.

j/PLIAND.The ninth school year is the third year of the middle school and of
the Gyrhuasiuni.
-Seven periods a week are devoted to thestudviunathematics in the middle schools.
The previous work in radicals is reviewed and extended. Fractional negative exponents are studied. Logarithms, arithmetical and geometrical progression, and compound interest are introduced. Equations of the first and higher degrees involving
one or more unknowns are solved. The course in geometry includes ,the study of
circles, regular polygons, and goniometry.
The Gymnasium.All types of Gymnasia offea, the same course in mathematics.
One hour a week is usually devoted to the subject of algebra and two to geometry.
The course in algebra includes the study of equations of the first and second degrees
with one or more unknowns and the subject of radicals. Details of the course in
geometry are riot available.

HIINGARY.The ninth school pear is the fifth year of the Gymnasium, Segerschule, and Realschule.
Throe hours a week are devoted to mathematics in the Gymnasium. Systematic
instruction in geometry begins during this year, and a good deal of attention is devoted
to the study of models. The pupils are required to make numerous indoor and out-ofdoor measurements and estimates. The axioms, postulate:4, and the ptincipal theorems of plane geometry are studied. The course in algebra includes the solution of
equations of the first degree with one or more unknowns, square root, cube root, radicals, and quadratic equal ioris of the typal used in geometry.

Realachule.Five hours are devoted to the study of mathematics. No geometric
drawing is given in either Gymnasium or Realschule. The course is practically the
same as in the Gymnasium, but the work is more intensive. Same -of the fundament
theorems of solid geometry are introduced.

'
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Bfirgersehuk.Riur hours a week are devoted to the study of mathematics. The
course includes the4our fundamental oja rations with positive and negative numbers,
fractions, simple linear equations in one unknown, the c ief theorems of planimetry,
the study of congruent and similar plane figures. e co truction of plane figures, and
the study of perimeters and areas.
ITALY.The ninth school year is the last year of the Ginnasio and the third year
of the modern school.. Three houni a week are devoted to the study of practical
arithmetic and two hours to geometry. The first book of Euclid is studied. Some

attention is devoted to the study of the simple solids and to the proportionality of
magnitudes. Equations of the first degree are solved. Four periods a week are
usually devoted to mathematics.

raPAN.The ninth school year is the last year of the higher primary and the
third year of the middle school.
The higher primary. Four hours a week are devoted to the study of mathematics.
The lessons of the pretious years are reviewed and supplemented. There is a repetition of the mensuration previously learned, to which are added the mensuration of
the pyramid, circular cone, frustum of a pyramid, frustum of a circular cone, expression of square root and cube root and a review of the four rules, proportion and percentage, together with arithmetical and geometric progression.
Rules for finding the volume of pyramids and circular cones are given dogmatically
and verified by actual measurement. Simple bookkeeping is sometimes taught.

.

The middle whoaFour hours 'aweek are devoted to the study of mathematics.
The study of equations is continued, and linear simultaneous equations are solved,
Formulas relating to the distributive law are considered, factoring, the greatest common factor, and lowest common multiple are studied. The reduction of fractional'
expressioneand the four fundamental operations with fractions are included in the
course. Quadratic equations with one unknown quantity, equations with one unknown quantity reducible to; quadratics, and simultaneous equations containing
quadratic equations are presented.
The course in geometry includes the study of straight dines, triangles, parallelograms, circles, chords, tangents, and segments. Two hours a week are devoted to
this work.
2017MANIA.The ninth schiiol year is the first year of' the.lycee. Six hours a
week are devoted to the study-of mathematics. The four operations with common
and decimal fractions are explained. The use of tests for divisibility is continued.
Prime numbers are studied. The idea of the limit is introduced. Square and cube
root are (studied. The aim is to cultivate mathematical reasoning. The work is
more intensive than in previous years.
Algebra.Positive and negative numbers, algebraic fractions and radicals are
introduced. Equations of the first degree are solved, and some attention is devoted
to the study of reciprocal equations. The quadratic trinomial is considered. Arithmetical andsgeometrical progression, logarithms, compound interest, and annuities
are taken up.
The course in geometry includes the study of angles and triangles, quadrilaterals,
circles, and proportion. Numeroius exercises are solved.
21788IA.The ninth school year is the sixth year .af the Realechule and of the
Gymnaaium.

In the Gymnasium four hours a week are devoted to the subject of mathematras.
The work in algebra includes the study of progressions, logarithms, and compound
interest. The course in geometry includes the study of regular poly,hedra, the formulas for the area and volume of the prism, cylinder, pyramid, cone, and sphere. A
'-itd deal of attention is devoted to estimates.
In the Reabrhule two periods are devoted to algebra, two to geometry, and two
,to trigonometry. Fractional, negative, and zero exponents are introduced. Ina-

.
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tional expressions are considered. logarithms, exponential equations, combinations,
the binomial theorem, continued fractions and their application to square root and to

logarithms, compound interest, and annuities are studied.
The course in geometry includes the study of the relative positions of straight lines
and planes in space? the chief characteristics of plane and solid angles, the regular
polyhedra, and the study of the formulas for the surfaces and volumes of the regular
solids.

In trigonometry, the sine, cosine, tangent, and cotangent for both acute and obtuse
angles are studied. The limiting valuer, of these functions are considered and the
logarithmic and trigonometric functions are used. The elern'entary formulasof plane
trigonometry and the formulas for the solution of right and oblique triangles are developed. The areas of triangles are computed by the use of the trigonometric formula,
and trigonometry is applied to the solution of geometric problems and exercises.

SWEDEN.The ninth school year is the last year of the Realschule and the first
year of the Gymnasium.
In the ReabiCkule square root and its application to geometric problems, the computation of compound interest by means of tables, graphs., and simple bookkeeping
are taught. Two hours a week are devoted to the study of arithmetic.
The work in geometry includes the drawing and making of models, simple projections, the use of the compasses, ruler, and protractor, and the making of simple sonstnictions. One hour a week' is devoted to geometry.
Gymnasium.Five hours a week are devoted to mathematics in the classical gym-

nasium, and seven hours a week in the realgymnasium. The algebra of the
Realschule is reviewed, and square_ root and quadratic equations are studied. Simple
functions are emphasized. The geometry of the Realschule is reviewed, and numerous

applications are made. Linear 'drawing iB given considerable attention, and the
principles of the theory of projection are studied. Special attention is directed to the
study of the intersection of plaice and solid figures.
SWITZERLAND. The ninth school year is the third year of the Gymnasium and
the first year of the Realschule. The course lithe same in the Classical and the RealgymnasiuM. Two hours a week are devoted to algebra, two to geometry, and in some
Cantons two hours a week are devoted to geometric drawing in the Realgymnaria.
The course in algebra includes the study of logarithms, arithmetical and geometrical progression, compound interest and annuities, the four operatiOns with fractional ex, ponents, and the study of functions.

The course in geometry jncludes the study of transversals, triangles, quadrilaterals,
circles, construction problems, the theorems of congruency and similarity, and the
study of surfaces and volumes.
'Realschule. One hoUr a week is devoted to the study of arithmetic, two to algebra,
three to geometry, and two to geometric drawing, The course is practically' the
same as above except that a more intensive study is made. More attention is given
to abridged multiplication and division than is the case in the Gymnasium.
UNITED STATES.The course in mathematics varies somewhat jor the ninth
school year, but in general it may be stated as follows:
The four fundamental operations with rational integral expressions, factoring,
highest common factor and lowest common multiple, fractiene, reduction, the fundamental operations with fractions, linear equations with one u5sicnovrn, applied problems, simple and simultaneous equations with one and ore variables, graphic
solutions, involution, the method 414 extracting square an n some cases cube root,
laws, radicals, irrational
fractional and negative exponents with proofs of fundame
bxpressions and equations, problems, the solution of quadratic equations of the type

t'

ax'-i-bx+c-=-0 by factoring.
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SUMMARY OF THE NINTH YEAR'S WORK.
The ninth school year is usually the first yeitr of the secondary school in the United
States. In the majority of secondary schools the subject of algebra is complSacal up to
quadratic equations. In a few of the schools less work is attempted in algebra and more
attention iq &voted to the subject of intuitional geometry. I n such schools, emphasis
is put upon the use of the simple geometrical instruments, the making of easy eonstructions, ineasurements, and simple designs.
In all European schools both algebra and geometry are taught during the ninth echuol
year. In most df the countries the time is divided evenly
between these two subjects,
from two to three hours a week being devoted to each. Here, as in the preceding year,
the subjects supplement each other, and no attempt is made to fuse them The relations between the two subjects are emphasized much more extensively abroad than in
the United States. in most of the schools of Europe the distinction
between plane
and solid geometry is less marked than in the schools of the United States. This is, in
part at least, due to the fact that models and drawings are very extensively used
abroad. During the ninth school yeas the work in algebra in most of the European
school; is but slightly mere advanced than in the best schools of the United Stacks.
In some of the schools of Austria, France, Denmark, Holland, and Hungary the course
is somewhat more advanced than in the United States. In'these schools logarithms,
proportion, and quadratics are studied. The course in the Itealschulen of Russia is
said to be very advanced.
oft,
In practically all of the Eiiropean countries geometry is studied during
the ninth
school year. Especial emphasis is put upon t hest udy of proportional
lines, congruent
and similar figures, areas, and volumes. In all of the schools models are extensively
used. In Belgium, France, Germany, and Holland the study of similar tiiiures is
Rupplemented by elementary exercises in surveying, and in some of the French schools
the terms sine, cosine, tangent, and cotangent are introduced and used.
Deticriptive geometry is introduced in sonic of the Realschulen and Realgymnusia of
Austria. In France, Sweden, and in the Realgymnasia of Switzerland some attention
Is devoted to the subject of geometric drawing. In most of the countries continued
emphasis is put upon the idea of functions. This is especially true in Austria, France,
Germany, Sweden, and Switzerland. The subject of logarithms is introduced in most
of the countries, and in some of the schools of Germany the pupils become familiar with
the elide rule.

In a few of the countries the study of arithmetic is continued during the 'Milt

school yepr. Especial emphasis is put. upon the use of tables for
finding interest, and
upon abridged processes.

Arithmetic, algebra, and geometry are more closely related in the schools Abroad
than in the United Stites. Each subject is considered as an instruction
unit, but it

is closely correlated with the others. When a European boy has completed his ninth
school year he has a mastery of all the.topics iu algebra that the American boy has
studied, and in addition to these he is familiar with practically all of the more important theorems of plane and solid geometry. In some of tho schools of Finland, Germany, and Russia the elements of trigonometry are introduced.

XI. THE WORK IN MATHEMATICS IN THE TENTH SCHOOL
YEAR.
ausmit.The tenth school year is the sixth year of the Gymnasiudi, Realschules
and Realgymnasium.
Realtchule.The course in algebra includes the study of logarithms and exponential
equations of the simplest kind, arithmetical apd.geometrical progressions, annuities,
and compound interest.

THE "TENTH SCHOOL YEAR.
Gonlometry and plane and spherical trigonceaetry have an important place in the
curriculum, on account of their practical value. The course in trigonometry may be
said to dominate the work of this school year in the Realschule. The functions are
defined and developed for acute and obtuse angles and are graphically represented
in the unit circle. All the fundamental formulas are developed and used in the
solution of acute and oblique triangles. LogarithmiC tables and the natural functions
are used. The spherical triangle and the chief formulas for its surface are studied.,
These formulas are applied to the solution of certain problems in stereometry.
The instruction in geometric drawing in the Realschule and in the Realgymnaaium
inclddes an extensive study of vertical projections of plane figures, the shadow of the
circle projected on a plane by parallel and by oblique rays,. the derivation of the
properties of the ellipse conceived as the projection of the circle, the representation of
cylinders and cones of revolution, tangential planes, cones and cylinders, shadow
constructions, and the study of the sphere. Three hours a week are jlevoted to the
subject of geometric drawing.

Gymnasium.Equations of the second and of higher degrees that can be reduced to
quadratic equations are solved. Surds, imaginaries, and complex rr<mbers, graphs,
and the nature of Mots of quadratics are considered.
Geometry.A full year is devoted to the study of solid geometry,-a great deal of
emphasis being put upon drawing. The pupils draw vertical and horizontal projections of all the simple bodies.
Gonioaietry and trigotiometry.The course is not so extensive as in the Realschule.
and the slide rule is not much used in the instruction. Five-place logarithmic tables
are almost always used.

BELGIIIK.The tenth school year is the fourth year of the Athenee Royal. In -.

the'claesical course three to fourhours a week, and in the modern course four hoop a
week, are devoted to the study of mathematics.

Classical course.The arithmetic of previous years is reviewed. The greatest
common divisor by successive division is studied. Factoring and greatest common
divisor and lowest common multiple by factoring receive a good deal of attention.
The course in algebra includes the transformation of equations, the study of proportion, linear equations with one unknown, appliyd problems, the evaluation of
formulas, and alligation.
7
The work in tleometry includes the study of the first book of Eucld. Numerous
constructions are made.
Antdern cowse.-The work in arithmetic is the tame as in the classical course,
with the addition of the study of tests for divleiltility.

.

The course in algebra includes all that ii given in the elastics] course, with the
addition of negative expressions, the replete and cube of binomials, the four fundamental operations, the remainder theorem, the four operations with 'fractions, the
reduction of fractions, squares
the equate roots of numbers, and of algebraic
expressions, radicals, andsimple quadrate.
The course in geometry includes a complete review of all the work of preceding
yearn and a .atnsly of the cirtfe, tab mensuration of quadrilaterals, the study of proportional lines and similar Ifikures,and the calulatiorrof the elements of the triangle.
DENI1EARE.The tenth school year is the 'first and only yet4 of the Realklasse
and the first year of the Gymnasium.
Reglklaue.Thia class is for those who wish an additional year, but are not going to
the university.
The work in arithmetic incluee the study of husinew forms, the use of interest,
and logarithmic tables.
The course in algebra includes the mend volution of 'quadratic equatiods. The
rules for the sum and the product orthe roots, the solution:of easy equations reducible
ak.
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to quadratics, symmetrical equations, simultaneous-quadratics, powers and roots, and
annuities are also studied. The subject of geometry is elective, and the course is
practically the same as in the corresponding year of the Gymnasium.
thprinasiton.In the classical Gymnasium the course includes the study of general
quadratic equations, the rules for the sum and the product of -the roots of quadratic
equations, inequalities of the second degree, maxima and minima, limits, simultaue0118 quadratics, imaginaries, four-place logarithms, simple exponential equations.

arithmetical and geometrical progression, infinite series, compound interest, and
annuities.

The course in geometry includes the study of similar figures, regular polygons,
the study of the circle, thu trigonometric functions of acute and obtuse anglee.with
simple applications, and the grvhic representation of simpleJunCtions.
The course in the scientific Gymnasium includes all that is offered in the classical
Gymnasium, with the addition of the study of approximate computations, harmonic
ptokreasions, complex numbers, permutations and combinations, indeterminatee
with two unknowns, and complex roots.
ENGLAND. The tenth school year is the last year of the five-year preparatory
course. The work in arithmetic includes the mensuration of plane and solid figures
and the study of simple business arithmetic.
The course in geometry includes simple constructions, loci problems, and propositions concerning parallels, the congruency and similarity of triangles, areas, and pro-.
port innal parts.
The course in algebra includes thgetheory of exponents, logarithms, and variations.
The course in trigonometry inciters the numerical solution of triangles by means of
the sine and cosine formulas, the use of tables, and simple problems from surveying.

The course in girls' schools for the correspond* year is more elementary. The
coarse in arithmetic includes the study of general arithmetic, compound interest,
stocks and bonds. The course in algebra includes quadratic equations, the theory
of indices, surds, progression and proportion. In geometry, Books I to IV of Euclid
are usually completed.
FINLAND.The report makes no division of the work by years. Algebra is begun
in the third year of the lycee, geometry in the fouttli, and trigonometry in the fifth.
The subject of solid geometry is somewhat abridged. The tenth school year is the sixth
year of the 4r6e:
FRANCE. The tenth,school year is the sixth Year bf the lyd.e. It is the second
and last year of the second cycle. In the classical lyc6e two h-ours a week, and in the
scientific lyette five hours are devoted to the study of mathematics.
Classical lycee.The course in algebra includes exercises involving equations of
the first degree and of the second degree in one unknown,' variations of trinomials

41f the second degree.
Tho course iu geoMetry includes the mensuration of angles, the study of Iftano
-figures, the definition of sine, Cosine, and tangent for angles from iero to 180 degrees,,
And the formulai for surfaces and volumes.
ifientifie lych.The course in algebta includes t ttudy of equations of the second
degree, applications of geometry to trigonometry, equations of derivatives of simple
functions, the study of variations and of graphic representations, the study of motion
in connection with the theory of derivsatives.
The course in geometry includes the study of polyhedracones, a erns, surfaces,
and volumes. The ideas of translation and rotation are extentlivery used and the
subject of symmetry is given a good deal of emphasis. Rather an extensive course in

descriptive geometry is offered in many schools.. Geotric .drawing is also taught
in most of the scientific. schools. The trigonometric functions are studied, and the
principal formulas for the solution of right and obliqktriangles are derived.
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GERMANY The tenth school year is the seventh year of the BOrgerschule, the.
Gymnasium, Realgymnaaium, Realechule, and Oberrealschule.
Gymnasium .Equations of the second degree, including simultaneous quadratics
and equations in the quadratic form, are studied. Four and five place logarithmic
tables are also used. Emphasis is put upon the application of algebra in the solution
of geometric problems.

Geometry.The course in geometry includes the study of congruent and similar
figures, inscribed and circumscribed polygons, cyclometry, and harmonic functions.
The plane trigonotnetry of the right and oblique triangle and goniometty are introduced. In some schools harmonic points and rays are studied.

Realgymnasium.§ix hours are devoted to mathematics, three to algebra, and
three to geometry. Arithmetical and gi,ometrical progression, compound interest
and annuities, are studied. Equations of higher degree, difficult quadratics, reciprocal and binomial equations are introduced.
The course,in geometry includes the study of straight lines, planes, triangles, polygons, and circles. The principal properties of the pyramid, cylinder, prism, cone,
sphere, and logarithms are studied, and the study of trigonometry is continued. In a
few Realgymnasia the elements of analytic geometry are begun. The straight line,
poles and polars, the ellipse, parabola, and hyperbola are considered.
kralschale and Oberrealschule.Two hours a week are devoted to the subject of
algebra, and three to geometry and trigonometry.
The course in algebra includes the study of imaginary and complex numbers, De
Wiese's theorem and its application, the graphic solution of equations, the binomial
theorem, and reciprocal equations.
The course in geometry in2dudes the study of similar figures; the futictions for any
angle are taught and are represented by line values; and the applications of spherical
trigonometry to solid geometry and to mathematical geography are presented. In
sonic schools map projection is studied. In most of the schools a brief count(' in
descriptive geometry is offered. This includes a systematic review of the descriptive
geometry of previous years, and in addition the study of the intersection of planes and
solids by other planes and solids.
-

HOLLAND.The tenth school yoar is the fourth year of the Gymnasium and of
the middle school.

.diddle school. Four hours a were are devoted to the study-of mathematics. The
algebra.of previous years is reviexTed.
fr

Indeterminate equations of the first degree are
iniroduclid:fr.Permutations and combinations and the binomial theorem are studied.
nennotry is introduced. The work in solid geometry includes a study of the relaposition of straight lines and planeet,tdihedml and polyhedral angles, the properties
volumes of prisms, pyramids, cylinders, cones, and spheres. A course in the
elements of descriptive geometry is usually offered. Two hours a week are usually
devoted to the study of mechanics and one to cosmography.

Gymnarieni.Three hours a week are devoted to the study of mathematics, one
hour being given to algebra and two to geometry. Irrational and complex expressions, fractional and negative exponents are studied. All oDplafio geometry is completed.
HIINGARY.The tenth school year is the sixth year of the Gymnasium and of
the Realschule.
Gymnasium.Involution, involving fractional and negative exponents,- is taught.
Brigg's logarithms are ursed, and arithmetical and geometrical progrcesion are (Selled.
Most of the course in geometry is dovotedto the study of the circle.
The functions of acute angles are taughtend used in the solution of triangles. Foe.
mhlas for the sine and coeino are developed and applied. Functions of positive and
negative angles are considered. Some simple surveying is done.
fr
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Recarchule.The'courses in algebra and in geometry are the same as in the Gymnasium, but the work is somewhat more intensive.
Three hours a week are devoted to the study of descriptive geometry. The course
includes the study of orthogonal projections, the projections of circles in simple positions, the study of points, straight lines and.planes, angles, and shadow problems.
Bargerschule.Three hours a week are devoted to the study of matherhatice. Linear
oequatiorui, equate mid cube root, quadratic equations, and involutions with fractional
and negative exponents are taught. Some attention is given to irrational and imaginary numbers. Logarithms, the theoary of combinations, and annuities are also
presented.
.

The course in geo etry includes the study of the Pythagorean theorem and its
applications, and the itudy of the circle. In some clfisses one hour a week is devoted
to simple bookkeeping.
ITALY: The tenth school year is the first year of thp liceo. Six hours are devoted
to the subject of inatlyernatics, considerable attention being devoted to arithmetic.
'The study of geometry includes a review of the first hook of Euclid, which was studied
in the preceding year. Books II and'TI I are also completed. The study of algebra
is completed up to radicals and fractional exponents. The study of arithmetic iSP'
comgleted with the theory of square root and incommensurable numbers.

JAPAN.The tenth school year is the fourth year of the middle school. Two
hours a week are devoted to algebra and two to geometry. The course in algebra,
includes the study of irrational expressions, ratio and proportion, the progressions,
permutations and combinations, logarithms, the use of tables, and the binomial
,
theorem with positive integral exponents.
The course in geometry includes the study of inscribed and circumscribe;41 figures,
areas, congruency. proportion, and 'the applications of proportion to similar figures.
ROTIMANIA.The tenth school year is the second year of the lycee.

.

Algebra.The functions of independent variables, limits, continuity, simple h
derivatives, graphs, maxima and minima, the theory of permutattions and combinationslind the binomial theorem are studied. In some schools. If cxtriction of the
square root of polynomials by indeterminate coefficients is taught. In a few schools,
/determinants of the third order, and their use in the solution of hormtgeneous and
nonhomogeneous equations are taken up. Graphs are extensively used in all courses ,
in algebra.
Geometry. The ourse iu geometry includes the study, of regular polygons, circles,
transversals, are congruency, and.similarity. Some attention is devoted totl*e
study of harmonic functions. Many applications are presented. Dihedral and trihedral angles, parallel and perpendicular pieties, and the formulas for surfaces and
volumes are studied.
Trigonometry. The trigonometric functions for acute and obtuse angles are taught
S
and represented graphically. The principal formulas of p ne trigonometry are develhe idea of periodic functions
oped and applied, and the tables of logarithms are used.
is emphasized.
RIISSIA.The tenth school year is the seventh year of the ReaLschule and of the
Gymnasium.
Gymnasium.Three to four hours it week are devoted to the study of mathematics
in the Gymnasium. The course in algebra includes simple and quadratic equations
involving one or more unkrAn quantities, indoterminant equations of the first and
second degrees, the progresAions, Logarithms, the binomial theorem, and continued
fractions.

.

Trigonometry.One and a half hours to two hours are devoted each week to the
study of trigonometry. Plane trigonometry is completed during this year.

liealschule.The course in algebra in the Reelachule is practically the same as in
the Gymnasium, but the work in the Gymnasium is somewhat lees intensive. In the
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Realachule more emphasis cs put uponthe subject or complex numbers, and upon
integral functions and their roots. The course in trigonometry is the same as in the
Gymnasium.
Plane analytics and the elenients of infinitesimal calculus are also introduced during the tenth school year in the Realschule. The course i ri analytic geometry includes
the derivation of the principal theorems by means of rectangular coordinates. The
circle is studied and its equation is derived by the use of rectangular and by polar
coordinates. The spiral of Archimedes is studied. The equation for the ellipse,
the parabola, anikthe hyperbola are derived both in rectangular and polar coordinates.
The ellipse, regarded as the projection of the circle, is also taken up.
Infinitesimal calculus. The principles of the theory of limits and their application
to the mensuration of the circll and of the surface and volume of the cylinder, cone,
and sphere are studied. The limiting value of 82f 12 .1 as z tends to zero and that of
a

(/ -Fi) , when'n increases without limit, are discussed. The system of natural
logarithms is presented. Continuity of functions is studied. The geometric reproeentation of functions and derivatives receive attention. Formulas for the derivatives of the sum, difference. product, and quotient of functions are taught, and the
derivatives of inverse functions are also presented. The subject of maxima and

minima is taken up. Equations for tangents and normals at a given point Of a
curve are derived. Indefinite and definite integals are taken up.
Those pupils who elect this couSte in mathematics are &tally preparing for the
school of technology.

SPAEN.No pure mathematics is offered 'during the tenth school year. Both
algebra and trigonometry are completed during the preceding year and physics is
Studied during the tenth year.
SWEDEN. The tenth school year is the second year of the Gymnasium. In the
classical G yrnnasium. four hours a week, and in the Realgymnasi urn six hours a week
are devoted to the study of mathematics.
Classical Gymnasium.Involutiou'and evolution and the use of tables of logaiithms
.are taught. The pupils graph simple functions. The geometry of previous years is
reviewed and numerous applied problems are solved.
Realpprmaitium.Simple trigonometric computations for right and oblique triangles
aie made. The function concept is emphasized throughout the year. The work in

trigonometry is a continuation of the theory of projections and the intersection of
Planes by planes and of solids by planes.
8WrfrieRLAND.The tenth school year is the fourth year of the Gymnasium
and the second year of the Realechule.
Gymnasium. One and as half hours a week are devoted to the study of algebra.
The course includes powers and roots, equations of the second degree involving one
unknown and equations of higher degree reducible to equations with one unknown,
imaginary and complex numbers.
One and a half hours are usually devoted to the study of geometry. The course
includes the study pf similarity of polygons, cyclometry, applications of algebra to
geometry, harmonic division and transversals.
Plane trigonometry is introduced and the funetion concept is given a great deal of
emphasis.
Reatgymnasium.Two hours a week are devoted to the study of algebra, and three
and a half hours to geometry and trigonometry. The course includes all that is given
in the Gymnitaium, with the additien of dihedral and polyhedral angles, and a more
intensive 'study of trienometry and goniometry.

Realochute.The, course is practically the same as in the Realgymnasium. The
work in algebra is sodiewhat more intensive and includes eon eqdadone of the third
delves, logarithap,.swithmetical and geOntketsicil progressions.

[7
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UNITED STATES.There are two general plans for organizing the course in
mathematics for the tenth school year.
The first is the older plan and is still in more general use, but the second is growing
in popularity.
First plan: Half of the year is devoted to the study of algebra. The course inclee
the theory of exponents, radicals, the theory of quadratics, simultaneous quadratics.
the binomial theorem for positive integral exponents. This is follpwed by a half year
of plane geometry. The first two books are completed.
Second plan: The entire year is devoted to the subject of plane geometry, and the
five books are completed.
SUMMARY OF TIDE TENTH YEAR'S WORK.
.14
The tenth school year is the seco year of the secondary school in the United States.
In most of the schools the entire year is devoted to the study of plane geometry. In

some of the schools half of the year is devoted to the study of algebra and the other
half to the study of plane geometry.
In the schools of Europe the mathematics of the tenth school year is distinctly in
advance of that in the United States. The difference in the mathematical courses in
the two countries is most marked in the subjects of geometry. trigonometry, and
drawing.
In most of the European schools the course in algebra is practically the same as in
the first half of the third year in the secondary schools in the United States, that is, the

course begins with the study of quadratic equations and continues through the progressions and the binomial theorem. In many of the.European countries the subjects
of logarithms, cbmpound interest, and annuities are given a good deal of attention.
in geometry abroad usually include the study of congruent and similar
figures, cyclometry, regular polyhedra, and the formulas for the surfaces and volumes
of the common solids.

The subject of trigonometry is talight during the tenth school year in almost all of
European countries. The exte't of the course varies, but usually the entire subject'
of plane trigoponietry is completed during this school year. In a few of the countries

spherical trigonometry is also studied, and the knowledge thus gained is applied in
the study of solid geometry and of mathematical geography.
Descriptive geometry is introduced in the French scientific lycee, in a few Realschulen and Obeuealac.hulen of Germany, and in some of the schools of Holland and
Rungary. The qtudy of geometric drawing is given more emphasis in France than
in other countries. The elementttof analytic geometry are introduced in a few of the
Realgyratiasia and bberrealschmlen of Germany and in sotto of the Realechulen of
Russia. In practically all of the European countries, by the time a bey haesompleted
the tenth school year, if he has pursued the Scientific course, he has studied all the
mathematics that is offered during the entire 12 school years in most of the schools
of the United States.

XII. THE WORK IN MATHEMATICS IN THE ELEVENTH
SCHOOL YEAR.
AIISTRIA.The eleventh school year is the last year of the Realschule and the
venth year of the Gymnasium and Realgymnasium.
\Gtymnosium.Plane geometry is completed during the tenth school year. A good
deal of emphasis is placed upon the idea of function. Spherical trigonometry is not
taught in the Gymnasium. Surveying and mechanics receive a great deal of attention. Analytic geometry is introduced. The study is at first confined to rectangu.

____
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lar coordinates. The principal formulas for distances and areas are developed and
applied. Since the idea of function has been developed in the previous years, a good

deal of time is saved here. The equation of the straight line is presented in four

tx

p =mx+b, ax-i-by+c=o, ii-b=1, icoaa+yain erp=o. The conic
sections and the tangents fer each of the conics are studied.
,
The course in algebra includes the study of arithmetical and geometric progression,
compound interest, the theory of permutations and combinations, variations, the
binomial theorem for positive integral exponents, and the fundamental ideas of the
ways,

theory of probability.
Realsehult and Realgymnanum.Two hours, a week are devoted to the subject of
descriptive geometry. Orthogonal and oblique pthjections nre.studied, a9d a good

deal of emphasis is 'put upon perspective drawings. -Tangential planes and plane
sections are studied. The principal aim of the course in descriptive geometry is to
develop spatial concepts and skill in constructions as a basis for the work in more
advanced technical institutions.
One hour a week is usually devoted to the subject of geometric drawing.
In the- Realschule, more attention is devoted to the study of analytic geometry
than in the Gymnasium. The subject is treated as a continuation and extension of
the theory of functions, which has been presented in previous years. The straight
line is exhaustiyely studied as a basis for other figures. Practically all computations
are made by the use of rectangular coordinates. A good deal of attention is devoted
to the study of conic sections. Special attention is given to problems in which conic
sections appear as geometric loci. Easy differential and integral calculus are
applied to problems in physics. Only t5hoeo computations are introduced which sin!.
plify or make more intensive the knowledge of physics. There is a decided tendency
to restrict the theoretic matter to the smallest possible compass.
BELGIUM. The eleventh school year is the fifth year of the Athenee Royal. In
the Greek-Latin and in-the commercial Athenee three hours a week are devoted to

.

the study of mathematics. In the Latin and in the scientific sections' six hours a
week ire devoted to the subject.
.
Greek -Latin section.The algebra and geometry of previous years are tiniroughly
reviewed. Equations of the first degree with two or more unknowns and simple
applied problems are solved. The interpretation of negative, indeterminate, and infi- .
nite values is emphasized. Results are generalized whenever possible. The remain;
der theorin is introduced and algebraic fractions are studied.
The course in geometry includes the study of the properties of circles, chords,
secants, ar4l tangents, the congruency and similarity of triangles and polygons,'propnrtional Dues and problems in construction. A gocd deal of a0ention &devoted to .
'drawing
and to out-of-door measurements.
The co
in the scientific and in theLatin &hen& is practically the same. Thi
work in ari
etic includes a thoroigh review of the work of previous years, tests for
divisibility, greatest common divisor and lowest common multiple, prime numbers,
the theorem f Fermat, common and decimal fractions, approximate computations,
complex numbers, and cube root.
.
-.

The course in algebra includes the solution of equations of ther first degree with one
or two unknowns, and of simple quadratic equations with one unknown, the square
root of binomials, the progressions, logarithms, compound interest and annuities,
maxima and minima.'
In geometry the study oLregular polygons, circles, and transversals is, emphasised,
The trigonometric functions are defined, arid the fundamental formulae are developed
and applied. Quite a good deal of attention is devoted to surveying, especially
leveling. Numerous figures, ire, drawn to scale.
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DEN. The eleventh school

year is the second year of the Gymnasium.

Two periods a week are devoted to the study of mathematics, in the classical and in the
modern
mnasium, and six periods a week are devoted to the subject in
the mathemati -scientific Gymnasuim..

The trigonometric functions are defined and represented graphically, and the
principal formulas of plane trigonometry are developed and applied. Some attention
is devoted to the subject of goniometry.
The formulas for the surfaces and volumes of regular solids are developed and the
fundamental ideas of conic sections are presented. The principal theorems of solid
geometry are studied. A good deal of emphasis is put upon the study of spherical
trial ,glee and of symmetry and similarity.
ENGLAND.The eleventh school year is the last year of the central school. By
the time a boy has completed the work of this year, he should be able to solve any ordinary problem in arithmetic, especially aay problem of a practical nature. Workshop
methods are emphasized. Constructions and approximations are given a good deal
of attention. Many of the problems involve weights, volumes, and density. In some
'schools simple surveying is given and graphs are taught.
The course in algebra includes the study of quadratics, graphs, fractional coefficients,
and indices, formulas, radicals, logarithms, arithmetical and geometric progressions.
The geometry of p vious years is reviewed and extended, and the work is closely
correlates' with Di:
l'cal drawing and with science. The pupils study the circle,
thorellipse; easy vac rs, and areas, and make-simple constructions.
The work in trigonometry includes the study of logarithmg and problems involving
heights and distances. Angles with given sine, cosine, or tangent are constructed.
YINLAND.The eleventh school year ig usually the lagt, year of the course. No
details are given, but when the pupil has completed the course, he has finished the
study of algebra up to permutations and combinations. He has studied plane and solid
geometry and the elements of trigonometry. , Ifs the classical lycees, only the study
qf the right triangle is included in trigonometry.
FRANCE. The eleventh whool year is a one-year course to prepare for the secone
part of the bachelor degree. It is Called the special mathematics.course. Eight hours
a week are devoted to the study of T utthematica.
The theoretical parts of arithmetic are presented. Special emphasis is put upon
the theory of prime numbers and of circulating decimals.
The copse in algebra includes a review and an extension of the work of the preceding year. ,Equations of the first and second deg ties involving two or more unknowns are solved. Inequalities of the first and second degrees are studied. Arithmetical and geometrical progression, logarithms, compound interest, and annuities
are studied., The idea of Coordinates is introduced, and some simple equations are
ax+b
derived. The functions rz-----F-H)
y =itax2 i-bx+c ya.r4
are
represented graphic*ally. The maximum and minimum values of certain functions
having numerical coefficients are found. The areas of curves regarded as functions
of the abscissa are computed.
The course in trigonotnetry includes a review and the application of trigonometry
to surveying.
The course in geometry includes a thorough review of the work of preceding
'yam; and in addition-to this, radical axes, polars; inversions, the theory of vectors,
and central projections are studied. The ellipse, hyperbola, and parabola are considered, and their equations are derived. Problems involving tangents to these three
turves are solved.
.
The course in descriptive geometry includes the stu4y of the straight line, plane,
circle, cone; cylinder, and sphere. Plane sections of solids are considered. Shadows
studied and the ideas underlying the construction of topographical maps are pre1
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muted. A good deal of emphasis is put upon the subject of mechanics and cosmography during this year.
GERMANY. The eleventh school year is the eighth year of the Bilrgengchule,
Gymnasium, Realgymnasium, and Oberrealschule.
The course in the gymnasium includes the study of arithmetical And geometrical
progrspsion, compound interest, and annuities. Solid geometry in completed and the
elements of plane analytic geometry are introduced.
Realgimnasium.Five hours a week are devoted to the subject of mathematics.
Three hours are devoted to algebra and triganoinetry, and two to descriptive geometry.
The theory of permutations and combinations, the binomial theorem, determinants,
and the general theory of equations of higherdegree ale studied. Plane and spherical
trigonometry are completed and applied to the study of mathematical geography.
-"he course in descriptive geometry includes the graphic deterkination of points,
Lines, and planes, and pfoblems involving these. Numerous problems in which the
distances from given points, lines, and planes are to be determined are solved.
Oberrealschule.Two hours a week are devoted to the study of analysis and to the
elements of infinitesimal calculus The algebra of previous years is reviewed. Permutations, combinations, and the binomial theorem are studied. Tie ideas of
and of derivatives are introduced. The derivatives for powers, sines, and cosines are
formed. The study is closely correlated with physics and mechanics.
Three hours a. week are devoted to the study of analytic and synthetic geometry.
Coordinate geometry is introduced. The straight line, circle, pencils of rays, tangents,
poles, and polars are-studied. Some attention is given to the theory of projections.
The course in descriptive geometry includes the study of the cylinder, cone, and
sphere, and the introduction of perspective drawing.
HOLLAND. The eleventh school year is the fifth year of the middle school jind
of the Gymnasium. Four hours a week are devoted to the study of mathematics.
Middle school. The algebra of previous years is reviewed and extended. The
study of trigonometry is continued, and circular functions are introduced. Plane
geometry is reviewed; and the cone, cylinder, and sphere are studied. The course
in descriptive geometry is completed up to the study of curved surfaces. Two hours
are devoted to mechanics and °art° cosmography.
Gymn4sium.Two hours a week are devoted to algebra and two to geometer. The
course in algebra includes the study of quadratics, radicals, fractional and negative

a

exponents, arithmetical and geometric progressions, logarithms and indeterminate
equations of the, first degree. The study of solids is completed.
.In some Gymnasia the pupils who specialize in mathematics and physics take a
more advanced course in mathematics. This course includes the above with the
addition of maxima *nd minima,. the theory of limits, and some trigonometry.
HUNGARY.The eleventh school year is the seventh year of the Gymnasium
and of the Realsclule.
In the Realschule from three to five hours are`devoted to the study ot mathematics.
The course includes the study of arithmetical and geometric progression, circulating
decimals, compound interest, and annuities, Government loans, indeterminate equations of the first degree, the binomial theroem, simple formulas involving surfaces'
and volumes, the study of trigonometry and its applications to-surveying and geog.raphy.
'
mom ,two to three periods a week are devoted to the study of deecriptid geometry.
The course includes orthogonal projections, angles of inclination, the intersection of
simple solids by straigh t nes and planes, shadow constructions, the revolution of
plane.and simple solid
:
about vertical axes, and the introduction of new planes
of reference,

GymnasiumProm two to three hours a week are devoted to the study of mathe.
The course in algebra includes the study of dompovd interest and annuities.

listless

a.
'OW
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:
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Govern

'

,

nt.' loans, the progressions, circulating decimals, and the theory of quadratics.
Th nurse in geometry includes the study of the coordinates of a point, the distance
betty n two points, the graphs, and the important theorems of solid geometry, osperiall those involving surfaces and volumes.
ALT.--The eleventh.school year is the second/ear of the lic&'.

Six hours a week

are devoted to the study of mathematics. Books IV; V, VI, XI, and XII of plane
and lid geometry are completed. The theory of proportion, power, equations of
the first and second degrees with one and more unknowns, radicals, and progressions
are studied. The elements of trigonometry an introduced.
JAPAN.The eleventh school year is the fifth and, in some school, the laqt year
of the middle school.
Four hours a week are devoted to the study of mathematics, two hours being devoted
to geometry and two to trigonometry.
The'course in geometry includes the applications of proportion, the study of areas
and loci, straight lines and planes, solid angles, polyhedra, the prism, the pyramid,
the sphere,-.the cylinder, and the cone.
The course in trigonometry includes the functions and graphic representation of
the functions for acute and obtuse angles, the development and use of the principal
formulas,
solution of right and oblique triangles, the use of logarithmic tables, and
the apilications of trigonometry to surveying.
BOIIMANIA.The eleventh school year is the third year of the lyc(e. Four hours
.a week are devoted to the study of mathematics. A good deal of emphasis is put,
upon mechanics.
The course in algebra includes the study of sines, convergence, the number e,
exponential functions, logarithms, derivatives of exponential, logarithmic and circular
functions, homogeneous functions, and complex numbers.
In.descriptive gedmetry, estimates of projections, the representation of a 'joint by
the aid of projections of two perpendicular planes, and the projection of a straight line
are considered.
The pupil's knowledge of algebra and of geometry is 'utilized to a great extent in
the study of mechanics. ,
RIISEILt.The eleventh school year is the eighth and last year of the Gymnasium.
From three to four hours a week are devoted to the study of mathematics. A complete review of the previous year's work in mathematics is given, one hour a week
being devoted to the reviewin arithmetic. The factor theorem and the transformation of equations with the unknowns in the denominator are presented.

SWIDEN.The eleventh school year is the third year of the Gymnasium. In
the Latin Gymnasium, three hours, and in the Realgymnasium,four hours are devoted
to the study of mathematics.
In the Gymnasium, trigonometry and solid geomttry are completed. Arithmetical
an4 geometrical progreession and compound interest ar% studied. Graphs of simple
Enctions, such as
x, are introduced.

In the Reddgymnasium, in addition to the above course, analytic geometry is
introduced and a good deal of attention is devoted to linear drawing. A thorough
study is made of the theory of shadows.

SWITZERLAND.The eleventh school year is the fifth year of de Gymnasium
ana the third year of the Realschule. in the literary Gymnasium two hours a week
are devoted to algebra and one and a half hours to geometry. In the Realgymnasipm
two hournevoted to algebra, one to descriptive geometry, and one to bookkeeping.
In the Realachhle two and a half hours to algebra, three to geometry, and three and a
half to ddscriptive geometry.
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Li$rary Gymnasium.Logarithms, exponential equations, the progressions, compound interest, annuities, indeterminate equatLons of the first degree,. and plane
trigonometry are studied.
Rea/gyms:Cum.In addition to the above course, continued fractions, equations 61.
the second degree in two unknowns, and solid geometry are studied. Goniometry
and trigonometry with its applications are introduced.
Realschule.The course in the Realsehule is the same as in the Rea 'gymnasium, with
the addition of the approximate solutions of equations(); higher degree. ' The elements
of spherical trigonometry applLsd to geography and the elements of plarle analytic
geometry are also introduced.

In both the Realgymnasium and Realachule descAlptive geometry is studied.
The course is more intensive in the Realschule. The relation of points, straight lines,
"Illnee and simple solids in vertical and horizontal projections are considered. The
fundamental problems in construction are presented. The projections of the circle

are studied, and triangles, prisms, pyramids, and regular solids are given special
attention.
UNITED STATES.The eleventh,school year is the third year of the secondary
school. The courses in mathematics vary somewhat, but in most ofthe schools a
secoad course in algebra is given during the first semester, and solid geometry is
studied during the second semester.

The course in algebra includes the study of radicals and exponents, quadratic
equations with one and two unknowns, the theory of quadratic equations, equations
in the quadratic form, the progressions, and the binomial theorem.
The course in solid geometry includes the study of ,Books VI, VII, VIII, and I X.
SUMMARY OF THE ELEVENTH YEAR'S WORK.
1
4
4.
The eleventh school year is the third year of the secondary school of the United States.
includes
a
half
year
of algebra and a
In most of the schools the course in mathe'mati
year is devoted to
half year of solid geometry.
try In a few ofhe schools, the first
4

the study of solid geometry and the last half to are study of .. eonometry.
In the schools of Europe the *ork in algebra during the = eventh school year in-

cludes the study of arithmetical. and geometricul p I ,. ins, permutations and
combinations, the theory of probability, the bine e
theorem, and determinates,
The preceding topics are included in the most .. . iced courses in Austria, France,
Germany, Holland, Hungary, Sweden, Switzerland, and Roumania. The subject
of trigonom,etry, which was completed. during the tenth school year, is applied to
.

surveying. Much more emphasis is put upon the subjects of cosmography and me-

chanics than in the United States. Descriptive geometry is studied in Austria,
Germany, France, Holkind, Hungary, and Switzerland, and the study of geometric
drawi is continued in Austria. Analytic geometry is introduced in certain of the.
ech

of Austria, France, Germany, Hungary, and Sweden; and the ejitents of

diff

ntial calculus are introduced in a few of the Realschulen of Austria OR in the

rrealschulen of Germany. The valculus is applied in the study of physks.
herical trigonometry is taught in several of the countries, and it is 'usually applied ;.
in the study of mathematical geography.
When a European boy has completed the eleventh school year, if he has elected
the scientific course, he has ettidied more mathematics than is offered in any except a.
very few of the most progressive seondary schools in the United States.
.

e
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XIII. THE WORK IN MATHEMATICS IN THE TWELFTH
SCHOOL YEAR.
AUSTRIA.The twelfth school year is the eighth and last year of the Gymnasium
and of the Realgymnasium.
Gyiniuuriurn.The mathematics of previous years is thoroughly reviewed, and various ideas are studied more intensively. Practicarapplicatiens are emphasized, and a
good deal of attention is devoted to the history of the SUbject!and to the introduction of
general ideas of means'in advanced mathematics. In both the Gymnasium-and Realgymnasium the elements of differential and integral calc hie are presented. The subject,matter is treated in close relation with the theory of inactions as presented in previous years. Special attention is given to the following functions: ax-1-6, ar2+11.r+c,
e

a

a

x, sin .r, cos r, ar and dog
Problems are given to determine
the tangents of curves, and velocities; maxima and minima are also studied.
azs,

lidCLCIIII31.--The twelfth school year is the sixth school year of the Arlien6e Royal.

In the Greek-Latinend in the commercial courses three hours a week are devoted to
mathematics. In the Latin and the scientific courses six hours are devoted to mathematics.

Greek-Latin course.--The square and square root, radicals, quadratic equations,
equations reducible to quadratics, special quadratics of higher degree, arithmetical
and geometric progression, proportion, logarithms, interest, and annuities are studied.
The geometry of the previous year is reviewed, and solid geometry is completed.
"Trigonometry is introduced. Tables are used, and the formulas for the right triangle
are developed and applied in numerous problems.
Scientific and Latin courses.--The 'algebra and plane geometry of previous yet:rs are

reviewed, and trigonometry and its applications are studied. The different systems
of numeration are considered, and computations involving various number scales are
made: Short methods for multiplication and division ars emphasized.
Tho application of indetorminant coefficients in functions, and the relation between
the coefficients of algebraic equations in order to satisfy certain given conditions are
studied. Certain problems in maxima and minima are given. Continued fractions
are presented. Indeterminate equations of the first degree, permutations and combinations, the binomial theorem, the summation of series, powers and roots, radical
equations, exponential equations, and Naperiati logarithms are studied..
The course in plane geometry includes the study of functions, harmonic pencils,
poles and polars/ add the theorems of Pascal and Brianchon concerning the circle.
The course in solid geometry includes the general subject matter of Books VI, VII,
VIII, and IX.
DICRItABIE.The twelfth school year is the third and last year of the Gymnasium.
In the classical and in the modem latiguaga,Courses two hours a week are devoted to
the study of mathematics, and in the iinathematics and scientific courses six hours are
0
devoted to the subject.
The course includes a comprehensive review of the mathematics of previous years.
Theelements of analytic geometry are introduced The pupils are taught how to
determine points and curves by means of iwctilinear and polar coordinates. The formulas for'the equation of the straight line and circle, tangents, parabola, ellipse, and
hyperbola are developed; and the principal theorems for tangents, normals, and
asymptotes are studied.
In addition to this, the pupikt elect one of the following courses:
(A) Detenhinanta with their applications to linear equations, continued- fractions
and their applications, the general equation of the second degree treated analytically,
the icosahedron and dodecahedron and the rep
tation of similar polyhedra by
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means of vertical projections on perpendicular planes, and the plane sections of these
solids.
(B) Infinitesimal calculus. The_course includes the computation with infinitesimal magnitudes as an introduction to differential and integral calculus, the continuity
of fractions, the derived function of re, (r being rational) and of the trigonometric
ftinctions, of the sum,, product, and quotient, and of functions of a function, the theorem of Rolle, and maxima and minima. Taylor's theorem for integral functions is
presented. Definite and indefinite integrals are considered, and the simplest filmLions are integrated' Simple applications are made to geometry and physics.
. ENGLAND.The instruction in the central schools usually closes with the eleventh
year. In the great private schools, Such as Eton, Harrow, Rugby, and Winchester,
there are boys from I3i to 19 years of age. Many of these boys go to the universities
or enter the army. In most of the great private schools, there are three courses:

(a) Classical course, which corresponds roughly to the German Gymnasium.
(b) The modern course, which corresponds roughly to the German Realgymnaeium.
(c) The army coarse.

Courses (a) and (b) are usually about equal in number of students. Course (c)
usually has a smaller enrollment.
In the modern course from four to six periods a week are devoted to the study of
mathematics. Details of this course are not available in the English reports. Great

emphasis is 'put upon the entrance requiremeete in mathematics by Oxford and
Cambridge, and more time ie devoted to the subject in the..classical courses in England
than in corresponding courses in France or Germany.
FRANCE.The twelfth Fetus)l year is usually called Classe de Philosophic.

The relations between algebra and geometry are emphasized, and a good deal of
attention is devoted to the subject of graphs. The pupils are taught how to construct
a rectangle, which has a given side and is equivalent to a given square, and numerous
other similar constructions. The notion of coordinates is extended, and the study
of functions is continued. Squaied paper is used in the determination of areas.
The theory of limits is discussed. The formula for the area of a parabola is derived.
The application of the methods of infinitesimal calculus to the evaluation of surfaces
and volumes of figures considered in elementary geometry is made.
GERMANY.The twelfth school year is the.ninth and last year of the Rfirgerschule,
Gymnasium, Realgymnasium, Realechule, and Oberrealechule.
Gymnasium.The formulas of elementary trigonometry are applied to mathematical'
geography and to elementary astronomy. A comprehensive review ,of the mathematics of previous years is given, and applications to physics are especially emphasized. The concept of coordinates is introduced and applied to the study of conics.
Realgymnasium and Realschule.Five hours ii week are devoted to the subject of
mathematics and two to physics. The subjects are very cleeely correlated. Three

hours are usually devoted to the study of plane analytic geometry and a comprehensive reNlew of the mathematics of previous school years. The study of analytics
includes the point, straight line, and circle. Two hours are usually devoted to the
study of descriptive geometry. Pyramids, prisms, cones, cylinders, and spheres,
and sections of theselbodies, are presented. The ellipse' and parabola are Venially not
considered. In some schools cubic equations and maxima and minima are studied,
06errealechule.Five hours a week are devoted to the study of mathematics. The

course includes both analytic geometry and infinitesimal calculus. Logarithms

and exponential functions with their dorivatiVee are 'studied. Indefinite and definite
integrals with simple exercises are introduced. The principles of calculus &reapplied.
to exercises in mechanics.

d

0 Cativo in geometry includes the study of conics treated both analytically
thetically. These curves are regarded as sections of right circular cones.
.
.
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The theorem of Quetleti-Dandelin is introduced. The relation between algebra and
geomet
especially emphasized.
Th course in descriptive geometry is a continuation and erttension of the work of
the eveuth schodl year.
. comprehensive review or the mathematics of previous years is given, and the
historical dovelopment of the subject is especially considered.
HO I.LND .--The twelfth school year is the sixth year of the GymnaSium. It is
sometim s called the rreparatory year. Plane and spherical trigonometry are studied,
and .the elements of analytic geometry are introduced. A comprehensive review
of the mathematics of previous school year's' is given. Especial 'emphasis is put
upon the study of permutations and combinations, the -theory of probability, determinants, continued fractions, higher series, and functions. The correlatitui between.
Nanathematies and physice is emphasized.
HIINGARY.--The twelfth school year is the eighth and last year of the Ilthgendliule,
Gymnasium, and Realgymnaiium.
In the Gymnasium and litirgerschule two hours a week are devoted to mathemAties,
and in the Realachule three hours are devoted ft° the subject of mathematics and two
to descriptive geometry.
Gymnasium and BUrgerarhul e .Permuuttions and combinations, the .theory of
Probability, the binominal theorem, and Pascal's triangle are studied, and a comprehensive review of algebra is made. The formulas of spherical trigonometry are applied
in the study of geography. The elementary ideas of coordinates are introduced. The
study of free-hand frawing is continued and a thorough review of geometry is made.
Realschule.A. comprehensive review of the algebra of previous years isznade. The
idea of coordinates is introduced, and the principal equations of points, distances,
straight linos, and circles are developed and applied. The ellipse, parabola, and

hyperbola are .studied as geometric loci, and the entire subject of geometry is

thoroughly reviewed.
The course in descriptive geometry includes the study of orthogonal,projections,
the representation of cones, cylinders, spheres, and the intersection of these bodies by
linos and planes, tapgent planes, shadow constructions, and a thorough review of the
work a- previous years:
!TALLThe twelfth school year is the third and last year of the hypo. No mathematics is offered ddring this year.
.
JAPAN. In most of the seltools the middle school closes with the eleventh school
year. When an additional year is offered, the time is usually devoted to a comprehensive review of the-mathematics of previous yearsand to a more intensive study of
the subject.
.
.

ROITMANIA.The twelfth school year is the fourth and last year of the Veee.

.

Five hours a weelsare devoted to the study of mathematics.
The course in algebra includes the theory of roots, theorem of Rollo: Descartes's
theorem, the solution of equations of higher degree, the study of integral, fractional
and irrational roots, the methods of approfimation, and other elementary ideas of the
theory of equations.
,
The course in analytic geometry includes the study of rectangular
rectangularcoordinates, and
problems concerning the straight Act, circle, ellipse, hyperbola, and parabola, and
their properties. A good deal of emphasis is put upon the study of cosmography, and
mathematics is closely correlated with this sul:ject.
HUSSIA.The course in Russia closes with the eleventh school year.
8WEDX21.The twelfth school year is the fourth and last year of the Gymnasium,
In the Latin Gymnasium five hours a week and in the Realgymnasium six hours are
devoted to the study of matheitatics.
Latin Gylanatium.The course includes a comproiliensive review of the mathematics
of previous years tad the ifitroductiOn of the elementary ideas of itnalytic geometry.
Linear drawingis taught, and the principles of perspective are eanphaidzed.

.
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Realgymnasium.The concept of derivatives is introduced and applied to finding
maximum and minimum points and to the determination of equations for 'perpendiculars. Only simple expressions, such as y=r2, y=13,
y=sine x are developed.
-

y=,,/i, y=3."/2.; and

.

SWITZERLAND.The twelfth ochool.. year is the.. sixth year of the Gymna.-ium

and the fourth of the Realschule.
..
In the classical Gymnasium four hours a week, and iu the Realgymnasium four and a
half hours, are usually devoted to the study of 'mathematics. In thoRealschule nine
hours a weekare frequently glydn to the subject.
In the Realgymnasium two -hours Cre,usually devoted tO algebra, one and a half to
geometry, and one to descriptive geometry. In the Realachule three hoarser° devoted
to algebra, two and a half hose to geometry, and three and a half hours to descriptive geometry.
Gymnasium.The course includdthe solution of difficult quadratics and the study of
permutations and combinations, the theory of probability, and the binomial theorem.
The correlation of mathematics with tnechanics and physics is emphasized. In some
Gymnasia the elementary ideas 61 analytic geometry and of infinitesimal calculus are
`introduced.
Realsehule. he course includes the study of series, compound interest and annu-

ities, pentium one and combinations, and the binomial theorem. The study of
analytic geom try is introduced and the fundamental formulas for a point, straight
line, ellipse, arabola, and hyperbola are developed and applied. Inmost of the
Realachulen he elements of infinitesimal calculus are introduced. In 801110 of the
Realgyninas and Realschulen de Mei vre's theorem and operations with oomphix num:
hers are iti
uced. Approtimate inethoils Tor the solution of numerical and indeterminate uations, continued fractions, maxima and minima, and spherical trigon nietry a also taught in a few of the Itealgymnasia Mind Realachulen. In many

0 the Realschulen the elements of solid analytic geometry are also taught. About
e-tbird of the Realschulen take up the general equation of the second ,degree with
. n1,%ariables. The.study of conic sections is quite thorough ,in most of the Realladen. In the courses in differential and integral calculus the transition from
ifferences to derivatives is carried out by objective geometric methods in every
case. Exponential and logarithmiC functiopsaare developed, and the rules for the
derivative of the !sum, product, and quotient, and of a function of a function are
taught. The equations of tangents of the conic sections and of other curvf43 are
studied. In a few schools differential, but not integral, calculus is taught. In some
schools differential calculus is taught, but only the merest elements of integral calculus are studied. In most of the schools the elements of infinitesimal calculus have
.'
been taught for many yearl.
.
The course in descriptive geometry includes the construction of plane sections, of
the regular solids'and their intersections; also the-repreeentation of right cylinders
.
and cones and tangent piiino]. .
.
THE UNITED STATES.The twelfth school year is the last year of the secondary
school. The couraesin mathematics vary somewhat, but in most of the schools plane
trigonometry is studied during the first half of the year and college algebra during the
second half. In many of the schools the application of trigonordetry to surveying is
emphasized, and some practice in actual surveying is given.
. ,
Spherical trigonometry is.usually not included, but it is not unusual for tire course
to include the stddy, of the right spherical triangle.
The course in college algebra usually includes a thorough review of quadratic equations With two or more unknowns, graphs, proportion, the progressions, he binomial
.

theorem for positive integral exponents, determinants, inequalities; permutations
and combinations the theory of probability, and methods for the appioxilation of
roe* The mathematics of the twelfth schtd year is always elective.
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SUMMARY OF THE TWELFTH YEAR'S WORK.

,

The twelfth school year is the last year of the secondary school in the United States.
In many of the schools the first half of the year is devoted to the study of solid geom.
etry and the last half to trigonometry or to buaineve arithmetic. In some of the schools
the first half of the year is devoted to the study of plane trigonometry and the last
half to the study of college algebra. It is rare that courses in spherical trigonometry,
beyond the study of the right spherical triangle, are offered in the United States.
In practically all of the European countries the twelfth school year begins or ends
with a comprehensive review of the mathematics of the preceding years. Special
empharfis is put upon such reviews in Austria, Germany, Denmark, Holland, and
Hungary. The practical,applications of mathematics are emphasized in most of the
countries, and in Austria and Geimany some attention is devoted to the history of
mathematics. Spherical trigonometry is offered in the schools'of Holland, Germany.
Hungary, and Switzerland; anchipalytic geometry is studied in Denmark. Germany,
Austria, Hungary, Sweden, Switzerland, and Roumania. In a few of the Cantons
of Switzerland solid analytic geometry is studied. Descriptive geometry is offered
in Germany, Austria, Hungary, and Switzerland, and advanced algebra is studied in
most of the countries. Differential and integral calculus are offered in the schools of
Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Sweden, Switzerland, Russia, Germany, and
Roumania.
The relations between algebra and geometry are especially emphasized. in France,,
and the relations between mathematics and physics receive special empinisis in Germany, Reiland, and Switzerland.
When& European boy hai completed his twelfth school year he has bad she opportunity of stUdying more mathematics than is offered in any of the secondary schools of.
the United States: He has had more practice in applying his mathematics in physics,
'cosmography, andmathematical geography than is the case with the American boy.
The simultaneous study of several mathematical subjects results in a more complete
mastery of each. He pees the unity of mathematics in a way that is seldom true with
the Asherican boy. He ?an use his arithmetic and algebra in the ablution of geometrical problems and his arithmetic and geometry in the solution of algebraic 'problems
much better than the average American boy. He -has' some knowledge of analytic
geometry and of the infinitesimarcalculus. The frequent drills and reviews so common
in European schools have furtu;dieshhim with a large number of mathematical facts
and formulas that he can use more,eadily than his American brother. Mathematics
to him is an intereating and a fruitful subject, because he has learned to appreciate

something of its deeper signifi^

.

XIV. "14 WORK IN MATHEMAT1,CS IN 1Hk.. THIRTEENTH
SCHOOI., YEAR.
,
In Belgium and in Switzerland the course in the secondary schools extends over a

pirt of the'thirteenth school yob..
In Belgium the thirteenth school year is theselienth and list year of the Athen6e
Royal. In ttie commercial course two hquip a week, in the Greek -Latin three hount,
and fn.the Latin and in the scientific courses eight hpure a week, are devoted to the
study of mathematics.'
3
Gresk-Isitin course.The subjects of geometry and algebra are thoroughly reviewed
and Ike progressions, logarithms, annuities, and loans' tie especially eipphesized.
. The 4/forams for (he awface andyolume of the prism, pyramid, cone, and "INA are
OiatiOmmoeroipi pmbionni t. thilnarical geometry is given *good dearof attention._
,

ORARE

.\
k

The fundamental formulae of trigonometry arestudied and applied in the solution of
triangles. The application of trigonometry to surveying is emphasized, and the pupils
learn to use the surveyor's instruments'.
Scientific and Latin course?.. -Two hurts a week are devoted to review and to new
applications of the mathematics of previous years. Determinants are Studied and
applied i9 the solution of equations. The rfncipal theorems of spherical trigonometry are developed and applied. The study of analytic geometry is continued and the
principal formulas for the straight line and civic are developed and applied. Both
rectilinear and polar coordinates are used, and the tables are taught for the transformation of coordinates. Poles and polars are 'extensively studied,-and the eq2tationsOf
conic sections are developed.

The course in descriptive geogrirl includes the study of the principal theoretic
anes; simple rotations are introduced.
In most of the eantons of Switzerland the final year of the course lasts but one

relating to points, et raight

semester. 'A thorough rt. view of the mathematics of previous years is given. and4ie
study of plane analytic geometry and calculus is extended.
Tables 2 to G indicate the time at which each subject is introduced into the various
types of schools and the school sears during which the subject is taught.
The nomenclature of sonic of the mathematical subjecte r.ries ts such an extent in
the various otintries that ft isinot. possible to be exact in all details in such tables.
These tableesare intehded to indicate usual practice, and not exceptional cases.
The tenu geometry, as used in Table 4, includes all that is usually thought of in this
country under the headings of observational, deme4rative (pldneand solid); and
descriptive geometry tend geometric drawing.. In many cases the reports of t be (vimtries do not indicate the divisions between two types of geometry sufficiently to justify
the construction of a separate graph for ca'Ii
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TABLE

Age

2. Years of study of apithmelkContinued.
6-7

8-9

7-8

I

9-10 10-11 11-12 12-13 1-14I 1415 15-16 16-17

School year

1

2
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3. Year* of study of algebra.
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TABLE 3. Years of study of 'algebraContinued\
1
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TABLE 4. Years of study of geometryContinued.
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TABLE b. Yoarrof study of trigonometry.
Age

6-7

7-8

1
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.

, ..

Middle, Slur

Eunons:
Lyods, ?ion

,

.......

.

,

\

4.

Gyfinusluro, Sitar
Ittalobule,.511see

Swim
Oymnialtun, 3-yuir
Realgymusinm, 9-yeer

.

tfriMeater4
Qyamsiwkilleie :... i

4

elitedgen visor

.

..
.0...m6..

Realsoin*Ont

MN SUM gtAmaieu. ,, ,.

---.

.
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GRAPHIC REPREFIENTTION13.
TABLE 6.-P- rears of study of analytic geortetry and the calculus.
.....The calculus.

Analytic geometry.

Xhool year

10

94

--0

IS

12

11

14-15 15-16 16-17 17-18 18-19

18-19

14- 15115 -16 16-17 17-18

Age

9

10

12

11

11

-

Austr la:

Gymnasium,, 2-year. . ,.
Realacbule, 2-year
Realgymnasfum, 2-year
Reigium:
Athenee, 2-year
Denmark:

;

1 yr.:

.

...

s

,

Gymnasium, lefiri
England:
Private preparatory, 1-year
France:
Lyo6a, 2.year
Germany:
Gymnasium, 2-year
Reagymnasium, 2-year
Oberrealschule,3-year
Rolland:
'Gymnasium, 1-year
Thingarr:

1 yr.

....---,

1 yr...
I yr.

.
-4

Reshohnle, 1-yeir
Gymnasium, 2-year
Bargerschule, 1-year
Roumania'
Lyo6e,1-year
Ramie:

1 year.
2 yrs

1 yr
2 yrs.

=

-,

.

.

,

i

...

...

....

Reakeohule, 1-year

Bloater:
Gymnasium, 1-year
Realgymnasium, 1-year

--

'dr

Switzerland:
Gymnasium
Reahchutp, 2-year
United Stater of A aeries:

1 yr

..

.

/Analytic Geometry h seldom taught In secondary

..

sc.hools.)

1 yr

2 yrs.

.

1

XVI. CERTAIN IM ORTANT POINTS OF DIFFER'EliCEr BE.TwEEN THE I RK IN MATHEMATICS ABROAD AND IN
THE UNITE 'A STATES.
etas!

/Co

are doing certain bade of work that we are not doing, soma

net ope to do under promo conditions, and some that we might not.
could. They are also rang some work thit we wish we could do,.
do if
shall prdbably do before many years have elapsed. .
and some that
In every country of Europe- the secondary school period extends over at logo' abt
yes". In most of t countries the Majority. of the teachers above thy 'primary,
school have had, the advantsgaihsfirip or inivenity training. .The teachers $001.-.7.

4 mein al:schdarririp that is partrarni**OnAl teacher. in*, United
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Abundant provision is made for daily drill in mathematics. The educator of
Europe realizes that this daily drill is absolutely necessary in order to give theytipil
a real mastery of number facts and rerations. A little smattering of the subject will
not suffice: The pupil is expected to knotv thoroughly certain facts end princuiples,
and to this end daily drill is provided. No small part of the thoroughness in detail,
which is so characteristic of most of the schools of Europe, may be traced to this drill.'
The American pupil has some information on a great variety of topics, but much of
hie knoivledge is vague and indefinite, rather than clear-cut notions about definite
things

Everywhere algebra is introduced earlier than in the United States. In certain

of the German schools some work in algebra is introduced during the sixth school year,

and in no country, except the Ignited States', is this introductory work postponed
later than the seventh school year.
Some instruction in constructional, observational, or intuitive geometry is alwaye
offered during the sixth, seventh, and eighth school years. This instruction is always
of a propaldeutic nature. Much emphasis is placed upon estimates and constructions.
In all of the schools of Europe algebra andgeornetry are studied simultaneously

during .a considerable number of years. The various mathematical subjects are

-.more closely correlated than in this country.

A pupil who is studying geometry can
use his arithmetic aiId Iris algebra more readily than.is the case with the' average
American boy,' The introduction of the trigonometric filnctions while the pupil is
studying similar figures in geometry has the sanction of most of the b$St to ens
abroad. The distinction betyeen plane and solid geometry is much leas marked
in this country. This is duty, in part at levt, to the fact that models are very ex naively used in the study of geometry.

,

Everywhere the attempt is,being made to find genuine applications of mathematics

that are really within the experience of the pupil and tolinic the subject of mathe'plaice as closely as possible with theetivities of reallife. Drawing and physibs are
frequently taught by the same teaeber, and the correlation between these subjects
is foUnd to be to the advantagg of each.
European school men believe that akoiffse in mathOmatics should be planned by

those who know some mathematics rather than by educators who are practically
ignorant of the subject. The reports de not indicate that the schools of Europe are

hearing a demand for weak algebra and/anemic geometry, or even for no work in these
.subjects. If any pressure of thiisort exists, it has hitherto produced no modification
of the course of Addy.

)(VII. BUSLIOGRAPHY.
All of the reports guiteitedto the International Celezimion on theaTesching of
ilathematics were consulted in the preparation of this bulletin.
The reports Iste4 below contain material of especial value for such a study as this.
They may be secured frbm Messrs. Georg & Co., Geneva, Switzerland.
Avers's.
Kraus, K. Volks-und .Btlrgerechulen. Heft I of the Austrian report.S.
Bergmann,
Realschulen Heft I of the Austrian reports.
Dintal, E. Gymnasien. Heft JII of the Austrian reports.
Itenrsth. Th. MiblehenlvrAvan. Heft IV of the Austrian mood..
Adler, A. Del Unterricht in der darstellenden illsometrie an den Realschulen and
'
Realgymnaeien. 'Heft IX of the Austrian reports.

Muller, E. Der Unterricht in der darstellenden Geometrie an den 'Technischen
Hochschulen. Heft IX of the Austrian reports.
.
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Vol.
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of
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Jones, L. M. Course in mathematics for municipal secondary schools.
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( Pre$ared by a com-
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ROUMANIA.
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claire.
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